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PREFACE

although I1 graduated from idaho state university with a

bachelorsbachelor degree in english during all the sevenyearseven intervalyear

since that time I1 have been employed as an instructor in religious

education for the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday it
was because of my combined interest in both english and religion

that five years ago I1 began graduate work at brigham young

university in american literature with intentions of writing a

thesis on joseph smith as a man of letters numerous respons-

ibilities aside from graduate work have delayed the completion of

this project but I1 now take great pleasure in presenting it here

as the first of its kind as far as I1 am aware with hopes that

additional studies in this area will follow

As a member of the latterdaylatter saintday commonly called mormon

church I1 believe joseph smith to be a prophet of god through whom

god restored in 1830 the only true church of jesus christ but I1

also believe that such a restoration of true christian principles

could have taken place only in a place and time when the hearts

beliefs and ideals of men would provide a suitable environment

for these principles to grow and prosper I1 believe that that

place was the united states of america and that time the period

which historians now call the jacksonian age it is in this

context then that I1 comprehend the resemblance between jacksonian

thought and the teachings of the prophet joseph smith

iii

bili ties
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in reading this thesis the reader may note variations in

the spelling of the name of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter

saints

day

in joseph smiths day the church name was written latter
day and occasionally in newspaper articles latter day whereas

the present spelling is as in the full title above therefore I1

have attempted to keep the spelling consistent with the period in

reference

I1 wish to express deep love and gratitude to my wife

yvonne whose determination that I1 complete this work has carried

me through I1 also thank her for the great sacrifice she has

made to type this thesis

I1 gratefully acknowledge the patience and numerous hours

of time given in my behalf by my thesis chairman dr richard H

cracroft in five years he has never given up on me and thanks

to dr edward geary for his advice in the completion of this thesis

iv
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chapter 1

introduction ARGUMENTS FOR JOSEPH SMITH AS AN

AMERICAN MAN OF LETTERS

the purpose of this study is twofold primarily it is a

study of the newspaper writings of joseph smith jr the mormon

prophet and of his development as an american writer as evidenced

in his newspaper publications it is also a study of the main

concepts contained in smiths newspaper writings concepts which

demonstrate that smith may deservedly be called a jacksonian

man of letters
however to label smith as a jacksonian man is in no way

meant to indicate his political leanings or party preference

rather the term simply associates him with the spirit of the

period in which he lived the term is a general term used as

william goetzmann uses it to describe a fictional composite the

average man of the period under consideration regardless of whether

or not he was a follower of andrew jackson and his party

goetzmann in turn borrows the term from richard hofstader marvin

meyers and alexis de tocquevilleTocque whoseville use of the term seems

to characterize to some extent men of all political persuasions
Q

in this period

william H goetzmann the mountain man as jacksonian man

american quarterly XV fall 1963 402 fnan

2 ibid

s irit

I

I1

1

R chard

12

1williamawilliam

21bid
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herallherail

3leonardbleonard

4augustaaugust

5arringtonbarrington

2

the term jacksonian man then is a general term for

anyone caught up in the current of american social thought of the

second quarter of the nineteenth century the term was derived

of course from its namesake president andrew jackson whose

ascendancy to the white house in 1829 symbolized for the american

people in general the rise of the common man the triumph of

democracy

A SMITH A NEWSPAPER WRITER

during the summer of 1831 james gordon bennett correspon-

dent and associate editor for the morningmornin courier and new york

enquirer later to become the new york herald while touring

upstate new york and gathering notes for future newspaper articles

made inquiries into the newly formed religious society called by

some the mormonitesMormonites subsequently bennett printed one of the
0

earliest known newspaper accounts of this sect As derogatory

and inaccurate as the early story was when it appeared in print

it nevertheless disseminated the names of joseph smith and the

mormons into areas where they had not been heard before

bennett a strong supporter of andrew jackson little
realized at that early point in what american historians now call

the jacksonian age that this same smith whom he had derided was

0
leonard J arrington james gordon bennettsbennett s 1831 report

on the mormonitesMormonites BYU studies X spring 1970 35363353

4

63

august 31 and september 1 1831

arrington p 353

1der i ved

gatheringnotes

3

4

11strong 15

Heralirallrail

11
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O0itlt may be to deviate from the traditional religious

orientations to smithssmithy writings and propose to include him among

studies of american literature the arguments of this introduction

should clearly indicate that such an approach is entirely logical

feasible and appropriate

3

to become like himself not merely the subject of newspaper articles

but a prominent newspaper editor whose numerous writings would widely

circulate from the eastern coast to the limits of the western frontier

nor did bennett realize then that smith also was a staunch advocate

of jacksonian democracy

during his lifetime smith actually served editorially for

two different newspapers and was indeed recognized over large areas

of the country as a newspaper writer as well as prophet of the

church of jesus christ of latter day saints literally dozens of

american editors corresponded with him published his writings in

their newspapers or editorialized about him thus the name of

joseph smith was closely linked to the newspaper world of the mid

nineteenth century

nevertheless even though smith established a considerable

reputation as a newspaper writer his newspaper career is generally

given little attention in presentdaypresent scholarshipday although the

religious doctrinal content of his newspaper writings may on

occasion be mentioned traditional studies of smith have omitted

any major focus in this area even more serious is the fact that

smiths writings in general have been almost totally ignored in

the field of american literature yet smith was a prominently known

american writer with volumes of valuable literature to his credit

presumptuous as
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the writings of any figureigureegure in american history of such

notoriety and influence merit serious consideration for such

writings together form the tightly woven fabric of the american

scene failure to give smith due credit as a man of letters in

america is failure to include vital threads of that fabric without

which the total picture is incomplete america in the nineteenth

century was after all and still is made up of many personalities

as interesting and controversial as this mormon prophet and any

significant literature produced by them should not be neglected

B SMITHS NUMEROUS WRITINGS

that joseph smith contributed such a large quantity of

unique and valuable literature to the american scene is one good

reason to include him in studies of american literature these

writings are unique in that smith claims the principal source of

his ideas to be revelation yet mingled with the heavy scriptural

orientation and interpretation is a considerable amount of

jacksonian thought they are valuable in that they portray deep

insights into the lives and history of a man and his followers who

constitute an interesting segment of american history best known

for his work entitled the book of mormon considered by latterdaylatter

saints

day

as a divinely inspired scriptural translation smith also

produced other scriptural and revelatory works including the doctrine

and covenants the book of moses the book of abraham also a transla-

tion and a partially completed revision of the king james bible

in addition to these works smith contributed a multivolumemulti

autobiographical

volume

history several historical sketches numerous

f
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personal and public letters several political pamphlets petitions

memorials and of course the profuse number of newspaper letters

editorials and articles which have become the subject of this study

C SMITHS LITERARY development

another reason why smith should be studied in literature is

that his life presents such a remarkable story of literary develop-

ment that it ought not to be ignored

considering the unlikely beginnings to smiths career as a

writer his literary output was phenomenal lacking in education

and totally inexperienced in any literary endeavor before 1827

smith was one of the least likely americans to have any literary

piece ascribed to his credit in fact his wife emma in claiming

that smith had received divine guidance in translating the book of

mormon from ancient records commented that he could neither write

nor dictate a coherent and wellwordedwell letterworded let alone dictate

as an original composition a book like the book of mormon

As the present study deals primarily with these aspects of

smiths life further evidence of this unusual literary development

will be given hereafter

D SMITHS INFLUENCE ON AMERICA

A third argument for including the works of joseph smith in

literary studies has to do with the significant impact which his

quoted in hyrum L andrus joseph smith social philoso-
pher theorist and prophet diss syracuse univ 1955 p 117

iI1 n

16

6quoted
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democdamoc

7josephajoseph

6

writings have had on american history no one can deny the fact

that the settlement of a large portion of the rocky mountain region

of this nation is attributable to mormonscormonsMor whomons had their origin in

the teachings and doctrines of joseph smith their prophet since

those teachings are the sum total of smiths writings it can

fairly be said that these writings have significantly influenced

the growth of the united states of america

at the very least the book of mormon should be considered

in literary studies for while the aggregate of all smiths literature

has contributed to the mormon influence on america the book of

mormon has constituted the greatest single influence owing to the

fact that thithisthl book is the keystone of the mormon religion

the fact is however that while one minor commentator may

include the book of mormon along with such works as thomas paines

common sense lewis and clarksclarisclaresciares history ofaf2f the expedition alexis de

tocquevillesTocque democracyvilles in america and harriet beecher stowes
8

uncle toms cabin as one of those books that changed america

most leading critics in the united states continue to ignore it
one nonmormonnon authormormon douglas wilson remarked no serious or

sustained treatment of the book of mormon has appeared in any of our

myriad literary histories nor has any enterprising critic undertaken

to explain an omission that once it has been noticed and reflected

joseph smith history of the church ofolf015 jesus christ gf
latterdaylattelatter saints ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret book
co 1970 IV 461 hereafter historyhistoey

robert B downs books that changed america new york the
macmillan co 1970

stud I11 es

s
17

hist of
r d

chan

day
HistoEy

8robertarobert
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7

Q

upon begins to look like a conspiracy he adds that although

van wyck brooks made this book the subject of a literary essay

on one occasion the most striking thing about brooks essay

on the book of mormon is that it soon becomes clear alas that he

has not even bothered to read it
mark twain made a similar mistake As is shown in a study

10
by richard H cracroft twain sarcastically called it chloroform

13
in print which judgment he apparently pronounced without reading

the book likewise bernard devoto scoffed at it in his writings

of the west and henry nash smith ignored it completely says

wilson one is finally led to the conclusion for lack of a better

one that the literary neglect of the book of mormon is largely the

result of both ignorance and diffidence 13

the literary neglect of any of joseph smithssmithy works is

lamentable some may argue out of a religious bias that smith

douglas wilson prospects for the study of the book of
mormon as a work of american literature dialogue A journal of
mormon thought 111IIIill spring 1968 29

van wyck brooks sketches j criticism new york E P

dutton & co inc 1932 ppap 25356253

wilson
56

ppap 293029

12

30

richard H cracroft the gentle blasphemer mark twain
holy scripture and the book of mormon BYU studies II11 winter
1971 119140119

mark

140

twain roughingroushRough itipg new york 1959 p 110

wilson p 31 ibidbid p 32

19

10

12

113

14

dial

10 in

wilson

13

wilson 151bid151
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does not merit considerationconsideratconsiderate but certainly his role in american

history is no less pronounced than that of many other american

writers whose religious overtones are just as striking but whose

writings are included in american literature anthologies

E NEED FOR A MORMON literature

A final argument for including smiths writings in studies

of american literature is the assertion that an understanding of

smithssmithy writings is the beginning point in identifying and studying

and further stimulating a mormon literature mormons lack a well

formed literary tradition and until recent years have shown

relatively little interest in understanding the mormon literature

which exists karl keller speaking from the mormon viewpoint

feels that in order for a mormon literary tradition to begin joseph

smith must first be considered as a writer he states

the real reason mormonsMor lackmons a literary traditiontraditi
is that we have consistently denied to ourselves a
literature we have for instance always denied to
joseph smith status as a writer in our hagiography
we learn to love the word of god but not the words of
joseph smith this is unlike the jews to whom the
words of the prophets were not only the word of god
but also the words of the prophets making them in
their love of the words words the people of the book
and one of the results is a supreme literacy and from
spinoza to saul bellow a long and lively literary tra-
dition such a denial is unlike the catholics to whom

the church fathers were first of all writers communic-
ators explicatorsexplicatory epistemologists of the word with a
resulting literary tradition from augustine to flannery
oconnor and our denial is unlike the protestants to
whom special revelation has ceased and who are therefore
free to write about the word on their own in an attempt
to discover through meditation on words a place for
themselves in the schemes of salvation so from john

is

in

trad it I1i on

or

considerat ionlon

cormons
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bunyan to william faulkner literature has served the
protestant for selfexaminationself andexamination for revelation 1016

an apparent reluctance among mormons to study smiths

writings objectively seems to arise from a fear of losing faith in

him should they find weaknesses in his writing skills As a result

what few opinions are given as to the literary quality of smiths

writings are generally subjective judgments based not so much on any

literary evaluation of the writings themselves or on the religious

doctrines contained therein but on a belief or nonbeliefnon inbelief smith

as a prophet of god consequently nonbelieversnon whobelievers scoff at smith

generally find fault with his writing techniques as well while

believers generally praise the prophets written words

smiths proficiency as a writer then is yet a matter of

conjecture which will be further pursued in this study while one

writer may state an imperfect education had left him smith

deficient in knowledge and the structure of the language and

hence his oratory and writings are characterized by most ridiculous

grammatical blunders if another17 writer may insist that

As a writer he added to literature some of the
loftiestloft mostiest powerful and most beautiful poems of
the age the book of mormon the pearl of great
price the doctrine and covenants and his autobio-
graphy contain sublime thoughts that invite the
careful study of every seeker after truth 1018

karl keller on words and the word of god the delusion
of a mormon literature BYU studies IV autumn 1969 13

1 711 ifi the yankee mahomet the american whig review june 1851
p 556

j Q

edward H anderson closing years of joseph smith the
prophet in A brief history oje joseph smith the prophet B himself
salt lake city deseret sunday school union 1910 p 60

9

16

1711

18

2f a
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joseph smith then has been too long ignored as an american

man of letters only a handful of writers who have finally seen the

need to reexaminere mormonexamine literature are beginning to consider smith

in relation to american literary traditions said one

0 the literary side of mormon history has scarcely
begun to be studied yet that is the literary aspects
of the formal written history wherever found the
job should be undertaken we will not really under-
stand the history as history itself until we have had
a look at some of the mechanics of the writing it
should certainly be instructive to have a close look
at josephs own autobiography the existing manuscripts
studied for textual variations as thomas jeffersons
are the facts quite aside we will not understand
joseph smith himself very well until his literary
aspects have been thoroughlyorou&hly assessed19assessedl9assessed italics19
added

F PROBLEMS AND limitations

As in any scholarly research project there are some

inherent problems in the investigation of smiths literary develop-

ment in the first place because of the voluminous collection of

writings to be considered there must of necessity be a delimitation

of subject matter for any study of smithssmithis writings for this

reason the present study focuses solely on the newspaper publica-

tions of joseph smith but since the research has revealed that even

this focus is too broad further limitations have been made

therefore excluded from this study are any translations of ancient

records written revelations and the history of the church which

daledaie L morgan literature in the history of the church
the importance of involvement BYU studies IX autumn 1969 29

jo lite
th

19dale
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smith also published in the newspaper also excluded are any

published items which seem of minor significance

there are other reasons for choosing the newspaper publica-

tions as the major focus in this paper one is that until now

no study whatsoever exists wherein any compilation and analysis of

smiths newspaper writings has been made

another reason is that a study of smiths newspaper writings

in many cases reveals more of the man joseph smith and less of the

prophet joseph smith than do many of his religious works viewing

him in this manner uncovers interesting insights that are not seen

elsewhere and provides a strong basis for comparing smiths ideas

in secular matters to the general thought and philosophies of the

period in which he lived

in addition smiths letters and articles appeared either

sporadically or regularly in various newspapers mormon and non

mormon almost throughout his writing career because of this fact

they become an important gauge by which smithssmithis development as both

a writer and a thinker may be traced they help reveal for instance

that smiths skills as a writer changed with the passage of time

that is that smith developed gradually as a writer further they

reveal a man who was considerably influenced by the controversies

and philosophies of the jacksonian age

another problem in the study of smithssmith writings has to do

with attributing rightful authorship considerable question exists

as to how much of this writing can justifiably be attributed to

smith we know for instance that smith nearly always dictated to

a scribe in his autobiography he writes

s wri

ithiw
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friday july 5 1839 1I was dictatingctatingcoating history
I1 say dictating for I1 seldom use the pen myself I1
always dictate all my communications but employ a
scribe to write them history IV I1

still as long as the words and thoughts are his a man can claim

authorship regardless of who pens the words on paper for him

however concerning the history of the church which bears smiths

name recent studies have revealed that although joseph smith

established the format of the history of the church and at times

dictated directlydirect thelyt experiences to be recorded for the history
20the manuscript is entirely the production of scribes

A task of no small proportion lies ahead then for anyone

who undertakes to unravel the mysteries involved in a literary study

of this history nevertheless it is still valuable history and

it is still american literature and to exclude this history

from its proper place among the writings of other nineteenth

century americans would be a gross injustice to literary scholarship

As for smithssmithis newspaper writings presumably they too

were dictated to scribes yet smith consistently claims authorship

and responsibility for them furthermore they were printed over

his signature so far no evidence has been uncovered to indicate

that they were not his own writings and thus they will continue to

be attributed to smith until they are proven otherwise it is upon

9020jeffery 0 johnson register to the joseph smith collec-
tion in the church archivesarchive s the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city LDS church historical dept 1973
p 6 see also dean C jessee the writings of joseph smiths
history BYU studies XI spring 1971 43973439 73

di

2 IVV

1120

20jeffery jos
archivesthe

se
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this basis that this study proceeds were they not of smiths

authorship however the argument that they be included among the

literature of america would still stand

A third problem to be considered in any study of smiths

literary productions has to do with those works termed revelacevela

tionstions11eions and translations the question arises as to the propriety

of considering them as smiths works some would argue that since

they were merely revealed to or translated by smith they cannot

therefore be his works at all their literary merits must be

considered in and of themselves but not attributed to any american
91authorship others who cannot believe the role of divine inter-

vention would merely accept the work as smiths own doing and in

that there is no problem

in answer to the first case several prominent writers

and leaders of the mormon faith have explained their belief as

to how the human element can coexist with revealed doctrines

james R harris who has written for various church publications

has said

on rare occasions god may dictate a communication
or his conversation may be recorded as remembered by
the prophet but it seems that god usually commun-
icates in concepts to insure accurate reception god
communicates his will directly to the souls of man by
flooding the ir underst and ing with concepts that cannot
be misunderstood if the divine message is to be

mark twain argues this point against mary baker eddys
science and health with key to the scriptures 1875 in his book
christian science 1907 see discussion in cracroft ppap 12730127 30

21

floo their understand

21mark
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communicated to others a prophet must then select
the words that will enable his disciples to perceive
the godgivengod conceptsgiven

with the prophet required to transfer concepts in the mind

to words on paper there is no question that the written revelation

would therefore contain3 certain elements of literary technique

which would correspond with the prophets individual style

this is true of divinely translated manuscripts also for

the writer is required to study the original manuscript think it
through carefully and finally record it in the words which he

has at his command this kind of process then not only heightens

the importance of the prophets own literary style but it also

allows for errors and grammatical weaknesses such explanations

of the revelatory process therefore allow for the study of revealed

matter not only as literature but also as the individual writings

of the prophet in this case joseph smith jr

G conclusion

underlying all the arguments for joseph smith as an american

man of letters is the hope that the present study will contribute

something toward the opening of new doors of research and more

extensive studies of smiths writings the large number of his

literary productions his remarkable literary development his

james R harris changes in the book of moses and their
implications upon a concept of revelation BYU studies VIII summer
1968 382 see also B H roberts as quoted in harris p 380
steven G walker the voice of the prophet BYU studies X autumn
1969 9510695 106

22

22james
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significant influence on america and the need for a mormon

literary tradition are all convincing arguments that smith should

be included in studies of american literature

the subsequent chapters of this thesis develop the argument

that joseph smith evolved as an american writer and that his

writings can be studied asds literature representative of the

jacksonian era in which smith wrote

As a prelude to the examination of smiths literary develop-

ment we shall first review essential background information first
of the jacksonian age to define what characterized that great age

and second of the youth and heritage of smith himself to establish

his origins as a jacksonian writer

we shall then examine three major periods of smiths life
noting and analyzing in each period primarily the newspaper publica-

tions which smith wrote but also the experiences influences and

opportunities which contributed significantly toward smiths progress

as a man of letters these three periods include the 183118381831

period

1838

in kirtland ohio and missouri during which time smith

first became a newspaper editor the 183918421839 period1842 which

begins with smiths missouri imprisonment and ends with his return

to editorship in nauvoo and the 1843june1843 27june 1844 period which

includes the closing years of smiths life and his eventual rise

to newspaper and political prominence the evidence of these

three periods will clearly demonstrate the development of joseph

smith as a jacksonian man of letters

od
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chapter 2

backgrounds THE jacksonian AGE AND YOUNG JOSEPH
SMITH ORIGINS OF A jacksonian WRITER

this study of joseph smith as a jacksonian man of letters
must necessarily begin at the time and place of his birth and

with the social milieu into which he was bornbomboa the character of

any man that is the sum total of his ambitions philosophies

and creeds is largely derivative of his natural heritage and of

the social environment in which he lives this being the case

we shall examine in this chapter some of the heritage and

environment which formed an integral part of smiths life with

the intent of establishing and demonstrating smiths fundamental

jacksonianismJacksonian furthermore we shall endeavor to trace in

smiths life and writings those pertinent facts which might

identify smith as a notable american writer and also which

might demonstrate his literary development

focusing on the first major period of smiths life the

years 1805 to 1830 we will first consider the characteristics

of the jacksonian era with its varied religious activities

political trends and general philosophies with some special

attention given to the background of the american newspapers in

jacksonian america we will then follow joseph smith through

his youth in vermont to his early manhood in new york and place

16
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him in the context of the jacksonian age as he begins his

literary development and his newspaper writing career

A THE jacksonian AGE A BRIEF OVERVIEW

in the early nineteenth century america was an adolescent

country undeveloped but rapidly growing young and desirous of

becoming independent of other nations confident in her self

governing powers but needing further experience relatively few

years had passed since her bold declaration of independence but

at least the first phase of coalescence as a nation was completed

now an era of growth the second phase was about to begin

beginning shortly after 1820 new forces made themselves

manifest in american society and under the pressure of these new

impulses a surge of social revolution swept over the country

sweeping changes occurred socially religiously economically

as well as politically and as a result the era from 182018451820

has

1845

been termed the second american revolution in short the

decades of the twenties through the forties became years of

social unrest and intellectual ferment

with this revolutionary era came a major change in the

leadership of the american people A great dynasty of presidents

washington adamadams jefferson madison monroe and john quincy

adamshadadamadams previously held the reins of government and all had

been men of aristocratic origins however the presidential

hyrum L andrus the second american revolution era
of preparation 11 BYU studies II11 autumn 1959winter1959 1960winter
7110071 100
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andrew jackson

jackson had previously won the confidence of the american

people through his adroit military leadership and heroic wartime

victories in the war of 1812 and thus achieved a popularity of

no mean proportions principally in the west and in the southern

states after serving several years as a united states senator

182318281823 and1828 gaining greater popularity with the people

jackson ran for the presidency in 1828 winning easily and thus

became a symbol of an era in which the common man of america began

to have new hope and to reach out for social equality the social

reformation that followed was therefore to a large extent a

turning away from aristocratic traditions and a striving for

national unity based on social equality better known as the
Q

age of jackson this was a period in which the ideas of democracy

were greatly broadened and widely implemented through extensive

national reform movements

according to jacksonian democracy the end of government

is to promote the happiness and prosperity of the people by whom

government is established if the government fails to fulfill

this function it has no value with these assumptions in mind

then the jacksoniansJackson ofians the early 1800s were deeply concerned

arthur M schlesinger jr ageosageof

18

election of 1828 broke sharply with this tradition with the

decisive victory of another kind of man the popular warwat hero

the aaeage of jackson boston
little brown and co 1950
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with safeguarding the rights of the people particularly the rights

of the common man who all too often had stood only in a position of

servitude to the moniedhonied classes explaining this class conflict

arthur schlesinger states

the jacksoniansJackson believedians that there was a deeprooteddeep
conflict

rooted
in society between the producing and the non-

producing classes the farmers and laborers on the one
hand and the business community on the other the busi-
ness community was considered to hold high cards in this
conflict through its network of banks and corporations
its control of education and the press above all its
power over the state it was therefore able to strip
the working classes of the fruits of their labor 3

one thrust of the jacksonian revolution was thus an

economic redistribution of property thereby giving every american

the opportunity to own land and as a result to have a voice in

government according to schlesinger

in several respects then the jacksoniansJackson revisedians
the jeffersonian faith for america they moderated that
side of jeffersonianism which talked of agricultural
virtue independent proprietors natural property
abolition of industrialism and expanded immensely that
side which talked of economic equality the laboring
classes human rights and the control of industrialism
this adjustmentreadjustmentre enabled the jacksoniansJackson toians attack
economic problems which had baffled and defeated the
jeffersonians

jacksoniansJackson notians only revolted against great land owners

but against monopolies and corporations as well they adopted adam

smiths economic philosophy as presented in his the wealth of

nations in which his attack against monopolies and his advocacy

of education and his general hope for the wellbeingwell ofbeing the

farming and laboring classes further recommended him to the jack
5

tisonianslonians
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prior to the arrival of the jacksonian age america was

predominantly an agrarian society walter fuller taylors
literary study of america mentions that at this time the great

majority of its people lived on farms or in small villages As

late as 1860 only one sixth of the population lived in towns

of eight thousand inhabitants or more by the second quarter of

the nineteenth century however a new industrialism had crept into

society which forced a evaluationreevaluationre of the american economic philo-

sophy the impact of the industrial revolution necessitated a

shifting from jeffersons ideals of an agrarian society to jacksons

advocacy of a balanced economy which included industrialism As a

result in the words of dr andrus jefferson would pass from

the scene in 1826 hardly moved from his ideals of an agrarian

society while jackson but two years later came to the presidency

supported to an important degree by the laboring classes just

how both agrarian and industrial principles were to coexist in this

new society was not yet known but however difficult jacksoniansJackson

were

ians

determined to maintain economic equality

the jacksonian age was a period of rapid development and

westward expansion the spirit of democracy engendered by the new

president was an optimistic spirit a spirit which inspired confi-

dence and selfrelianceself amongreliance the american people As a result

america with its firm faith in democracy and freedom was a

walter fuller taylor the story of american letters
chicago henry regnery co 1956 p 80

andrus joseph smith p 34
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working nation with little time for leisure yet people were

doing what they wanted to do and making their dreams come true

glyndon van deusen notes in his study of jacksonianismJacksonian that by

and large this jacksonian era had little time for the

cultural side of life it was mainly absorbed in the strenuous

pursuit of material gain 0 this urge for quick material gain

made expansionism a keynote of the period feeling a sense of

individual enterprise and seeing the unlimited opportunities in

the vast westward empire americans began moving towards the

frontiers by 1835 the frontier which had been located just

west of kentucky at the end of the revolutionary war had moved

as far westward as independence missouri

A major impetus in americas western expansion was the

land policy adopted by the jacksoniansJackson althoughians men like john

quincy adams and henry clay wanted to sell land high using the

domain primarily as a fund to finance internal improvements and

hoping to hold back colonization most jacksoniansJackson favoredians low

prices and equal opportunity for all who desired to purchase land

in schlesingersschlesingerrSchles wordsingers

the jacksoniansJackson thusians regarded the keeping of the public
domain as a democratic imperative it was not for them a
sectional question alone the poorer people of the west
demanded easy access and cheap lands for their own direct
benefit the poorer people of the east similarly required
a liberal land policy to provide for some a refuge and
to relieve the pressure on the great majority by draining

glyndon G van deusen the jacksonian era 182818491828 new1849
york harper & bros 1959 p 2

chlesingerlesingerch p 347
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off rural population which might otherwise flock to town
and swell the labor surplus all agreed in advocating
every preference for the actual settler in order to prevent
the seizure of large areas of fertile land by speculators

democracy inexpensive land equal opportunity all of these

were influential in increasing foreign immigration to america during

the jacksonian age van deusen writes that between 1828 and 1844

half a million immigrants arrived in the united states and in the

later eighteenfortieseighteen theforties number of arrivals swelled into a flood

of over 200000 each year ll11 such an influx of immigrants was

not without its influence on american politics As van deusen

remarks

the fears and alarms of the native american population
north and south soon found political expression the
immigrants early showed a tendency to join the democratic
party some because of their belief that jefferson and
jackson were the great symbols of freedom and the ex-
ponents of the rights of the common man others because
democratic party organizations early grasped the potential
that lay in the foreignbornforeign voteborn and outdid themselves to
curry favor with the newcomers it was then only natural
for the whigs to seek what capital they could by marshaling
under the whig banner those alarmed by the foreign influx 1

the whig opposition to immigrants extended itself to other minority

groups as well especially to organizations that attracted immigrant

membership or appeared to the whigs radical in nature such was

the case with the religious group known as the mormonscormonsMor whomons endured

whig opposition throughout the jacksonian era

because the jacksonian age was a time of rapid political

economic and social change in america a period characterized by

immense optimism and individualism which resulted in the rise of

the common man to position and power it was only natural that
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changes should also occur in religious thought we must not be

surprised then writes william warren sweet one of the foremost

scholars of americas religions

to find in this period a great variety of new interests
arising new and strange sects new movements in thought
reforms of one kind or another many of them the result
of individual vagaries

religious ferment led to religious strife protestants disputed

against catholics southern churches contended against northern

sects schisms resulted and new sects appeared to vie for church

membership

many of these religious movements were little more than

experimental laboratories for social reforms the jacksonian age

along with its emphasis upon egalitarianism individualism and

the rights of the common man was paradoxically also an age

abounding with the ideas of social union and the quest for the

perfect society nineteenth century america witnessed the rise of

numerous utopian communities owens new harmony community ripleys

experimental brook farm joseph smiths attempted new zion all of

which whether based on economic or religious principles had nearly

the same goal in mind that of reform and social union even ralph

waldo emerson individualist as he was stated at this time that the

world was awakening to the ideas of union the utopian schemes

emerson insisted were1 largely manifestations of the prevailing

william warren sweet the story of religion ju america
new york harper & bros 1950 p 259

ralph waldo emerson new england reformers essays
second series the complete works of ralph waldo emerson centenary
edition boston and new york houghton mifflin co 1903 III111lii
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desire to achieve in practice an integrated society 15 perhaps

van deusens summation of these activities says it best

exhilarated by the conviction that america was the
pioneer in forging a new era for mankind americans in
the jacksonian period undertook a variety of experiments
that were designed to broaden the area of freedom they
tested new religious faiths and philosophies that ranged
from spiritualism and mormonismMonnon toism transcendentalism and
unitarianism some tried to establish religious or quasi
religious utopias others undertook socialistic and
communistic experiments that were supposed to bring in
their train freedom from want and from social maladjust-
ment devoted humanitarians ministered to the deaf the
blind and the insane penal reforms were instituted
secular education was widened and its quality improved
a temperance movement gathered headway there were
crusades for peace for womens rights and for the
abolition of slavery america was offering a challenge
to the rest of the world the challenge of a free
society seeking a better way of life 10

in many religious circles this zionistic utopianism also included

strong ideas of millennialism an anxious expectancy for the return

of christ and the commencement of his reign on earth at which time

the perfect zion would be established

while the first decades of the nineteenth century proved to

be a period of continuing political and social maturation for the

american republic this was also a time when america was coming of

age in the field of literature until 1820 european writers were

still convinced that america had as yet no national literature which

she could call her own the year 1820 however may serve to mark

the definite arrival of a national literature in america since

in that and the following year washington irving published his

widelyidely read masterpiece the sketch book william cullen bryant
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produced his first volume of poems and james fenimore cooper

published his novel the spy finally literature in america

was beginning to keep pace with her physical development

the literary period beginning in 1820 and coinciding

closely with the extent of the jacksonian age was a part of the

general romantic movement in america historically the romantic

period which began in europe and later spread to america was one

in which mens interest in the ideal exceeded their interest in

the actual and of all the romantic notions perhaps the most

profound and farreachingfar wasreaching the vision of a broader freedom for

the individual human being this of course was the vision of the

jacksonian age as well in short the jacksonian interest in the

welfare of the common man approval of the simple life and respect

for the individual human soul were integral parts of the romantic

pattern of ideas

A characteristic peculiar to the romantic movement in

america was the overriding influence of evangelical religion the

great wave of religious revivals of the jacksonian age was not too

unlike the great awakening of the earlier puritan period and in

fact still bore a strong puritan element in its insistent moral

tone and in its concern with reform issues the editors of one

anthology of american literature remark that probably no literature

in any period was ever more scrupulously clean than that of the

united states from 1820 to 1850 nan1 7 it was this moral earnestness

milton ellis louise pound and george weida spohn A

college book of american literature new york american book co
1939 I1 474
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that caused poe to be rejected on the grounds that his own life was

not pure and melville and whitman to be ignored because of their

frankness the editors continue

it was an era of social reforms in which the moral element
was a dominating influence the peace movement found
longfellow a quiet but sincere devotee margaret fuller
and emerson championed the rights of women overshadowing
all other issues was that of abolishing slavery whose
advocates whittier garrison lowell and mrs stowe
reveal in their intense moments all the moral fervor and
often intolerant righteousness of the puritan in all ages 1018

the romantic literary movement and jacksonian democracy were there-

fore merely separate manifestations of one and the same spirit

both wrought profound changes in politics economics philosophy

religion and morals with the goal of establishing freedom for bhethe

individual and elevating the common man

another significant characteristic of jacksonian america

prior to the 1840 was the interest and importance given to the

american newspapers schools were scarce especially in the mid

west the ohio to missouri region which was then the american

frontier and reading materials were likewise scarce at the same

time however the demand for reading materials was not so great

as in the new england areas ralph L rusk a literary historian

at columbia university commenting on one timothy flints observa-

tions on missouri writes

timothy flints observations on missouri would in
fact apply but with varying exactness to the whole
middle west the people here are not yet a reading
people few good books are brought into the country
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provided the bulk of the reading material for the western public

and far outdistanced in popularity any other type of literature

explaining the strong influence of the frontier newspaper and its

editor rusk writes

though travellerstrav hadellers already created a literature of
the west newspapers the first of which were established
in the frontier towns before the end of the eighteenth
century were the earliest means of literary expression of
the western people themselves and in quantity as well
as their influence on the backwoods communities they were
the most important literary product throughout the pioneer
period only leaders who were adept in the art of im-
passioned oratory could rival the editor of a weekly
gazette in power to shape the popular will the editor
and printer by his knowledge of language and of the
mysteries of his craft rose to the dignity of an oracle

those who subscribed to the frontier newspaper were exposed

to many forms of popular literature including poetry and essays of

both british and american authors alongside the daily news it
was not uncommon to find a poem or two or even an essay by one of

the popular writers the names of such british poets as milton

ppap 13132131 32
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the people are too busy too much occupied in making
farms and speculations to think of literaturefterature 19

but while not everyone could read or had the opportunity to

learn or had the leisure to enjoy it some books imported from the

east were available and western presses published in greater

quantities their own periodicals including newspapers religious

pamphlets some literary magazines and even a few medical journals

of these publications however

ralph leslie rusk the literature of the middle western
frontier new york columbia university press 1926 I1 72 fnan
quoting timothy flint recollections of the last ten years 1826
p 185
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etsels name attracted

some readers emerson was just becoming known but poe was yet un-

known by 1825 bryants name was somewhat familiar in the west but

rusk 11II 111211 ibid12 p 23
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cowper southey burnsbumsbuas byron campbell and moore appeared often

in the newspapers and their works became extremely popular in the

jacksonian era of these the romantics achieved special attention

As rusk explains

far more remarkable than the vogue of these writers
however was the phenomenal growth of the cult of the
romanticists of action scott and byron who were regarded
as the chief literary figures of the age thomson
cowper and burnsbumsbuas had each won no small applause
even from readers in the backwoods of the west and it is
a noteworthy fact that burns was well enough known to be
imitated in verses published in a cincinnattiCincin newspapernatti
some years before his death southey of a later genera-
tion was remarkable both for his early fame and for the
high regard in which he was held by critics of a certain
religious bias

but all praise of such writers was lost in the great
din which greeted the triumph of scott and byron the
rapidity with which the former from about 1810 and the
latter from a few years after became known throughout
the frontier country was unparalleled 21

rusk also adds the other great romantic poets wordsworth

coleridge shelleyandshelleyanaShellesheileshelie keatsyand were little noticed in the midst of
fr

the excitement attending the triumphal reception of byron and scott

on the other hand the most important victorian writers tennyson

carlyle and dickens were also very well known names in western

periodicals

among americasAmeriamerl owncals writers of the early nineteenth century

the frontier reader preferred such figures as washington irving

cooper holmes whittier and longfellow Hawthornhawthornes

shelley and

22
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never became popular and by 1830 the names of holmes and whittier

had begun to appear frequently also popular were many minor senti
23

mental writers

the popularity of the newspaper itself may have been due

in part to the two controversial topics of discussion politics

and religion that most frequently filled the columns and sparked

a degree of interest among the readers moreover the americanAmeriamerl

newspapers

caiacala

and periodicals played a dominant role in the diffusion

of political religious and social thought throughout the nation

political interest particularly was so high during the

jacksonian age that most periodicals adopted a strong political

bias and the majority of the american writers from irving and bryant

to cooper and poe aligned themselves with party politics

schlesinger reveals that although there were some exceptions most

of the prominent writers were not only politically active but also

were jacksonian democrats schlesinger states

not all writers were politically active not even all
those possessed by visions of a new world some like
emerson and thoreau preoccupied most profoundly with the
questions raised up by the change spent years quietly
ignoring politics but even with such important exceptions
it is yet remarkable how many of the leading authors and
artists publicly aligned themselves with the jacksonian
party nathaniel hawthorne william cullen bryant walt
whitman james fenimore cooper george bancroft washington
irving until the pressure became too great james K

paulding orestes A brownson william leggett john L

osullivan john L stephens horatio greenough hiram
powers edwin forrest francis wright robert dale owen
for example were all jacksoniansJackson 24ians
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the democrats were extremely proud of the large number of

celebrated literary figures who rallied to their cause while the

opposing party the whigs formerly the federalists lamented the

loss perhaps one of the reasons the democratic party attracted

these writers according to schlesinger was that the

only future for a powerful native literature dealing
fearlessly in truth and reality seemed to lie in a
bold exploration of the possibilities of democracy
the vital principle of an american national literature

declared the democratic review must be democracy 3

the first requisite for a national literature is of course

a medium for publication but for a time the most respectable mag-

azines the north american the american quarterly and the new

england magazine were in whig hands finally john L osullivan

began editing the democratic review with the approval and encourage-

ment of andrew jackson who became the first subscriber 0

osullivan was an excellent editor and

quickly made the democratic review by far the liveliest
journal of the day his authors included bryant hawthorne
thoreau whittier walt whitmanWhitnhit poemanY longfellow lowell
paulding william gilmore simms bancroft brownson A H

everett and many more 7

during van burens administration the democratic review left washington

and resumed in new york where it remained under osullivans control
reqrtq

until 1846 in 1843 it boasted of a circulation of 3500 subscribers

the boston quarterlyguarter review the second democratic journal edited by

OQ
orestes brownson merged with the democratic review in 1842

democratic review I1 october 1837 as
quoted in schlesinger p 370
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besides the journals there were numerous prominent new-

spapers that also became fully immersed in the political ideals of

jacksonian democracy the new york evening post edited for a

time by william cullen bryant the albany argus and the washington

globe were all part of the jacksonian press according to glyndon

van deusen jacksons friends selected francis preston blair as

editor of the prestigious globe a paper which took for its motto

the world is governed too much I1 and in which blair contributed

a good deal to the stability of the party while he exasperated
njacksons opponents another widely circulating newspaper

the new york herald edited by james gordon bennett also

staunchly supported jacksons party

in the western reaches of the country and particularly

around nauvoo illinois where joseph smith and his people had

settled in the 1840s the newspapers also aligned themselves

with political parties on the democratic side were such papers

as the chicago democrat edited by colonel john wentworth the

quincy herald and the illinois state register the whig party

boasted the quincy whiswhig the sangamosangamon journal the missouri whig

and the warsaw signal and others whether these newspapers were

friendly to the mormons was entirely dependent upon the majority

vote of the mormons in each years election for example in the

last years of joseph smiths life 1842441842 the44 mormons voted for

30van deusen p 33
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democratic candidates and as a result the whig newspapers turned
01

against them

A considerable amount of the printed material contained

in the various newspapers of the 1840 consisted of borrowed and

reprinted articles or excerpts from outside newspaper sources

such was the case with the mormon newspapers as well A perusal of

the pages of all these newspapers reveals a wide variety of news-

paper titles from which many excerpts have been borrowed for reprint

this borrowed news came from sources all across the settled portions

of the united states and even from prominent english newspapers it
is no wonder then that the american newspaper retained its influence

and popularity As a news medium each newspaper contained the most

interesting extracts of information from all parts of the country

and provided the most rapid mode of nationally disseminating the

names and particulars involved in political social and religious

movements according to the 1840 census there were twentyninetwenty

daily

nine

papers in the west of which number ohio had nine missouri
Q f

and michigan six each kentucky five and illinois three

these had grown from monthly and weekly papers of the earlier 1800s

add to this list a much greater number of eastern newspapers and it
becomes clear that sources for the news carried in any one newspaper

in 1842 were numerous

edward G thompson A study of the political involvements
in the career of joseph smith thesis brigham young univ 1966
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since revivalism millennialism and other forms of

religious enthusiasm played such a predominant role in the reform

movements of the jacksonian era the american newspapers also

published much of a religious nature the very titles of many

publications such as the campbellite millennial harbinger and

the mormon times and seasons reflected the religious fervor and

expectancy which filtered throughout the country

this era this second american revolution if was a period

distinctly characterized by strong religious tendencies one such

tendency was the movement referred to as christian primitivism

wherein religious zeal led to the rejection of contemporary religious

institutions and a return to the pure original christianchristichriste doctrine

and faith included in christian primitivism was a return to the

bible as the sole standard for christian living As a result of

this movement towards biblical authoritarianism scriptural docu-

mentation was common even in the newspaper writings it was not

uncommon for orators and writers to endorse their positions by

the constitution and by the bible as well

yet despite the religious emphasis prevalent in the

jacksonian era there existed simultaneously a strong secularizing

conflict and questioning of traditional beliefs jacksonian

democracy adopted a particularly strong view of separation of

church and state As a result according to schlesinger the

jackson administration appeared to some writers as the culmination
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of organized irreligion moreover in each election the
35jackson party had to face the charges of being antireligious

however the democratic theory of separating church and state

did not necessarily imply weaker religious convictions for many

of the leading jacksoniansJackson wereians deeply religious it simply

implied opposition to the political aspirations of religion

schlesinger points out however that for some democrats because

they considered christianity a radical belief separation of

church and state was necessary but that their feeling would

have been different had true christianity as they understood it
existed

george bancroft and orestes A brownson for whom

religion was not the rigid calvinism of the century
before but the more radiant faith suggested in the
first awakening of transcendentalism were particularly
confident of the support which religion eventually
would give to popular rights

jacksonianismJacksonian therefore by disentangling politics and

religion assisted in the growing secularization of society but

this philosophy was not intended to undermine the principle of

religious freedom and equality equal rights and liberty remained

the basic ideals of jacksonian democracy and these principles

supported religious freedom as well

this broad overview of jacksonianismjacksonianiJacksonian is not meant to be

complete or conclusive but it serves to reveal certain general

characteristics of the age with which the remainder of this study

schlesinger p 351 ibid p 353
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has a direct relationship it was an age of social religious

economic and political revolution it was a period of reform it
was an age of great political interest religious fervor and

high idealism the major concepts emphasized by the jacksoniansJackson

were

ians

individualism and the common man equality democracy liberty

and constitutional rights expansionism abolitionism and utopianism

in religion the concepts of zionism millennialismmillenniallmillennially and christian

primitivism appeared in literature romanticism was the current

trend through all of it the american newspapers and periodicals

were serving significantly in diffusing jacksonian concepts through-

out america

joseph smith 180518441805 the1844 mormon prophet was clearly

a man of this age a jacksonian man of letters from the beginning

of his prophetic career he became of necessity a newspaper

writer and continued to publish in the newspapers until his death

in 1844 his jacksonianismJacksonian is best seen in these newspaper writings

B JOSEPH SMITH HIS ORIGINS

joseph smith jr the mormon prophet was born december

23 1805 in the town of sharon windsor county state of vermont

history 1I 2 A new englander by birth smith descended from a

long line of prerevolutionpre newrevolution englanders As he writes in his

autobiography

my father joseph smith was born july 12th 1771 in
topsfieldtapsfieldTops essexfield county massachusetts his father asael
smith was born march 7thath 1744 in topsfieldtapsfieldTops massachusettsfield
his father samuel smith was born january 26th 1666 in
topsfieldtapsfieldTops massachusettsfield his father robert smith came
from england historyhiston I112 2

ism

SM
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joseph smiths mother lucy mack smith born in 1775 in getsumgersum

new hampshire was a child of the revolution for the battles
37of lexington and concord had been fought that spring her

father solomon mack 173218201732 and1820 his father ebenezer mack

00
169717771697 were1777 new englanders as well it was in 1796

in tunbridge vermont that the smith and mack lines merged in
39the marriage of joseph smith sr and lucy mack

the latest and probably most accurate study of the pro

genitors of joseph smith jr done by richard lloyd anderson

professor of religion at brigham young univesityuniversityUnive revealssity that

smith was born into a line of deeply patriotic and spiritually

rooted americans from them claims anderson the boy joseph

grew up loving his country and all the freedoms it offered him

likewise a sense of religious conviction not to any particular

denomination but to god was nourished within him due in part

to the influence of both his parents and grandparents anderson

writes

joseph smith was like both grandfathers in patriotism
social concern industry personal initiative physical
courage indomitable will loyalty to parents tenderness
to family reliance on the bible and religious convictions
so deep that he was impelled to share them with others
joseph smiths traits are found among new englanders of
his time but investigation shows that his family had
yankee roots of a specific type the prophets grand-
parents quite avoided the narrow prejudices that
rancisfrancis parkman associated with the rural new england

Q 7

richard lloyd anderson joseph smiths new england heritage
salt lake city deseret book co 1971 p 12
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of the eighteenth century but they display admirably
its combative energy and rugged unconquerable strength 10

that smith inherited this patriotic spirit and lack of

narrow prejudices from his grandparents is seen in a sermon

which he delivered on july 9 1843

I1 am bold to declare before heaven that I1 am just as
ready to die in defending the rights of a presbyterian
a baptist or a good man of any other denomination who
may be unpopular and too weak to defend themselves

it is a love of liberty which inspires my soul
civil and religious liberty to the whole human race
love of liberty was diffused into my soul by my grand-
fathers while they dandled me on their knees and shall
I1 want friends no history V 498

in 1816 at the age of ten smith moved with his family to

palmyra in the state of new york at this time the smith family

because of a number of financial setbacks had little money upon

arriving in palmyra however father smith opened a confectionery

shop which combined with occasional earnings by himself and

eldest sons at harvesting well digging and other common employ-

ments enabled him to provide an honest living for the family

young joseph was included in the number who had to work and much

of his time was spent atafiaeiaee odd jobs

because of the meager circumstances of the smith family

the education of the children suffered greatly although the

parents were educated josephs father taught in the village

anderson ppap 15556155 quoting56 francis parkman montcalm
and wolfe new york 1962 p 429

john henry evans joseph smith an american prophet new
york the macmillan co 1933 p 30

th 40streng

11narrow
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school during the winter in sharon vermont and eager to have

their children attend school the circumstances did not always

allow it lucy mack smith relates that in 1811 when the family

had moved to lebanon new hampshire

As our children had in a great measure been debarred
from the privilege of schools we began to make every
arrangement to attend to this important duty we established
our second son hyrum in an academy at hanover and the rest
that were of sufficient age we were sending to a commoncornmon
school that was quite convenient

however as young joseph was not yet six years of age at

this time it is unlikely that he received any formal education

in lebanon new hampshire furthermore if he went to school there

the quality of his education may well have been inadequate writers

on american social and cultural history agree that during the first
quarter of the nineteenth century taking the nation as a whole

.4444the common schools were in a deplorable condition this was

the case especially along the frontiers where the population was

sparse teachers scarce and illiteracy widespread

in palmyra however the opportunities for a good education
45were better here a schoolhouse had been erected in 1793 but

young smith was unable to take full advantage of the situation

in nearby manchester village a public library was established in

42george42 QGeorge cannon life of joseph smith the prophet salt
lake city deseret book co 1972 p 26

lucy mack smith historyhistorbistor of joseph smith by his mother
ed preston nibley salt lake city bookcraft inc 1958 p 51

frederick jackson turner the united states 183018501830
new

1850
york henry holt and co 1935 p 17

milton V backman jr joseph smiths first vision
salt lake city bookcraft inc 1971 p 34
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1817 and another in palmyra in the winter of 1822231822 newspapers23

47and books were also available in palmyra

nevertheless despite the availability of these books

none of the names of the smith family are found on the subscriber
48list of the manchester library nor would we know whether the

smiths ever purchased any books in palmyras bookstore we do

know that though he learned to read joseph smith was not much of

a reader in his youth according to his mother e seemed much

less inclined to the perusal of books than any of the rest of our

49children but far more given to meditation and deep study smith

apparently attended some school however john henry evans in his

well known and widely read biography of smith writes

ibid p 48

47the recent research of milton backman reveals that joseph
smith jr frequently visited the village to secure a copy of the
local paper the palmyra register backman ppap 434443 also44
states backman while the smith family resided in palmyra many
works were available in the T C strong bookstore during the
month of october 1818 for example approximately three hundred
volumes were advertizedadvertised in the palmyra registerregisterwhichwhich included
fiction works such as arabian nights and charlotte temple
alexander popes an essay on man biographies of benjamin franklin
george washingtonwashingtonandWashingto and thomas jefferson alexander humbolts
history of new spain and many other historical works and approxi-
mately thirty religious treatises backman p 48

manchester library book lists brigham young university
J reuben clarkdark collection these lists include works by john
locke william cowper edward young cervantes and john bunyan
coopers lionelllonel lincoln and irvings the life and voyages of
christopher columbus

49lucy mack smith p 82

46
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46
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that he attended school in palmyra is certain for there is
still in existence three of his textbooks one of these is
entitled the first lines of arithmetic for the use of
young scholars adapted to the capacities of children
published in hartford connecticut it bears the clear
autograph of joseph with the date january 31 1818 the
prophet would then have just passed his thirteenth birth-
day another of the books is called the english reader
it contains pieces in both prose and verse narrative
didactic descriptive conversational and promiscuous
there are selections under the captions the pious sons 11

filial sensibility cruelty to insects condemned
tenderness to mothers respect and affection due from

pupils to their tutors if and to a young woman with a
watch the third book is a religious reader in this
interesting volume which runs to two hundred and sixty
four pages are scores of gospel sonnets arranged in
six parts all in verse the believers espousals the
believers jointure ff the elieversbelieversbelievers riddle it the
believers lodging the believers soliloquy and the
believers principles these books were given by the

prophet to a fifteenyearoldfifteen boyrichardyear bushold who
worked for him on his farm in nauvoo

the titles of the pieces and sonnets of these books indicate

that if these are the books which smith studied in school his early

academic orientation was in line with early romanticism and the

accompanying puritanisticpuri tonestanistic of morality also he would have

received only a rudimentary education because as hyrum andrus

explains most of the good textbooks in spelling geography and

history were not yet available plainly speaking if says andrus

joseph smith had very little opportunity to acquire any more than

the meager essentials of a commonschoolcommon educationschool orson pratt

one of smiths later close associates said in speaking of josephs

early education

evans p 35

andrus joseph smith
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his advantages for acquiring scientific knowledge were
exceedingly small being limited to a slight acquaintance
with two or three of the common branches of learning he
could read without much difficulty and write a very im-
perfect hand and had a very limited understanding of the
elementary rules of arithmetic these were his highest
and only attainments while the rest of those branches so
universally taught in the common schools throughout the
united states were entirely unknown to him 52

but finally just how much education smith actually received as a

boy is a question not entirely answerable backman asserts

the formal education of joseph smith was apparently
neglected while he was living in the genesee palmyra areadarea7
country joseph said that because he was obliged to assist
in supporting his family he was deprived of the benefit
of an education the prophet admitted however that he
received instructions in reading writing and arithmetic

hichwhich constituted his entire literal acquirementsacquire
since

ments
joseph was not able to attend the local elementary

school as often as he desired the young man undoubtedly was
not enrolled in the grammar school nor the private school
established in palmyra village 53

A cousin of joseph smith claimed that the boy hadtthad scarcely education
54

enough to read his bible and others who knew him have described

him variously as an illiterate youth an unlettered youth

an illiterate unlearned boy

52orson prattprattt remarkable visions liverpool england R

james 1848 p 1

53backman p 51 quoting kirtland letter book LDS church
historians office salt lake city

54george A smith journal of discourses liverpool england
amasa lyman 1860 VII 111 hereafter JD

wilford woodruff JD XVIII 118

56john taylor J XVIII 210
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with all the available facts accounted for the only con-

clusions that can be drawn regarding smith by the year 1820 are

that he could read and write but that he read very little and

wrote nothing of which we have any record he might have read

some minor romance poetry he was somewhat acquainted with the

bible partly through his own reading and partly through sunday

school and his mothers teachings at home and he might have read

a smattering of history or heard it from his grandfathers upon

whose knees he sat as a boy mostly however he labored with

his hands and probably had no desires to be a writer of anything

the world would be surprised when ten years later a book was

published bearing his name

smithssmithy development as a writer began with a remarkable

sequence of events which he claimed occurred between 1820 and 1830

whether or not the reader accepts the validity of smiths claims

these events form the basis of smiths first and subsequent

writings the account of this decade in his life which smith

eventually put on paper begins with the assertion that in the

spring of 1820 as merely an obscure boy of a little over fourteen

years of age and one too who was doomed to the necessity of

obtaining a scanty maintenance by his daily labor history I1

7 while praying in a wooded glen for direction as to which church

he should join he received a vision in which he saw god the father

and jesus christ this first vision as it is now commonly

called by the followers of smith was the beginning experience of

clusions
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the young boys career as an american prophet but although it
greatly changed his image in the community where he lived his

normal daily labor with his father apparently changed little
smith writes

I1 continued to pursue my common vocation in life until the
twentyfirsttwenty offirst september one thousand eight hundred and
twenty three all the time suffering severe persecution at
the hands of all classes of men both religious and irrelig-
ious because I1 continued to affirm that I1 had seen a
vision historyhistorbistor 1I 9

ordinarily an individual having a unique experience such as

young joseph reported in 1820 would not only go about relating the

story to others immediately but as well would write it down to

preserve it such was not the case with smith however mormon

scholars report that the prophet made no written account whatsoever
ro

until nearly twelve years later james B alienallenailen one mormon

scholar who has done extensive research on this subject concludes

that in fact the first vision account was not even generally

known in the church until the 1840s because no account had

previously been published

just why smith made no written account of the first vision

in 1820 may be a question we cannot answer exactly alienallen concludes

that since

the young prophet said that he had been severely rebuffed
the first time he told the story in 1820 and since it
represented one of his most profound spiritual experiences

co
backman p 124

59 james B alienallen the significance of joseph smiths
first vision in mormon thought dialogue A journal of mormon

thought 1I autumn 1966 313231 32

58

59

58
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he could well have decided to circulate it only privately
until he could feel certain that in relating it he would
not receive again the general ridicule of friends 60

alienallen also adds that hugh nibley another noted mormon scholar

takes11takes the point of view that the story of the vision was not told

in those early years because of its sacred nature 61

while these reasons are certainly valid they omit another

major factor and probable reason for smithssmithy failure to write out

the first vision account in that first decade A look at his

educational background or rather his lack of education suggests

that such a task as writing that account may well have been too

difficult for the unlettered boy he was not a writer and certainly

needed further training or experience before he could become such

in line with this thinking dean jessee of the LDS church historiansHistoria
office feels that

considering the youth of the prophet the frontier conditions
in which he lived his lack of academic training the absence
of any formal directive to motivate him to write and the
antagonistic reception he received upon first relating the
experience it is not strange that he failed to preserve an
account of his first vision during the decade between 1820
and 1830 62

further incidents in the life of joseph smith beginning in

the year 1823 and culminating in 1830 seemed to provide the initial
training which he needed josephssephisJo mother tells that from the time

ibid p 34 ibid

dean C jessee the early accounts of joseph smiths first
vision BYU studies IX spring 1969 294
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of the first vision until the twentyfirsttwenty offirst september 1823
ZOZ

joseph
O

continued as usual to labor with his father then

on that date according to the account during the night and

following morning smith received several visitations from a

resurrected being whose name was moroni history 1I 111511

the

15

instructions which smith received on this occasion pertained

to a set of ancient metallic plates which the angel informed him

were hidden in a hill nearby and which would in time be delivered

to him so that smith might translate them into english in the

meantime while waiting to receive the plates smith was to prepare

himself and continue to meet annually with the angel for further

instructions at the location of the buried plates not until

1827 did smith receive the plates and also a strange instrument

called the urim and thummimthum bymim which he was to make the transla-

tion which would be known as the book of mormon soon thereafter

persecution arose against smith which delayed his efforts to

translate the plates this intolerable condition forced him to

leave manchester new york and go to the home of his wifes parents

in harmony pennsylvania where he arrived in december 1827

the translation was begun in harmony later in june1829June

but

1829

smith soon moved to the home of david whitmer in fayette new

york where the translation was completed however according to

lucy mack smith p 74

dean C jessee the original book of mormon manuscript
BYU studies X spring 1970 260

1163
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smiths history and dean jessees research the actual writing

time of the translation was no more than three months smith

transcribed none of it himself but used at least five different

scribes to complete the work in 1830 he published the book of

mormon which he claimed to be a correct translation of those

ancient records

joseph smiths literary development begins with and is

a direct result of his efforts to translate the book of mormon

mostly this initial experience trained smiths mind to extrapolate

concepts and ideas into coherent expression for as the evidence

indicates the prophets intentions with the pen were hindered by

his inability to spell and punctuate he therefore left this task

in the hands of a scribe even with this obstacle removed the

progress towards smiths first literary expressions was not smooth

in the words of george Q cannon

josephs first labor with the plates was in obedience
to the general command given totzotio him through moroni the
particular means by which the translation was to be effected
and given to the world had not been made known and this
young untaught impoverished man was at that hour unable
within his own resources of education and purse to arrange
for the consummation of the work he devoted every avail-
able moment however to his sacred task constantly praying
to the almighty for aid and yet the progress was slow 6

joseph first established himself at isaac haleshaies home in

harmony pennsylvania in order

to examine the sacred history and treasure which had been
committed to his ward and he very soon began a somewhat
desultory labor of copying the different styles of strange

ibid 26061260 cannon61 p 50

65

6

65 66
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characters found upon the plates and translating some of
them by the aid of the urimarim and thummimThum 67mim

working with the ancient records also provided smith with

opportunities and motivation to increase his education his insights

and understanding of the world in general increased markedly as a

result of the translating process truman G madsen of brigham

young university writes

we do not often reflect that translation no matter how it
be explained was a learning process for him often
tinctured with firstjirstbirst time wonderment one day emma

smith his wife records she was writing for him and he
dictatedctabd the phrasepitrase the wall of jerusalem the prophet
paused and then said in effect emma I1 didnt know
there was a wall around jerusalem

this acquiring of knowledge and the enlightening of the soul was

just as essential to smith as itlt is to any other developing writer

smiths first actual literary productions appeared in 1828

and 1829 in the form of revelations written while he was translating

the book of mormon accepted by latterdaylatter saintsday as gods

instructions to the prophet regarding the translation and the

organization of the church over which smith was to preside these

revelations required of the prophet an exercise of the mind which

he had certainly never experienced before whether accepted as

merely smiths writings or divine communications given through him

these revelations as discussed in chapter one are essentially

ibid p 51510

f68truman68Qtruman G madsen joseph smith and the sources of love
dialogue A journal of mormon thought I1 spring 1966 123 quoting
from saints herald XXXI 21 june 1884 39697396
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smiths literary expression whatever study or preparation smith

had undertaken beforehand had made him capable of the work

that smith was still no grammarian is clearly evident

from the facts concerning the book of mormon manuscripts which

were taken to E B grandin proprietor of the wayne sentinel in

palmyra for publication john J stewart states simply

joseph smith was no grammarian few authors are in its
original edition the book of mormon was woefully lacking
in punctuation capitalization paragraphing and other
mechanical and grammatical details one of the printers
in the wayne sentinel newspaper shop where the book was
printed claimed that he and the other printers provided
most of what little punctuation it had as they set it
into type 7

responding to stewarts comments however hyrum andrus

while still recognizing josephs weakness asserts that smiths

lack of ability as a grammariangranmiarian was not the only reason for the

unpolished manuscript

had joseph smith been properly schooled in the rules of
grammar it seems proper to conclude he would have attended
to these matters but the fact should also be stated
that the prophet claimed that the book of mormon was a
translation of an ancient document and in ancient times
punctuation marks were not used professor stewart
fails to mention this side of the story and accredits the
whole matter to the prophets lack of education whereas
the evidence indicates that joseph smith was not interested
in tampering with the manuscript by inserting the needed
grammatical details it is better to have an accurate
translation that is ungrammatical than an inaccurate one
that is grammatically polished punctuation marks can
make a difference in the meaning conveyed by a document
having been a school teacher oliver cowdery had a fair
knowledge of the rules of grammar and could have taken
care of these matters had the prophet so desired but

john J stewart joseph smith the mormon prophet salt
lake city mercury publishing co 1966 p 34

mechanicalandgrammatical pri
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it was only when the printers raised the issue and put
the pressure on him that joseph smith reluctantly per-
mitted the manuscript to be punctuated i

the fact still remains however that smith was not able to punctu-

ate had he wanted to in fact the mere translation was a remarkable

feat for as his wife stated it would have been improbable that a

learned man could do this and for one so ignorant and unlearned as
72

he was it was simply impossible

the year 1830 with the publication of the book of mormon

ends the first phase of smiths development as an american man of

letters claiming to have been called of god as an american

prophet but young and inexperienced in many things smith at this

point seems to have been driven by an intense urge to increase his

knowledge quickly and by a swelling compulsion to learn to express

his thoughts in writing even when it meant dictating them to a

scribe george Q cannon writes that at twentyfourtwenty yearsfour of age

joseph was no longer an uncouth village lad for the
exalted course of his life during the years in which he
had walked under gods guidance had elevated him intellectu-
ally until he was already the peer of any man no doubt at
this hour he was lacking as he had been in his earlier
youth in the technical teachings of the schools but he
had a deeper knowledge and a finer judgment than any
possessed by the most favored of all the students of the
colleges 73

hyrum L andrus the historical joseph by john J
stewart rev of joseph smi th the mormon prophet in dialogue A

journal of mormon thought winter 1966 125

72preston nibley ed the witnesses of the book of mormon

salt lake city stevens wallis&wallis inc 1946 ppap 282928

73
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by 1830 andrew jackson was in his second year of the united

states presidency joseph smith then was in the midst of the

jacksonian age nearly all the founding fathers of american

independence had passed away and a young man named abraham

lincoln 180918651809 was1865 just reaching maturity in american

literature the era of romanticism was in full swing a forerunner

to this period philip freneau 175218321752 was1832 close to death

washington irving 178318591783 james1859 fenimore cooper 178918511789

and

1851

william cullen bryant 179418781794 were1878 the popular writers

of the day and writers like ralph waldo emerson 180318821803

john

1882

greenleaf whittier 180718921807 and1892 edgar allan poe 1809-

1849 who were about the same age as joseph smith were beginning

their careers henry david thoreau 181718621817 james1862 russell

lowell 181918911819 and1891 walt whitman 181918921819 were1892 still boys

in this year of emily dickinsons 183018861830 birth1886

though it was the age of jackson it was also the coming

of age of joseph smith and as we shall see the various thrusts

of jacksonian america merging with smiths own traits and philo-

sophies would combine to create in him not only an american

prophet but also a noted jacksonian writer

george washington 173217991732 benjamin1799 franklin 1706-
1790 thomas jefferson 174318261743 james1826 madison 175118361751 1836

away74

74

sophies
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FROM KIRTLAND TO MISSOURI 183118381831
THE

1838
FRONTIER EDITOR

the labor of translating ancient records into english and

of preparing these writings for publication provided joseph smith

with his initial literary experience and in addition opened the

doors to other writing opportunities from 1831 to 1838 there

were four additional projects which added to smiths literary

experience and which further prepared him for the role of a news-

paper editor these endeavors included compiling revelations of

the church into book form initiating a new translation of the

bible commencing a history of the church and attending the school

of the prophets this chapter will deal briefly with the impact

which each of these experiences particularly the writing of a

history had on joseph smithssmithis literary development with the

events which turned the prophets attention to the frontier

newspapers and with the first letters which smith wrote for

newspaper publication most importantly we shall investigate the

beginnings of smiths career as a frontier newspaper editor and

the writings which he produced during that age of jacksonian

thought it was through the medium of the frontier newspapers that

smith began his acquaintance with the world around him and through

which the world in turn became increasingly aware of him

51
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A COMPILING THE revelations

between the year 1827 at which time joseph smith began

preparations for translating the book of mormon and 1830 the

year the book was published smith dictated to scribes a number

of revelations concerning primarily the work of translation

itself and dealing in part with ecclesiastical matters leading

to the formal organization of the church which also took place

in 1830 immediately following the publication of the book of

mormon smith began compiling these revelations in order to publish

and present them to the church in book form said he I1 began to

arrange and copy the revelations which we had received from time

to time in which I1 was assisted by john whitmer who now resided

with me history 1I 104 just as the translating and publishing

of the book of mormon had served to improve smithssmithis education as

well as provide direct literary experience so the compilation and

publication of these revelations served to sharpen his intellect

and provide further beneficial experience time would show that

the more smith worked with the written word assisted and taught

by his scribes the more competent he became in his own right

B SMITHS NEW BIBLE translation

in addition to compiling revelations smith also began in

1830 a revision or translationf1translation it of the king james bible an

awesome task that engaged great portions of his time for years

see earl E olson the chronology of the ohio revelations
BYU studies XI summer 1971 32949329 49
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afterward and served to educate this young man in things and ways

2
that no other experience could have smith wrote that in december

1830 the lord had given him some more extended information upon

the scriptures a translation of which had already commenced

history 1I 132 at this time smith was living in harmony

pennsylvania but shortly afterward in january 1831 he moved to

kirtland ohio where he soon resumed work on this translation he

comments in his history during the month of april I1 continued to

translate the scriptures as time would allow history 1I 170

later in the year smith moved again but he continued his

study of the scriptures he wrote the early part of september

was spent in making preparations to remove to the town of hiram

ohio and renew our work on the translation of the bible history

I1 211 such references to the labor of translation are found

frequently in the history from this time until mid1833mid and1833 occasion
3allyaily beyond that time according to the latterdaylatter saintday historian

B H roberts smith intended to publish the revised scriptures in

far west missouri but the persecution which arose there prevented

the undertaking history I1 324 fnan the revision never was

published but the work of the revision nevertheless served well

in educating the prophet As we shall see in the present study

smiths newspaper articles are often permeated with scriptural

references scriptural logic and argument and even with scriptural

2
robert J matthews the new translation of the bible

183018331830 doctrinal1833 development during the kirtland era BYU

studies XI summer 1971 420 see entire article for a more
complete discussion
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language it is evident then that this experience of translating

the bible was beneficial to smiths newspaper writings the

literary endeavor of translating provided an educational and

writing experience as well as source material for his religious

teachings

C WRITING A HISTORY

A third beneficial experience for young joseph was the

development and preparation of a documentary history of the church

on april 6 1830 at fayette new york at the organization of the

church of jesus christ of latter day saints smith presented to his

followers as the revealed word of the lord these words

behold there shall be a record kept among you and
in it thou shalt be called a seer a translator a prophet
an apostle of jesus christ an elder of the church through
the will of god the father and the grace of your lord
jesus christ history 1I 78

the idea of keeping a record of his religious activities and

of the business conducted in the newly formed church was a chal-

lenging new concept to smith but the 1830 revelation made record
4

keeping an imperative which he took seriously from this time forth

however he knew better than anyone else that a poor education and

a lack of writing ability and experience made him ineligible at

least for the time being for the task of writing a history

therefore he again relied upon scribes whom he appointed to assist

him in this manner he began a history and continued his efforts

jessee writing of history p 439 see entire article
for a more complete discussion

4jessee
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to keep a history throughout the remainder of his life thus in-

creasingly exposing himself to the written word and in time

gradually acquiring some skill of his own in transferring his own

thoughts into written form

the determination and zeal shown by smith in accepting the

formidable charge of writing a history of his religious activities
was not unlike the sense of commitment evident in the theological

histories of the early american puritan writers smith himself

having descended from strict new england puritan ancestry and having

been reared in new england was strongly influenced by puritan

values including a strong sense of duty and uprightness before god

nor was the idea of writing an account of religious activities

totally new to him in his own family his grandfather solomon mack

had in earlier years recorded a brief but vivid account of his

conversion to christian principles and this interesting auto-

biography then in the possession of the smith family no doubt

further influenced the religious sensitivities of the boy joseph

in describing those early new england writers whose influence was

still felt by joseph smith and his contemporary jacksonian americans

kenneth B murdock a prominent harvard university historian states

the work of the best writers in colonial new england
shows that they wanted to write well as one way of serving
god and reflects both their zeal and their concern for
fundamental stylistic values 0

L narrative of the life of solomon mack see anderson
ppap 335833 58

kenneth B murdock literature and theology in colonial
new england cambridge harvard univ press 1949 p 31

5
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simply but without mediocrity

lthealthe puritanPur preacheditai or wrote
on divine themes he tended to limit his diction his
images and his literary devices to those which he could
find in holy writ in subject matter too obviously
what was closest to the bible was best biblical style
was perfect because it was penned by the holy ghost 7

the puritan style then was simple and to the point in order that

the common man might better understand but such a style depended

largely upon scriptural passages and imagery for its artistic value

making the religious message of truth understood without conveying

a false impression was the most important consideration to the

puritan writer in short e wished to express lofty thoughtsthough

convecoave

56

the puritan writers chose to write in plainness and

simplicity to avoid the ornate and ostentatious at the same

time however their writings were not dull according to murdock

inevitably then when he the

also the puritan deemed the

writing of history most important for he saw history as a record11record

of gods providencesprovidences

the parallels between these puritan attitudes and smiths

personal views about literature become apparent in a study of smiths

writing career plainness and simplicity are key words in

describing smiths literary style a style not simply incidental to

a lack of writing skill but rather a style predetermined and

intentional in accordance with a literary philosophy uttered by

smith himself on one occasion in a letter to his brethren in

zion dated kirtland april 21 1833 11 smith wrote

7ibd71bid p 42 bid p 51 9ibid91bidbibid p 75

was
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As every letter that comes from zion must go the
rounds of the brethren for inspection it is necessary
that there should be no disguise in them but that every
subject written upon by the brethren should be plain to
the understanding of all that no jealousy may be raised
and when we rebuke do it in all meekness history I1
34041340

smiths

41

philosophy of a plain and simple style remained

with him all his life on may 1 1840 he wrote to orson hyde who

had inquired about publishing a pamphlet on the history of the

church and stated it will be well to study plainness and simpli-

city in whatever you publish for my soul delightethdeligh inteth plainness

history III111illlil 129 and as late as 1843 smith repeated in a

sermon I1 never design to communicate any ideas but what are simple

for to this end I1 am sent11 history V 529

the simplicity of style which the puritan writer used both

for the benefit of god and for the lay reader did not disappear as

a literary virtue in the later jacksonian era when writers placed a
r

similar emphasis upon reaching out to the common man furthermore

with an increasing flow of americans toward western settlements and

the subsequent shortage of frontier educational facilities writers

in the west who wanted to reach the masses often had to rely on a

simple homey and even rustic literary style to achieve their goal

on the other hand religionists such as joseph smith often used

the simple style to convey truth to the common people thus the

plain simple writing technique which characterizes so much of

smiths literature was common in that era even though some journ-

alists particularly in the east enjoyed making their writings quite

florid verbose and ornate nevertheless smith intentionally

sent 2
ve

toreach
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chose to write plainly during the period in which he began writing

a history of the church

the early efforts to write a history of the church were

difficult and frustrating for joseph smith he was aware of his

inexperience and shortcomings in writing but desired to improve

his skills on november 27 1832 smith dictated

oh lord deliver us in due time from the little
narrow prison almost as it were total darkness of paper
pen and ink and a crooked broken scattered and
imperfect language history I1 299

one year later smith revealed an acute awareness that his writing

ability was far below the standard set by the popular authors of

the day when he wrote

I1 have thought that perhaps a few lines from me

though there may be a lack of fluency according to the
literati of the age might be received with a degree of
satisfaction on your part history I1 441 smiths italics

it would only be conjecture to state how knowledgeable smith was of

the literati of the age but presumably he had seen various pieces

by some noted writers in local newspapers and was thereby impressed

by their quality

smithssmithis initial efforts to write a history were plagued with

numerous setbacks due in part to unreliable scribes and in part

apparently to the difficulty of the task itself for such a relatively

unskilled writer we know for instance that prior to 1839 smith

made at least three attempts to write a satisfactory account of his

first vision experience but he failed each time on one occasion

for an account of scribes see jessee writing of history

backman also jessee early accounts

hist 2 iai3
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in 1832 smith even took up the pen himself and as a result this

account is the only history containing the actual handwriting of
12joseph smith replete with errors in spelling capitalization

and punctuation and stilted in its form this brief account markedly

reveals the early literary deficiency of its author one unedited

portion of the manuscript reads as follows

I1 was born in the town of charon in the of vermont
north america on the twenty third day of december AD

1805 of goodly parents who spared no pains to instructing
me in the christian religion at the age of about ten
years my father joseph smith siegnior moved to palmyra
ontario county in the state of new york and being in
indigent circumstances were obliged to labour hard for
the support of a large family having nine children and
as it required the exertions of all that were able to
render any assistance for the support of the family
therefore we were deprived of the bennifit of an
education suffice it to say I1 was mearly instructed in
reading writing and the ground rules of arithmaticarithmeticAritharithmaarithia whichtic
constituted my whole literary acquirementsacquire Jments

despite the poor quality of this historical piece it
apparently provided some encouragement to smith at least it was

a beginning for on november 27 1832 joseph smith began keeping
14

a letter book as well as a daily journal from this time forth

smith continued dictating all the while struggling to express

himself adequately his next attempt at writing an actual history

however was not until 1838 after years of further preparation

12 jessee writing of history p 462 fnan

quoted in backman ppap 15556155

jessee
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early accounts p 278
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D THE SCHOOL OF THE PROPHETS

the opportunity for joseph smith to continue his development

and improvement as a writer was greatly enhanced as a result of his

attendance at the school of the prophets in the winter of 1834351834

the

35

school of the prophets so called because those who attended

were in the leadership of the church was a winterlongwinter serieslong of

classes held for the education and training of these men such a

school had been organized and conducted under the direction of

smith himself during the previous winter but principally for the

study of theology and doctrine pertaining to the ecclesiastical

order of the church in this second winter in which the school

was held however many other subjects of interest were added to

the curriculum including subjects sorely needed by smith such

as english grammar A report of the kirtland school issued by

william E mlellinmcellinML onellin february 27 1835 stated that the studies

included penmanship arithmetic english grammar and geography

in which classes urdicks13urdicksdicksur arithmetic kirkhams grammar and

olveys geography have been used and noah websters dictionary

as standard history II11 200 by the close of the school of

the prophets in march 1835 smith had assuredly increased his

knowledge of the english language a factor that he hoped would

prove beneficial in his efforts to communicate truth to the world

the school of the prophets began again the following winter

1835361835 but36 with emphasis on a new course of

during the summer of 1835 the saints at kirtland had purchased

hist lip111

study hebrew
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several egyptian mummies from michael H chandler who had brought

them to exhibit in the city and with the mummies were a number of

papyrus scrolls written in egyptian hieroglyphics history II11 235

smith immediately became interested in studying egyptian and that

interest broadened to include hebrew smith commenced studying and

translating the egyptian records then soon after the school

opened in the fall a professor of hebrew joshua seixas was hired

to teach a course in hebrew smiths journal throughout this time

often mentions his study of both hebrew and egyptian he also

managed to continue studying english grammar and mentions at least

two occasions when he spent time teaching grammar to his family

on wednesday november 4 he wrote in the evening lectured on

grammar at home history 11II 301 and on november 10 he noted

spent the evening around my fireside teaching my family grammar

history 11II 307 that he would be teaching grammargra tonenarnunar his family

seems to indicate that he had acquired some confidence and comp-

etence in that area through his studies in the school of the prophets

by increasing his english proficiency smith was also better prepar-

ing himself for the role of a frontier journalist

E SMITHS ATTENTION DRAWN TO FRONTIER newspapers

while engaged in these numerous timeconsumingtime tasksconsuming of

translating records compiling revelations and writing history all
while continuing his language studies and directing the affairs of

the church- smith turned his attention to the frontier newspaper in

3
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september 1831 the prophet read a series of abusive letters written

against him by ezra booth an apostate from the church and pu-

blished in the ohio star at ravenna ohio these letters seemingly

led to the next business of the church which was to establish a

monthly paper at independence jackson county missouri to be

called the evening and morning star history I1 217 for the

benefit of those saints who had already moved to missouri to

establish a city of zion 11 smith must have realized the impact

the frontier newspaper could have on his people or on nonmormonsnon

as

mormons

well especially in the light of false accusations being printed

and spread by persons such as booth accordingly plans were made

for the church to publish a newspaper of its own and a prospectus

of the same was issued in february 1832 and signed by W W

phelps smith received the first issue of the evening and morning

star in july noting that it as a joyous treat to the saints

history 1I 273

that the mormon leaders would begin to employ the public

newspaper at this time as a means of communication was more signi-

ficant than they then realized and little did smith foresee that

in the near future he would have a major role in the writing

printing and publishing of other such frontier newspapers

smith soon learned that the involvement of the church in

the newspaper business was no easy task he wrote that although11although

many newspapers published the prospectus of our paper yet it
appeared to have been done more to calumniate the editor than

give publicity to the forthcoming periodical historyHi 1Istolystollstoel 273

1 13
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after this smith began to include in his history and continued

hereafter to include extracts from articles and editorials of

various newspapers just how many of the numerous eastern and

frontier newspapers he had at his disposal cannot be ascertained

but he evidently read many as his history makes frequent reference

to them obviously this was not the same uneducated boy who had

lived in the backhillsbackfillsback ofhills vermont nor was he still the same

young man of whom his mother had said he seemed much less in-

clined to the perusal of books than any of the rest of our

children

F SMITHS FIRST NEWSPAPER publications

joseph smithssmithy own signature first appeared in a newspaper

column on february 2 1833 however this first attempt to put his

own views before the american newspaper audience was far from

prestigious among the many newspapers to which smith was sub-

scribing in 1832 and 1833 was a religiously oriented publication

from rochester new york the american revivalist and rochester

observer edited by N C saxton smith apparently after following

the articles printed in this newspaper and disagreeing sharply with

the religious views contained therein wrote on january 4 1833

in kirtland ohio his first letter to the editor to his

dismay only a short portion of this letter was published in the

february 2 1833 issue the editor explaining that there was not

lucy mack smith p 82
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room for the whole letter angered by this action smith wrote

again this time reprimanding the editor and stating boldly the

letter which I1 wrote you for publication I1 wrote by the command-

ment of god and I1 am quite anxious to have it all laid before the

public history 1I 326 mr saxton took no heed of this

petition however and published nothing more of smiths letters

smiths first letter to the editor bears evidence of a

maturing american writer and of his close ties to the thought and

sentiments so typically jacksonian saxton seems to note this

when he states in congenial editorial comments that smiths

letter is written throughout with much good feeling and urbanity

saxton implies that he sees no signs of an uneducated writer the

much good feeling in saxtons comments likely has reference to

the emphatic millennialisticmillennia zionisticlistic message which constitutes

the brief portion of smiths letter which saxton printed

the strains of millennialism andzionismand inZionism this letter

extract originate in smiths scriptural documentation beginning

with a brief description of the book of mormon and continuing into

a series of biblical passages smith declares this zionistic concept

but the tribe of juda sic will return to old
jerusalem the city of zion spoken of by david in the 102
psalm will be built upon the land of america and the
ransomed of the lord shall return and come to it with

american revivalist and rochester observer 2 february
1833 p 2 col 6 in the beinecke rare book and manuscript library
yale university smiths complete correspondence is printed in
history 1I 31216312162312 162 32616
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songs and everlasting joy upon their heads and there they
will be delivered from the overflowing scourge that shall
pass through the land

the overflowing scourge of which smith speaks is a scene of

bloodshedblood asshed has not a parallel which is to inundate the

united states in the future smith then predicts pestilence

hail famine and earthquake that will prepare the way for the

return of the lost tribes of israel from the north country he

also explains that the people of the land referring to the mormon

0 0 have already commenced gathering together to zion which is in

the state of missouri the letter closes with a bold warning to

the people of the land and a prophecy of the impending events

repent ye repent ye and embrace the everlasting
covenant and flee to zion before the overflowing scourge
overtake you for there are those now living upon the
earth whose eyes shall not be closseddossedclassed si in death
until they see all these things which I1 have spoken
fulfilled

thus replete with religious fervor millennialism zionism and

scriptural authority smithssmithy first newspaper publication harmonized

well with the revivalistic spirit of the rochester observer and was

a fitting beginning in the newspaper career of an american prophet

smithissmithy purpose in writing to a prominent american news-

paper and thus getting himself involved as a writer in religious

controversy was to attempt to correct what he believed to be

erroneous ideas and philosophies being printed and propagated by

various articles in that newspaper one paragraph from the

unpublished letter begins I1 think it is high time for a christian

world to awake out of sleep and cry mightily to that god day and

mormons7
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night whose anger we have justly incurred oristoryhistory 1I 313

motivated strongly by a sense of responsibility to warn the world

smith dared expose himself and his weakness in writing to all those

who would read his work in the newspaper to saxton he stated

that this purpose is what has caused me to overlook my
own inability and expose my weakness to a learned world
but trusting in that god who has said that these things
are hid from the wise and prudent and revealed unto babes
I1 step forth into the field to tell you what the lord is
doing and what you must do to enjoy the smiles of your
savior in these last days history 1I 313

the phrase I1 step forth into the field obviously had reference to

the field of newspaper writing this letter being smiths first
venture in publishing an original article in a newspaper however

the young novice would not venture into public writing again for

some time in the meantime he would continue his development

the bitter persecution which befell the mormon settlements

in missouri in 1833 further demonstrated to smith what a widespread

influence whether for good or for evil the frontier newspaper

could have upon his people consequently smithy efforts to use

the newspaper increased as hebe sought to fight evil with truth in

the printed word

on july 20 1833 in jackson county missouri a mob

entered the printing establishment of the evening and morning star

and turned the office into a heap of ruins the citizens of the

community then forced the mormons to draw up a memorandum which in

part stated the star is not again to be published nor a press set

up by any of the society in this country history I1 3941 12 394o3940
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knowing how necessary a newspaper was to their survival however

the leaders in kirtland wasted little time not only in providing for

a continuation of their first newspaper but also in preparing to

publish a second newspaper on september 11 a council resolved

that the evening and morning S tar be transferred to kirtland where

its issues would be reprinted and that another paper be initiated

entitled the latter day saints messenger and advocate history 1I

409

because of the steadily increasing conflicts between the

mormons and the residents of missouri the major concern of the

mormon leaders at this time was to obtain sympathy and protection

from the government officials on whom they relied for a guarantee

of their religious freedom As a result in a letter to missouri

dated december 5 1833 smith announced plans for another newspaper

to curry favor with the jacksonian democrats

we expect shortly to publish a political paper weekly
in favor of the present administration the influential
men of that party have offered a liberal patronage to us
and we hope to succeed for thereby we can show the public
the purity of our intentions in supporting the government
under which we live history 1I 45051450

for

51

some unexplained reason however this project to be called

the northern times was never begun but smithssmithis intentions to

print such a paper imply a growing relationship between smith and

jacksonian politics at this time

smiths second published newspaper letter appeared more than

a year and a half after his first effort smith addressed this

joseph smith correspondence the evening and morning
star II11 september 1834 38283382 83

even star
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I1 never have rejoiced to see men
of corrupt hearts step forward and assume the authority
and pretend to teach the ways of god this is and always
has been a matter of grief

there millennial harbingerharbing published by the campbellite

sect was another of the many contemporary millennialist newspapers

smith could have written his answer to that newspaper but remember-

ing the failure of the rochester observer to publish his first
letter in its entirety he chose to publish this letter in his own

church newspaper the circulation of which was likely as great as

that of the campbellite newspaper

the letter is brief but interesting sprinkled as it is

with a good deal of

68

letter written in answer to a railing attack made against him by

the renowned minister alexander campbell to his close associate

oliver cowdery editor of the evening and morning star in kirtland

differing entirely in tone and content from the first letter and

demonstrating greater versatility in writing technique smiths

second letter effectively employs acrid sarcasm and irony to the

end of chastening the reverend campbell this letter to oliver

cowdery opens

dear brother
I1 have of late been perusing mr A campbells

millennial harbinger

irony and sarcasm one

paragraph begins

I1 have never been blessed if it may be called such
with a personal acquaintance with mr campbell neither a
p2rsonalpersonstipersonpersonal interviewstiail but the GREAT MAN not unfrequently
si condescends to notice an individual of as obscure

birth as myself

smith censures campbell for his expositions of the falsity and

incorrectness of the book of mormonMorm andonly for his continuing to

is

tongue in cheek
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bark and howl and cry joe smith false prophetprophet11prophetlprophete but yet smith

wryly suggests his pleasure at campbells cries for they man-

ifest to all9119.11ail men the spirit he campbell is of and serve to

open the eyes of the people almost humorously the prophet

tells campbell that

while he is breathing out scurrility he is effectually
showing the honest the motives and principles by which
he is governed and often causes men to investigate and
embrace the book of mormon who might otherwise never
have purusedperused it

by no means a masterpiece this second letter exhibits however

a change from the prophetprophets previous style in employing the

techniques of irony typical of this letter and many others penned

by smith is the overabundance of commas a trait common among journ-

alists of the day

in december of 1834 another letter which smith penned
1 Q

his third to be published appeared in the messenger and advocate

like the second it was addressed to oliver cowdery merely six

paragraphs in length this piece consisted principally of a brief

autobiographical sketch of smithssmithy youth this account was moti-

vated the author tells the editor by the recently published news

that oliver cowdery was about to publish a history of the rise and

progress of the church of the latter day saints in which the life

and character of joseph smith would appear desiring to correct

the many misinformed who had cast aspersions on his character

1 R
joseph smith correspondence messenger and advocate

I1 december 1834 40 hereafter MA
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smith offers the public this brief sketch describing his humble

birth and boyhood the letter is written in a mild and subdued

tone quite characteristic of personal confessionals found in the

early puritan writings writes the prophet during this time as

is common to most or all youths I1 fell into many vices and

follies but he explains

imperfections to which I1 aludeablude si and
for wich sic I1 have often had occasion to lament
were a light and too often vain mind exhibiting a
foolish and trifling conversation

smith further adds

I1 do not nor never have pretended to be any other
than a man subject to passion and liable without the
assisting grace of the savior to deviate from that perfect
path in which all men are commanded to walkwaikwaiki

he closes the letter with warm expressions of esteem for oliver

cowdery the letter is simple not eloquent but expressive of a

good deal of penitent inner feeling

while smiths first three published letters are brief and

simplified the fourth letter far excellsexcella the earlier works in

length and quality significantly the fourth letter was written

after smith had spent a season studying english in the school of

the prophets that increased competence and grasp of the english

language are manifest in smiths next newspaper publication

this letter or rather really three separate letters each

a continuation of the other addressed to the elders of the church

of latter day saints 11 was submitted to john whitmer who had

succeeded oliver cowdery at the helm of the messenger and advocateadvocatt

and was published in three installments in the september november

offers
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and december 1835 issues of that newspaper MA 1I 17982179 11II82

20912209 11II12 22530225

the

30

first letter of the three part series bears as its
central theme what might be called zionistic utopianism the

letter is intended to give instructions to the elders of the church

concerning the gathering of the saints to jackson county missouri

which place smith upon a visit there in 1831 had designated as

19zion in this letter he relates that by commandment he was

directed to missouri to designate the very spot which was to be

the central spot for the commencement of the gathering together

of those who embrace the fulnessfalness of the everlasting gospel 11 and in

that spot would take place the buildingupbuildingup of an holy city which

should be called zion later in the article smith relates his

disappointment over the difficulty and persecution that his people

had experienced in missouri even though they lived in a free

country a land of liberty and of laws guaranteeing to every man

or any company of men the right of purchasing lands and settling

and living upon them after warning against certain false notions

that had arisen concerning the gathering smith then establishes

the qualifications requisite of the saints to live in this type of

social order namely the first principles of the gospel most of

the remaining letter consists of numerous scriptural quotations

outlining these principles

19see discussion in H roger grant missourismassourisMis utopiansouris
communities missouri historical review LXVI october 1971
204820 48
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the zionistic utopian social order here promoted by smith

was not a concept considered strange or displaced from the period

in which he lived like many others of his time smith promoted

a system of social unity which he called the ew jerusalem

emphasizing the need for social union within this zionistic cause

smith writes

but we pause here and offer a remark upon the saying
which we learn has gone abroad and has been handled in a
manner detrimental to the cause of truth by saying that
in preaching the doctrine of gathering we break up families
and give license for men to leave their families women
their husbands children their parents and slaves their
masters thereby deranging the order and breaking up the
harmony and peace of society we shall here show our
faith and thereby as we humbly trust put an end to
these faults sic and wicked misrepresentations

social union within the context of individual freedom was a cardinal

principle of smiths proposed zion and these concepts in turn

bore strong resemblances to concepts which generally prevailed in

the jacksonian era

the continuation of smiths epistle to the elders of the

church which appeared as part two in the november 1835 messenger

and advocate discusses further the subject of the gathering the

second letter opens with a reminder that the counsel being given

serves two purposes one to assist the elders in combating the

prejudices of a crooked and perverse generation ft and two in

aiding those who are anxiously inquiring and have been excited to

do so from rumor in accertainingascertaining si correctly what2 my principles

are he then discusses the zionistic cause in great detail en-

hancing his case by scriptural argument smith writes

new

offer
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men and angels are to be workerscoworkersco in bringing to pass
this great work and a zion is to be prepared even a
new jerusalem for the elect that are to be gathered from
the four quarters of the earth and to be established an
holy city for the tabernacle of the lord shall be with
them

he later adds I1 shall say with brevity that there is a new

jerusalem to be established on this continent and also the

jerusalem shall be rebuilt on the eastern continent in this and

the first letter we find that smith did not expect the immediate

advent of christ but saw first the establishment of zion the

gathering of the jews to palestine the building of the temple and

other great works before that day came many other millenialistsmillenia
20

lists
were crying that christs coming was at hand

approximately halfway through the second letter smith

leaves the topic of the gathering and outlines the duties of the

elders of the church in regard to warning the earths inhabitants

the prophet recommends that the missionaries teach the parents first
and then if the parents give permission to teach the children and

the slaves again smith stresses the need for social unity particu-

larly in the family

more remarkable in these articles than the fact that smiths

ideas closely parallel the thought of his day is that in contrast to

the earlier articles which smith submitted to the newspapers these

letters exhibit a greater degree of literary proficiency they no

longer bear the mark of utter simplicity but are well organized

20andrus second revolution
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flow smoothly and logically from one point to the next express

deep sentiments intelligently and in short echo the voice of an

educatedifeducated writer

the last of smiths letters in this threepartthree seriespart was

printed in the december 1835 messenger and advocate As in the

previous two the dominant subject is the gathering of the righteousghteaus
and the discussion centers on scriptural references principally

the parables of jesus and an analysis of them in light of the

gathering near the end of this article an interesting change occurs

in the tone of the writing the narrators voice becomes a voice

of indignation not unlike the calvinistic hellfire and damnation

sermons replete as they were with colorful images and scriptural

metaphors A comparison with the rest of the article indicates

that the writer simply got carried away deviated from the subject

at hand and launched into an attack upon certain enemies of the

church since other studies have not mentioned the literary

technique of this letter let us for a moment observe the crescendo

of emotion evident in these lines

the kingdom of heaven is like unto a mustard seed
behold then is not this the kingdom of heaven that is
raising its head in the last days in the majesty of god
even the church of the latter day saints like an im-
penetrable immovable rack in the midst of the mighty
deep exposed to storms and tempests of satan but has
thus far remained steadfast and is still braving the
mountain waves of opposition which are driven by the
tempestuous winds of sinking crafts have and are still
dashing with tremendous foam across its triumphing
brow urged by the enemy of righteousness with his
pitchfork of lies as you will see fairly represented in
a cut contained in mr howes mormonism unveiled

messe
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the prophet further calls alexander campbell one of the

modern sons of sceva would would fain have made people believe

that he could cast out devils by a certain pamphlet viz the

millennial harbinger that went the rounds through our country

and accuses several others by name of malicious lies against him

finally referring to the deeds of all these men smith concludes

with this metaphorical allusion

the above cloud of darkness has long been beating with
mountain waves upon the immovable rock of the church of the
latter day saints and not withstanding all this the mustard
seed is still towering its lofty branches higher and hiherhigher
and extending itself wider and wider and the charriotcharrietchar sic7riot
wheels of the kingdom are still rolling on impelled by the
mighty arm of jehovah and in spite of all opposition will
still roll on until his words are all fulfilled

smith then apologizes for deviating from the subject returns to the

topic of the gathering and after a few more paragraphs concludes

this third letter
one important insight which can be drawn from a study of

this final letter in the threepartthree seriespart is that smith has endeav-

ored to include in his growing repertoire of literary techniques the

use of metaphors and imagery in this case they serve the purpose

of expressing emotionladenemotion censuresladen and ring with an air of preach-

ment and authority from the view of good literature however the

metaphors quoted above seem strained and overdone the strange

mixing of metaphors in cloud and aveswave and in seed and wheels

detracts from the quality and gauge of control of the piece

no new articles from joseph smith appear in the newspapers

until some four months later the numerous entries in smiths

lsic7
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history that mention his daily study of hebrew with the school of

the prophets all through the winter of 1835361835 indicate36 that he had

little time for any other matters finally in april 1836 another

letter from smith to oliver cowdery the editor appeared in the

messenger and advocate II1111 28991
1

289 the91 subject of the letter is

set forth in the first lines

this place having recently been visited by a gentleman
who advocated the principles or doctrines of those who are
called abolitionists if you deem the following reflections
of any service or think they will have a tendency to
correct the opinions of the southern public relative to
the views and sentiments I1 believe you are at
liberty to give them publicity in the columns of the
advocate

smiths letter unfolds with his sentiments on abolitionism and

includes support for his arguments from the scriptures he plainly

wants no repercussions from southerners who would think he is an

abolitionist for he asks the elders teaching in that region to

quell such rumors recognizing that the question of slavery was a

tender point and one which should call forth the candid reflection

of all men n using a bit of flattery too he insists that the

southerners being persons of ability discernment and candor 11

are in the best position to judge the matter smith views aboli-

tionists as dangerous elements in society and states

and when I1 see persons in the free states signing
documents against slavery it is no less in my mind than
an array of influence and a declaration of hostilities
against the people of the south what can divide our
union sooner god only knows

turning next to the bible smith explains the curse of

canaan which led to the slavery of the negro the fact that the

curse has never been lifted he claims is evidence that slavery

11persons11
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is in the designs of the lord at least for the time being he

then cites scriptural references to show that ancient prophets had

slaves the letter concludes with an appeal that the elders are

to teach the masters of slaves and upon the masters1masterstmastersmast receiving1erst the

gospel and with their permission the elders are to teach the

slaves but are not to stir up strife among them

As in smithssmithy previous letters this letter also portrays a

philosophy entirely indicative of the political and social milieu

in which the writer lived smith was aware and knowledgeable of

the vital issues of his day he read the newspapers he met and

talked with prominent figures he saw the comings and goings of

such people as this abolitionist to whom he refers in this letter

and he had his own sentiments to offer on all the same issues

though in this letter smith offers a point of view toward slavery

generally at odds with the sentiment prevalent among the new england

literati the mere offering of any view on this issue suggests his

direct link to the jacksonian age

the remainder of the year 1836 passed with no further

articles by smith appearing in any newspaper but in 1837 two short

notices appeared which demonstrate smiths involvement in both

mormon and jacksonian economics MA 111IIIlil januaryltanuary 1837 443 III111

21
faugustaugust 1837 560 although these two short writings are of no

these two notices are connected with the rise and fall of
the kirtland safety society antibankinganti companybanking of the mormon
church for further discussion see leonard J arrington religion
and economics in mormon history BYU studies III111lillii
1961 153315 also33 scott H partridge the failure of the
kirtland safety society BYU studies XII summer 1972 43754437 54

Z
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value in assessing smiths literary development they nonetheless

give validity to the argument that smith was indeed a writer of

jacksonian times a writer who took as his literary topics subjects

of interest relative to jacksonian democracy

G JOSEPH SMITH THE FRONTIER EDITOR

it was because of the events surrounding the economic

problems of the church mentioned in these two newspaper inserts

that smith came to occupy his first editorship of a frontier new-

spaper furthermore as newspaper editors were so highly esteemed

for their literary preeminence on the american frontier smith in

stepping into the editorseditorts chair was in effect assuming the role

of a man of letters in american history

according to a brief paragraph in smiths history

on the first of february 1837 the firm of oliver
cowdery & co was dissolved by mutual consent and the
entire establishment was transferred to joseph smith jun
and sidney rigdon and warren A cowdery acted as their
agent in the printing office and bookbindery and editor
of the messenger and advocate history 11II 475

no explanation is given for the change in ownership and editorship

but in may another brief entry in the history reads

some time this month the messenger and advocate
office and contents were transferred to william marks
of portage allegheny county new york and joseph smith
and sidney rigdon continued the office by power of
attorney from said marks history 11II 486

22again no explanation is given but other sources indicate that

in this case warren cowdery was removed from his responsibility

22see monte burr mclaws early mormon journalism and the
deseret news 183018981830 1898 diss univ of missouri 1971
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with the newspaper because of certain allegations he had printed

against smith at the time of the problems of the kirtland bank

monte burr mclaws in his university of missouri doctoral disserta-

tion covering this early period writes concerning warren cowdery

that

in assessing blame for the banks failure W A

cowdery committed an indiscretion that ended his editorial
career smith as object of his frank criticism discontin-
ued the advocate and started the elders journal published
by the president of the twelve apostles and edited by the
prophet himself the newlynamednewly papernamed soon made it clear
there would be a policy change J

the messenger and advocate actually continued through

september 1837 but in the august issue there appeared a prospectus

for a new paper the elderseiders journal to be published at kirtland

ohio and to be edited by joseph smith MA 111III august 18377 545

the prospectus indicated that the elderseldersteiderselverst journal was to be more

explicitly a church apologist than its predecessors had been and

that it was intended to counter the lying mania which plagued

the church by way of publishing the correspondence of traveling

elders thus the newspapers name sidney rigdon who wrote

the prospectus stated that history verified that the only thing

that saved the name of the waldenses from infamy and contempt was

the effort they made to leave a true account of themselves in

writing and that the mormons had a duty to do the same the

elderseldersteiderselverst journal he offered was intended to fulfill that duty

being compelled then to remove the newspaper from the hands of

a dissident member of the church smith himself took over as editor

mclaws ppap 12131213012 13

23
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the first printing of the new elders journal appeared in

october 1837 very little of that first issue was penned by the

new editor however for most of the issue consisted of letters
from various elders of the church the only portion undersigned

by the editor is a brief introduction to a letter from an elder

kimball to his wife

the voice of the new frontier editor first comes forth in

the second issue of the elders journal printed in november

241837 beginning with a statement of editorial policy joseph

smith writes

we calculate t0 pursue a different course from that of our
predecessor warren cowder in the editorial department
we will endeavor not to scandalize our own citizens esp-
ecially when there is no foundation in truth for so doing

the remainder of the editorial then consists of a letter which

smith had written to the saints in the previous september while he

and sidney rigdon traveled to far west missouri smithssmithy missouri

letter is a call for the gathering of the saints to a place of

refuge11refuge and safety in the day of the wrath of god which is soon

to burst upon the head of this generation though repeating the

theme of the gathering which smith had discussed before this

letter carries a sound of urgency not heard before one portion

reads

now we would recommend to the saints scattered abroad
that they make all possible exertions to gather themselves
unto those places as peace verily thus saith the lord
peace shall soon be taken from the earth and it has

joseph smith editorial commentary elders journal I1
november 1837 272927 hereafter29 ej

to

for
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already began si to be taken for a lying spirit has
gone out upon all the face of the earth and shall perplex
the nations and shall stur si them up to anger against
one another

also smith indicates that he is much pleased with his proposed

new zion and that he will soon move there himself here again is

evidence that smith was actively engaged in a cause stemming from

beliefs not unlike the beliefs of many other religious americans

the prophets editorial in the november elders journal closes

with a list of twenty interesting questions gathered by smith in his

travels from persons inquisitive about the mormonscormonsMor hemons promises to

answer these questions in another edition

after having published only two issues smiths newly

acquired job as editor was temporarily suspended certain enemies

of the church wanting to abolish the paper attacked the printing

establishment and destroyed the press smith was forced to flee

to far west missouri where he and others soon established a new

press but not until july of the following year did the third issue

of the elders journal appear

the july 1838 edition of smiths frontier newspaper dis-

played a greater variation of his literary skills than had any

previous publication to date for this issuesmithissue wroteSmith a simple

descriptive narrative gentle sarcasm a biographical sketch and

even poetic verse

the feature article of this issue of the elders journal

is a letter written by the prophet on may 4 1838 in which he

provides an optimistic romantic description of the missouri

fsic7
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region EJ I1 july 1838 333433 in34 a simple letter style and

bubbling with enthusiasm over the prospects of the frontier freedom

he boasts

we might venture an assertion on this point and that
without the fear of contradiction by those who are acquainted
with the settlements in this vicinity and that is no part
of the world can produce a superior to caldwell county if
an equal

later he adds to all appearance the country is healthy and the

farming interest is equal to that in any part of the world and the

means of living are very easily obtained not even luxuries excepted

the romantic view of nature so prevalent in the period the

popular idyllic portrayal of the open frontier both are evident

here smith writes

the saints here are at perfect peace with all the
surrounding inhabitants and persecution is not so much as
onceoticeorice named among them every man can attend to business
without fear or excitement or being molested in any wise

in every paragraph smith extols the virtues of the western location

of the saints the narrative resembles the romantic descriptions

given by alexis de toquevilletoguevilleToque andville many other romantic writers of

the period

an abrupt change in tone and technique appears under a

second article on the editorial page of this issue I11 424442

having

44

promised in the previous issue to answer twenty frequently

asked questions smith here gives his answers all of which bear a

tone of impatience dogmatism and gentle sarcasm for instance

question ist do you believe the bible answer if we do we

are the only people under heaven that does for there are none of

3 f
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the religious sects of the day that do or this example

question 10 was not jo smith a money digger J answer yes

but it was never a very profitable job to him as he only got

fourteen dollars a month for it smiths humor is at the expense

of the questioner and the curt answers are intended as reproof

of those persons offering foolish questions

again the style changes as this issue closes with smithssmithy

obituary of a fourteenyearfourteen oldyear boy son of the newspapers

publisher thomas B marsh I11 48 probably written for consola-

tion of the parents this lengthy obituary recounts an apocalyptic

vision experienced by marshs son at the age of nine in which he saw

events of the second coming and millennial reign of christ lofty

idealism infused with the christian principles of hope and salvation

portray a boy who dies painlessly and righteously the obituary then

closes with an interesting twelvelinetwelve poemline written in the true

tradition of the romantic school as a final epitaph to the boy

thus ends the life of this dear youth
who loved the way that leads to heaven
in wisdoms paths he sought the truth
his manners mild his temper even
in vision bright he soared above
and saw the father face to face
he heard the angels sing gods love
and saw his own abiding place
he talked with christ and saw his name
within the book of life inscribed
hes gone to realize the same
with god and angels to abide

this was smiths first published attempt at poetic expression and

although far from excellent poetry it would have had some popular

appeal and resembled much of the simple poetry churned out by many

L
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minor poets of the day written in basic iambic tetrameter with a

rhyme scheme ababababa cdcdcdcs efefafef the poem bears the marks of a beginner

but it at least demonstrates smiths continuing desire to improve

his literary skills even to the extent of experimenting with styles

he had never tried before

the fourth and final edition of the elders journal dated

august 1838 was published in the midst of great agitation and

turmoil among the latter day saints in missouri the idyllic

missouri setting had soon become a seething pot of persecution

against the mormonscormonsMor andmons mobs threatened to drive smith and his

people out under these conditions smith wrote his last editorial

for this newspaper and in it his vexed agitated annoyed soul is

unmistakably visible EJ I1 august 1838 545554

smiths

55

first remarks in this issue have to do with an

oration given by sidney rigdon wherein he declared that the saints

would no longer take the persecution but would stand up and fight

I11 53 smith lends his support to these views saying we are

absolutely determined no longer to bear come life or come death

for to be mobed si any more without taking vengeance we will

not in this spirit of defiance smith begins the editorial which

occupies four and onehalfone pageshalf of the newspapersnewspaper columns the

editorial is harsh censuring and denunciating and is aimed at

numerous apostates from the church principally warren parrish

many of the apostates are named and labelledbelledgabelledla mercilessly for their

lies false teachings and accusing publications poor simpletonssimpletons11simplesimpie tons

sic
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I1itsots birth rolled it up in
their paper and sent it abroad to the world but rich
brynton and johnson in the character of midwives waited
around the bed of mamma parrish to get away the after
birth but awful to relate they no sooner got it away
than mamma expired and the poor bantling was left on
the hands of the priests to protect and nurse it without
any friend

these metaphors which appear throughout the article in a railing

expose of the follies and maligning deeds of these apostates though

perhaps grotesque are clever and approach in style the satirical

images so often produced by mark twain and certainly they portray

the vexation of the writer whose jacksonian ideals of democracy

equality and freedom had crumbled all around him

I1
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smith writes

they do not know that he who sits in the heavens is laugh-
ing at them that he has them in derision and that after
he has let them foam out their ownawn shame and completely
work out their own damnation that he will speak to them
in his wrath

he also calls them a set of creatures whose behavior would have

disgraced a heathen temple and by simile he describes the priests

of the contemporary religions as they who gathered around them in

swarms like the flies round esops si fox and opened both

their eyes and ears to enjoy a good feast of lies

using some rather startling metaphors smith calls parrish

mamma parrish and describes what became of certain libelous

articles which parrish had written

thus aided mamma parrish made a monstrous effort to bring
forth and when the full time of gestation was come the
wonder come sicv forth and the priests who were in
waiting seized the animal at

s ionlon
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H conclusion

following the fourth edition of the elders journal the

persecution steadily mounted until the dam broke the saints were

driven from missouri their printing houses were burned and the

prophet was imprisoned the first phase of his editorial career

ceased he had come a long way however from the backhillsbackfillsback ofhills
vermont to the office of a frontier newspaper the influence of

which reached to many corners of the american west the progress

and training which enabled him to assume the responsibilities of

a newspaper editor had been constant through his early work with

the book of mormon the compilations of his early revelations the

steady attendance upon the writing of a church history the re

translating of portions of the bible his attendance at the school

of the prophets and finally his onthejobon experiencethe injob working

with the newspapers the frontier newspapers in general proved

highly influential upon him in the education they brought to his

door and his social environment filled with the thought and

philosophy of jacksonianismjacksonianiJacksonian and democracy also contributed to the

man that he was by the close of 1838 joseph smith had become a

figure of some prominence in the west had become a writer for a

frontier newspaper and in numerous ideas was typically jacksonian

america

compillations
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FROM PRISON TO PRINTING OFFICE 183918421839
RETURN

1842
TO editorship

the dramatic saga of joseph smiths literary career did

not terminate with the violent persecutions which befell the latter
day saints near the close of the year 1838 on the contrary the

mobbingsdobbingsmob burningsbings rapingsraspingsra imprisonmentspings and eventual expulsion

of the saints from missouri rather than dampening the prophets

spirit actuated within him an even greater desire and need to

dictate into print the intense emotions which now welled up inside

him he was a man who cared deeply about those who followed him

and as boldness and daring had characterized him throughout his

lifelifesilfe he was now even more willing to leap to the defense of his

friends regardless of the dangers john henry evans author of

joseph smi th anln american prophet aptly stated that

there was a driving force in the man which enabled him to
turn even defeat into another rung of the ladder up which
he was climbing from palmyra to nauvoo was a long road
to follow upgrade all the way and beset with boulders
sharp turns and pitfalls

with this kind of character then joseph smith over the

next three years continued to develop as an american man of letters

a writer of even greater convictions and a stalwart defender of the

faith his literary productions continued to exhibit strong

evans p 8
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characteristics of jacksonian thought and his prominence as a

newspaper writer reached new heights beginning the period

confined by his enemies in a frontier jail he later escaped

assisted the saints in founding nauvoo illinois and soon

thereafter rose again to the position of newspaper editor

in this chapter then we shall first consider the impact

which smiths prison confinement had upon his writings and examine

three letters which were written under these conditions then we

shall follow the sequence of events preceding smiths return to

the editors chair and examine a large number of newspaper publica-

tions which smith published as editor in so doing we shall note

smiths continuing literary development and his close adherence

to jacksonian concepts

A WRITINGS FROM LIBERTY JAIL

despite the extreme hardships endured in the period of

imprisonment this experience strange as it may seem contributed

significantly to smiths development as a writer previously

smiths numerous duties and responsibilities had always occupied

his full attention but in liberty jail he could go nowhere and

do nothing but think and write As a result according to the

LDS church historian leonard2 arrington the liberty jail
experience gave him time to ponder his course to synthesize ideas

to formulate goals and to communicate in an unhurriedunhurri manner with

the lord 2

9
leonard J arrington church leaders in liberty jail
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the compelled meditation the deep soul searching provided

by ample time in liberty jail contributed significantly to the

quality of smithssmithy writings from the jail arrington states the

literature which comes out of the missouri confinement the revela-

tions letters diary entries is magnificent exalting and

3eloquent not all the liberty jail literature was published in

the newspaper however but three examples which were printed in

nauvoo illinois are included in this study

the saints who escaped the missouri persecutions fled first
to quincy illinois and then by july 1839 had settled in commerce

later to be called nauvoo illinois there a monthly religious

paper in pamphlet form edited by don carlos smith the prophets

brother was begun under the title times and seasons

the times and seasons did not print any of the literature

penned by smith in liberty jail until nearly one year after his

confinement there the first item was not one of the exalting and

eloquent pieces which arrington refers to but rather a more

simply written correspondence dated march 22 1839 which smith had

sent to a mr isaac galland and which the times and seasons

4printed in february 1840 mr galland had demonstrated a

sympathy toward the mormons in a letter to D W rogers and there-

fore smith writes to him attempting to enlist his support in their

BYU studies XIII autumn 1972 25
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cause the prophet first recounts emotionally the tragic

persecutions

I1 am bold to say sir that a more nefarious trans-
action never has existed since the days of yore than
that which has been practiced upon us myself and those
who are in prison with me were torn from our houses
with our wives and children clinging to our garments
under the awful expectations of being exterminated

smith also provides a simple description of the conditions in the

jail where he and his friends sit
we are kept under a strong guard night and day in a

prison of double walls and doors proscribed in our liberty
of conscience our food is scant uniform and coarse we
have not the privilege of cooking for ourselves we have
been compelled to sleep on the floor with straw and notriot
blankets sufficient to keep us warm and when we have a
fire we are obliged to have almost a constant smoke

but as smith reflects further on the mormon sufferings his tone

becomes more intense declaring himself to be an advocate of

religious liberty smith declares that

if they the mormonscormonsMor hadmons been mahomedansMahome hottentotsHottendans ortots
pagans or in fine sir if their religion was as false as
hell what right would men have to drive them from their
homes and their country or to exterminate them so long
as their religion did not interfere with the civil rights
of men according to the laws of our country

the concluding paragraphs of smiths letter to galland

discuss several important principles of mormon belief which would

appear to anyone closely acquainted with mormon doctrines to

resemble closely the mormon articles of faith

these articles of faith which will also be discussed

in this chapter were not written and published by smith until 1842

and are precise literary masterpieces in phrasing and content

although the statements made in smiths communication with isaac

hclve
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galland lack that polished literary quality they nevertheless

appear to be the embryo of the later work there is evidence

that to some extent smith in working with various ideas and

concepts was writing them down mulling them over revising them

trying to express them more exactly and in the end producing

some highly successful literary expression

another letter written by smith in liberty jail appeared

two months later in the april times and seasons I11 828682 this86

letter had been written much earlier than the first on december

16 1838 and was addressed

to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
in caldwell county and to those who are scattered abroad
who are persecuted and made desolate and who are afflicted
in divers manners for christs sake and the gospels by
the hands of a cruel mob and the tyrannical disposition
of the authorities of this state

the opening address and the style employed quite uniformly through-

out the letter parallel the epistolary style of the letters of the

apostle paul in the new testament As smith lay those long weeks

in that jail he undoubtedly thought of the apostle who like

himself was imprisoned for the cause of righteousness and either

consciously or unconsciously transferred the manner of pauls

biblical phrases as rendered by the king james scholars into his

own letter style we can hear paul as well as joseph smith

saying now assuredly dear brethren that it is for the testimony

of jesus that we are in bonds and in prison like smiths other

published articles this letter speaks bitterly of those who have

persecuted the saints accuses those who have betrayed them

know
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issues a warning of repentance exhorts the faithful and closes

with the assertion that zion shall yet live although she

seemethseebeth to be dead 11

new heights of literary achievement were reached by the

prophet when between march 20 and march 25 1839 while sitting

in the liberty jail he penned a lengthy letter to bishop

partridge and to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

in quincy illinois and to those scattered abroad throughout all

the regions about when the letter was finally published in the

times and seasons more than a year later it was published in two

parts in the may and july issues and occupied nearly eight double

columned printed pages TSIS I112 9910499 I1104 13134131

this

34

is one of the works which arrington extols so highly

but though there is a high level of sublimity and eloquence reached

several times in this letter other portions vary considerably in

style and quality moreover the various levels of literary

excellence and inspirational thought are in most cases clearly

distinguishable one from another as can be seen in the excerpts

which follow there are sections of high eloquence and of the

highest literary quality there are also other portions that are

excellent literature but are not quite so eloquent and still
other parts of the letter are less distinctive and are like

smiths previous letters narrational plain and unembellished

like the december 16 letter from liberty jail this

letter of the following march blends in the stylistic overtones

of the writings of the apostle paul in addressing himself to the

12
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saints as your humble servant joseph smith jr prisoner for

christs sake smith again deliberately writes in the manner of

the ancient apostle likewise smith discloses the same expression

of love and fellowship for which paul is noted in such statements

as this

therefore under these circumstances dearly beloved
brethren we are the more ready to claim your fellowship
and love our situation is calculated to awaken our
minds to a sacred remembrance of your affection and
kindness and we think that your situation will have the
same effect therefore we believe that nothing can
separate us from the love of god and our fellowship one
with another

the epistolary quality of the above lines that is the simple

conversational tone is a good example of the first stylistic level

present in smiths letter
perhaps the same thing happened to paul as happened to

joseph smith during the time of his imprisonment one would think

that months of hardship and frequent persecution would harden the

man but this letter by smith does not indicate any such characte-

ristic the style however reveals a man of feeling and deep

compassion jeffrey 0 johnson in compiling a collection of

joseph smiths letters in the LDS church archives notes this

fact and comments that josephs holographs show a man of mellow

spirit and deep sensitivity rather than bitterness after months

of imprisonment he is revealed by his letters as being still
full of love and tender concern for others 10 even though in many

johnson p 4
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parts of this letter smith expresses defiance toward his

persecutors his indignation Is in the form of a defense of

those whom he loves

because of smiths strongly projected tender compassionate

feelings and love for the saints the literary style and expression

in this letter on several occasions reach new heights in a rising

crescendo of inspirational feeling these words suddenly appear

0 god where art thou and where is the pavilion
that coverethcoverettcov thyereth hiding place how long shall thy hand
be stayed and thy pure eyes behold from the heavens the
wrongs and sufferings of thy people and of thy servants
and thine ears be penetrated with their cries how long
0 lordlordt shall they thus suffer before thine heart shall
be softened towards them and thy bowels be moved with
compassion towards them 0 lord god almighty maker of
heaven earth and seas and of all things that in them
is and who controllethcontrol andleth subjectethsubject theeth devil and the
dark and benighted dominions of shaoleshable stretch forth thy
hand let thine eye pierce let thy pavilion be taken up
let thy hiding place no longer be uncovered let thine
heart be softened and thy bowels moved with compassion
towards thy people and let thine anger be kindled against
our enemies and in thy fury let fall the sword of thine
indignation and avenge us of our wrongs remember thy
suffering saints our godgodloodgodi and thy servants will rejoice
in thy name forever 6

this is an example of the highest of the three styles employed in

this letter what smith has written here is rapturous it is a

bursting emotional outpouring a pleading poetic invocation of

the highest quality in no previously published newspaper letter
or editorial has smith so well executed his literary technique

this and seven other portions of equal literary quality in
smiths letter are considered revelations by latterdaylatter saintsday and
are canonized as sections 121 122 and 123 of the doctrine and
covenants

previ
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with the velocity of lightning and grasps after the future
with fond anticipation it fills the mind with tenderness
and love until all enmity malice hatred past differences
misunderstanding and managementsmismanagementsmis are entirely forgotten
or are slain victims at the feet of love

the tone in this passage is neither invocative nor simply conversa-

tional it is meditationalmeditation mellow and expressive of warm feeling

the thought is wisdom spoken wisely

another well written passage of this second level might

well be considered smiths philosophy concerning the source of

poetic imagination

A fanciful flowery and heated immagination sic be aware
of for the things of god are of vast importance and
require time and experience as well as deep and solemn
thought to findind them out and if we would bring souls
to salvation it requires that our friends should rise to
the highest heavens search into and contemplate the
lowest abyss expand wide as eternity and hold communion
with deity

95

immediately following the eloquent passage quoted above

smith reverts to his first the plainer style this rising and

falling pattern occurs generally throughout the work with the

exception of a few passages that reach a respectable level of

literary quality perhaps somewhere between the two extremes such

a one is the following in which the prophetsProp thoughtshetts on love and

friendship are excellently written but in a style which does not

reach quite the same eloquence achieved in the preceding quotation

those who have not been enclosed in the walls of a prison
without cause or provocation can have but little idea howhaw
sweet the voice of a friend or one token of friendship is
from any source whatever and awakens and calls into action
every sympathetic feeling of the human heart it brings to
review every thing that has passed

f
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these and other passages clearly demonstrate smiths remarkable

development since his humble beginnings as an uneducated plowboy

in the backhillsbackfillsback ofhills vermont

we should not terminate the foregoing discussion of

joseph smiths eloquent liberty jail letter without also noting

several ideas in that letter which further associate smith with

the jacksonian age in fact one aspect of smithssmithis social philo-

sophy relating to the importance of friendship and love has been

identified already in a passage quoted above this letter and

other publications by smith make it plain that he considered friend-

ship and love important factors in the successful formation of a

cohesive society particularly the zion society which he was

striving to establish such a philosophy certainly would not

have seemed strange nor out of place in that day when jacksonian

idealism fostered the growth of numerous utopian and communal

societies all of which stressed brotherhood equality and union

among all people

what was unique about the prophets philosophy of love and

brotherhood was his grand scale implementation of this concept

ralph waldo emerson once wrote that even though man has a right

to be employed to be trusted to be loved to be revered the

power of love as the basis of a state has never been tried he

further added whatthat is strange too there never was in any man

sufficient faith in the power of rectitude to inspire him with the

broad design of renovating the state on the principle of right

striI1 ving
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and love joseph smith however was the exception and did strive

to establish zion on a broad scale

besides the element of love smith viewed economic equality

as absolutely essential for the success of zion and he stressed

this factor in one portion of the letter that he sent from liberty

jail

if there are any among you who aspire after their own
agrandizementaggrandizement and oppulence sicsig while their brethren are
groaning in poverty and laboring under sore trials and
temptations they cannot be benefited by the intercessions
of the holy spirit we aught sic at all times to be very
careful that such high mindedness never have place in our
hearts but condescend to men of low estate and withwidiwidl all
suffering bare si the infirmities of the week sic

smith makes it clear however that he does not intend by

this advice that a communal society be established at this time

he writeswrite again he would suggest to the brethren that there be

no organization of large bodies upon common stock principles until

the lord shall signify it in a proper manner his apparent aim

is to help the needy and establish a form of economic equality

but to maintain individuality through continuing private ownership

in both principles he was following the concepts of jacksonian

democracy

one additional precept which coincided with the principles

of democracy and which the prophet affirmed in this letter was that

of religious equality at no time did smith deny any other person

the right to worship according to his own beliefs to the saints

ralph waldo emerson politics essays second series
lnin the complete works of ralph waldo emerson centenary edition
boston and new york houghton mifflin co 1903 III111illili 21921219 21
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he wrote there is a duty which we in common with all men owe

to government laws and the regulations in the civil concerns of

life these guarantee to all parties and denominations of religion

equal and indefeasible rights further he concludes that the

mormonscormonsMor asmons well as the presbyterians and every other denomination

have equal rights to partake of the fruits of the great tree of

our national liberty on this note in the true spirit of

jacksonianismJacksonian smith closes his letter from liberty jail

B SMITHS historical EXTRACT

once joseph smith and his associates had escaped their

captors in missouri and fled northward into quincy illinois the

prophet immediately resumed his responsibilities as leader of his

people he made arrangements to purchase thousands of acres of

land reorganized the church leadership sought legal action for

redress and compensation from the state of missouri for the losses

sustained by the latter day saints and turned again to the writing
Q

of a history of the church

previous mention has been made of the sporadic efforts

which smith made to maintain a church record and of his diffi-

culties in doing so all the evidence indicates that smith was

concerned not only with keeping a complete and accurate record as

a witness of the events that had occurred but also that he was

very concerned with the literary quality of his work the writing

vans p 145
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of smiths history was important to his literary development

because of the contributions which that history made both in

providing a continuous literary practice and in providing su-
bstantial source materials for his newspaper publications initial
evidence of this is seen in the first newspaper article that

smith published in illinois
joseph smith printed his first article in the new times and

seasons in november 1839 I11 595 entitled9 extract from the

private journal of joseph smith jr the article is an autobio-

graphical narration of smiths experiences in missouri an article

which he calls A bill of damages against the state of missouri on

account of the suffering and losses sustained therein the date

given for its writing is june 4 1839 which was one week before
9

the prophet recorded that he was again commencing his history

written mostly in the same simple style typical of many of smithssmithis

works this account of the injustices suffered by the saints is

nevertheless moving and reveals some of the style and tone remini-

scent of the early american romance narratives such as the gripping

indian tales of james fenimore cooper here joseph smith tells of

his capture by the mob

I1 cannot begin to tell the scene which I1 there witnessed
the loud cries and yells of more than one thousand voices
which rent the air and could be heard for miles and the
horrid and blasphemous threats and curses which were poured
upon us in torrents were enough to appal the stoutest heart

Q
on tuesday june 11 smith recorded I1 commenced dictating

my history for my clerk james mulholland to write history 111IIIliilil
375

for
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descriptive cliches such as loud cries and yells rent the air

and appal the stout-

est heart were common in many of the frontier novels similar

expression appears in smiths description of events preceding his

being taken away from his family whennhen I1 entered my home they

clung to my garments their eyes streaming with tears while

mingled emotions of joy and sorrow were manifest in their counte

nancesbances fl the impact of these lines is even more poignant in their

being actual and not fictional

the stylistic overtones of this journal extract change

considerably as the narrative moves into the incensed writers
appeal for redress and restitution he cries that in a land which

is the cradle of liberty and equal rightsLJ a persecution

the most unwarrantable was commenced which struck a deadly

blow at the institutions for which our fathers had fought

many a hard battle and for which many a patriot had shed his

blood the writer concludes his narrative with the expression

I1 invoke the genius of our constitution I1 appeal to the patriotism

of americans to stop this unlawful and unholy proceedureproceed siure

this is not the last time that joseph smith will turn to the

jacksonian precepts of liberty and equal rights in issuing his

appeals to the body politic there will be many more occasions

wherein he will in the spirit of democracy turn defender of the

faith as an inherent right and a free jacksonian american

11rent

rightslj
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C involvement IN ILLINOIS POLITICS

joseph smith had reached a high degree of literary success

in his letters from the liberty jail in 1839 but between that

time and 1842 with the exception of the above journal extract

his literary production was sparse except for a few newspaper

pieces relating to smiths increasing political activities no

significant newspaper articles appeared during this time however

smith continued to work on the historical record of the church and

was also engaged in completing the book of abraham a translation

of the papyrus record which he had obtained with the egyptian

mummies in kirtland ohio he was therefore still heavily

engaged in literary work but was publishing very little in the

newspaper

with the rise of the city of nauvoo came smiths increasing

involvement in political activities and his newspaper writings

beginning in 1842 likewise lean increasingly toward political

issues in march 1841 smith had been appointed lieutenant

general to the newly formed nauvoo legion history IV 309 in

may notable political figures had begun visiting nauvoo TSIS 2 11II

15 may 1841 414 and by december smith was awaiting the

outcome of the democratic gubernatorial convention

smiths first newspaper article of 1842 emphasizes the

jacksonian concept of equal rights and encourages the saints to

vote for those who support equal rights regardless of party

thompson p 839083 90
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affiliation smith printed these views on january 1 1842 in

the times and seasons in an article reporting the democratic

nomination of colonel adam W snyder for GOVERNOR and colonel

john moore for lieutenant GOVERNOR of the state of illinois IIIell111cli

651 smith describes these men as sterling men and friends of

equal rights opposed to the oppressors grasp and the tyrants

rod if and he further states

in the next canvass we shallshaushanshali be influenced by no
party consideration L care not a fig for
whig or democrat they are both alike to us but we shall
go for our friends our TRIED FRIENDS and the cause of
human liberty which is the cause of god

smiths words echo the disappointment which the mormons had

experienced in the past with both the whig and democratic parties

as well as the prophets determination to follow men of sound

principles wherever they could be found in missouri the democrats

in office had turned against the mormons and as a result in the

presidential election of 1840 the mormons in nauvoo voted over-

whelmingly for the whig candidate william henry harrison when

political candidates began to recognize the power of the mormon

vote they began to visit nauvoo seeking mormon support

it was about this time that smith seemed to change his

support from the whigs to the democrats edward G thompsonsThomp

masters

sonts

thesis on the political involvements of joseph smith indi-

cate that

this change was probably aided by the fact that on
june 4 1841 joseph visited for about two hours with
governor thomas carlin A whig governor at quincy they

bidibid p 77
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seemed to have had a very pleasant exchange but within a
few hours the governor issued a warrant for josephs
arrest which had been requested by the missouri authori-
ties 12

carlin also advocated repeal of the nauvoo charter thus

when the 1841 illinois state democratic convention nominated for

governor adam W snyder who had assisted in passing the nauvoo

charter in the senate smith threw his support that way it was

through this letter that smith publicized his support

D SMITH BECOMES A NAUVOO EDITOR

just as joseph smith was turning his attention to political

events the times and seasons on february 15 1842 announced a

surprising change in the editorship of that paper III111lil111liioiioililliii 696

ebenezer robinson who had succeeded don carlos smith as editor

in september 1841 published his valedictory in which he

announced the following

I1 now take leave of the editorial department of the
times and seasons having disposed of my entire interest
in the printing establishment bookbinderybook andbindery stereo-
type foundery and they are transferred into other hands
the editorial chair will be filled by our esteemed brother
president joseph smith assisted by elder john taylor of
the quorum of the twelve under whose able and talented
guidance this will become the most interesting and useful
religious journal of the day

three and onehalfone yearshalf had passed since smith had worked

as a newspaper editor but he now returned to that position his

experience was limited in that he had previously published only

four issues of a monthly newspaper whereas now he would take the

ibid p 79121bid
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helm of what had become a biweeklybi publicationweekly considerably more

effort and skill would be required of him

there were two reasons why smith suddenly assumed once more

the position of editor the first reason is that he had completed

the translation of the egyptian records to be known as the book

of abraham and took over the editorship of the periodical spec-

ifically to supervise the publication of his translations of these
13ancient records 11 the second reason is that the church leader-

ship was dissatisfied with the editorial policies of ebenezer

robinson history IV 49495494 in95 conjunction with that however

smith reported a revelation given january 28 1842 which commandedifflmanded

him to have the twelve apostles take in hand the editorial

department of the times and seasons history IV 503 in doing

so the twelve transferred the publication and editorship to joseph

smith

the march 1 1842 issue of the times and seasons began

smiths editorial career in nauvoo his opening editorial remarks

read

this paper commences my editorial career I1 alone stand
responsible for it and shall do for all papers having my

signature henceforward I1 am not responsible for the
publication or arrangement of the former paper the matter
did not come under my supervision TSIS III111lillii 710

the times and seasons as the name implied was devoted

principally to religious subjects reporting the events of the times

and emphasizing that it was the season for preparations to be made

13james R clark joseph smith and lebolos egyptian
papyri BYU studies villVJJJviii winter 1968 201

co
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I1 have writtenwiltten the following
sketch of the rise progress persecution and faith of the
latter day saints of which I1 have the honor under god of
being the founder

unlike the 1838 and 1839 beginnings of the written history of

the church this second account was written to nonmembers of the church

and was the first account published already smiths name had

gained such prominence that the editor of the chicago democrat

wished to furnish a mr bastow a friend of his who is writing

the history of new hampshire with this document

nentVentworth

105

to usher in the millennial reign of christ the circulation of the

mormon newspaper was apparently rather extensive for an article
published october 15 1841 boasted that the paper circulated in

every state and territory of the united states as well as in parts

of canada and europe this meant that smiths name as editor

of this newspaper would be spread widely to many regions of the

country where he would receive widespread exposure as an american

wirter

E THE WENTWORTH LETTER

joseph smith had his debut as an editor in nauvoo with

the publication of a remarkable summary of the history of the church

TS III111liilil 70610706 this10 article has since become known as the

wentworthventworthwentworth letter because smith states that

at the request of mr john wentworth editor and proprietor
of the chicago democrat

smith complied

with this request and succeeded in producing a brief but lucid

mclaws p 17
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historical account starting with his own birth and sketching the

events of the rise of the church up to the nauvoo period the

sketch then concludes with thirteen of the most concise yet compr-

ehensive statements of doctrine ever penned by joseph smith these

thirteen have become known as the latterdaylatter saintsday articles of

faithfalth

the entworthwentworth letter is remarkable from a literary stand-

point not because of any contrived eloquence but because of the

eloquence achieved in simplicity speaking in the first person smith

relates a candid unembellished story of his own life in a manner

devoid of boasting speaking of having been visited by an angel

of god sent to bring the joyful tidings joseph smith states

simply I1 was informed that I1 was chosen to be an instrument in

the hands of god to bring about some of his purposes in this glorious

dispensation if

the same simplicity prevails in the articles of faith but

is combined with a conciseness that allows each article to stand

alone complete and without need of further explanation the first
article reads e believe in god the eternal father and in his

son jesus christ and in the holy ghost the ninth article reads

we believe all that god has revealed all that he does now reveal

and we believe that he will yet reveal many great and important

things pertaining to the kingdom of god

smiths previous effort to express the beliefs of the

church as mentioned in a letter to isaac galland appears to have

been the embryo of the articles of faith A comparison of the

ninth article quoted above with its earlier form will show the

fa i th

we
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synthesis and condensation of both form and idea which smith managed

to achieve in the wentworthVent letterworth the earlier form reads

we believe that we have a right to revelations visions
and dreams from god our heavenly father and light and
intelligence through the gift of the holy ghost in the
name of jesus christ on all subjects pertaining to our
spiritual welfare TSLS I1I1 february 1840 54

having changed the emphasis from the right to revelations and the

benefits derived therefrom to gods revealed word itself in the past

present and future smith achieves a simplersimpier yet more strikingtritrl
statement

king

of belief

only a few beliefs of the church were summarized in joseph

smiths earlier writing but the thirteen statements penned in the

wentworth letter11 provide probably the most complete and concise

catechism of mormon doctrine that can be written

the wentworth letter in addition to its stylistic quali-

ties also expresses a wide range of ideas consistent with jacksonian

concepts of that period revivalism and millennialism appear in

smiths account of the appearance of an angel who announced that

the time was at hand for the gospel in all its fulnessfalness to be

preached in power unto all nations that a people might be prepared

for the millennial reign 11 utopianism appears again in the prophets

account of the settlements made in jackson county where we made

large purchases of land our farms teeming with plenty and peace

and happiness is enjoyed in our domestic circle and throughout our

neighborhood also elements of romanticism found in references

to the aborigines to works of antiquity and to ancient history

are contained in this letter joseph smith writes I1 was also

sp i ritual
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informed concerning the aboriginal inhabitants of this country and

shown who they were and from whence they came he speaks of

ancient records filled with engravings in egyptian characters and

bound together in a volume the whole book exhibiting many

marks of antiquity in its construction and much skill in the art of

engraving and he adds that the book contained the history of

ancient america from its first settlement by a colony that

came from the tower of babel at the confusion of languages to the

beginning of the fifth century of the C hristian era

another concept which also appears in the wentworthentworth letter
is that of christian primitivism smith writes as the sixth

article of faith we believe in the same organization that

existed in the primitive church viz apostles prophets pastors

teachers evangelists etc this turning back to the primitive

church of christ for organizational patterns and doctrine was a

fundamental religious philosophy of mormonism all in all the

wentworthentworth letter in addition to being a highly successful

literary work exhibits many ideas closely resembling the thought

of jacksonian america

F THE NEW EDITORS NEWSPAPER WRITINGS

the second number of the times and seasons III111oll111oiiiliill 15 march

1842 to appear under the editorship of joseph smith carried both

the commencement of the long awaited history of joseph smith and

the conclusion of the book of abraham which had been initiated in

the previous issue this history continued serially in sixtyonesixty one

muchs1kill
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of the sixtythreesixty issuesthree of the times and seasons which were

printed in the remaining years of smiths life and until the new-

spaper terminated on february 15 1845

space will not allow in this study a literary analysis of

the history of joseph smithsmithilsmithel as it was published in the times and

seasons suffice it to say that the literary quality of portions

of that work particularly the account of the first vision is

demonstrative of joseph smith at his best writing ability regard-

less of his reasons for writing the history it was only after years

of training and actual writing experience gained through numerous

channels that smith successfully proceeded with the history

during the eightmontheight periodmonth in which smith served as

editor for the times and seasons he rose to his peak in the volume

of newspaper articles which he wrote and gained national prominence

as a result of his writings considering the fact that during this

period smith was also maintaining the constant writing and publi-

shing of historical extracts the number of articles which he

published was phenomenal because of the large number of newspaper

publications written by smith in this period we shall examine them

under four subject headings articles which reflect the relation-

ship and reputation of joseph smith among other journalists articles

which defend the mormon position politically and religiously

editorials centered on the scripturally based doctrines of the

church and the letters sent to the newspaper by the prophet while

A survey of issues of the times and seasons reveals that
only in the may 15 1844 and june 1 1844 issues were extracts from
smiths history not printed

15

15
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temporarily absent from the printing office because of charges and

persecutions which had arisen

when joseph smith began to publish the book of abraham and

his church history these literary productions almost immediately

began to attract considerable attention wherever the mormon new-

spaper circulated within a relatively short time other newspapers

following the prevalent pattern of the era began to reprint portions

of smithssmithis work with accompanying commentaries smith recorded on

may 16 the following

several of the most widely circulated papers are beginning to
exhibit ormonismmormonismmonismor in its true light the first cut of a
facsimile from the book of abraham has been republished

both in the new york herald and in the dollar week bostonian
as well as in the boston daily ledger edited by mr bartlett
together with the translation from the book of abraham
history V 11

smiths reputation steadily increased across the eastern portions of

the united states as his literary work spread through the various

newspapers whether despised or revered his name became better
known in many circles not only as a prophet of the mormonscormonsMor butmons

also as a reputable editor and man of letters

another latter day saint publication which was initiated

at this same time was likewise beneficial in printing and circulating

joseph smithssmithy writings the prophet himself gave the following

description and purpose of this new newspaper just two weeks after

he published his first issue of the times and seasons

saturday evening the 16th march 1842

on this day the first number of the wasp a miscella-
neous weekly newspaper was first published at my office
william smith editor devoted to the arts sciences

office

offii c
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the general views of the day on a small sheet at 1.50150
per annum history IV 600

the wasp in the future would reprint a number of joseph smiths

articles thereby increasing their circulation thus both mormon

and gentile newspapers played an important role in the dissemination

of smithsmiths writings to many points of the country where otherwise his

name would have remained unknown because of their habit of reprint-

ing interesting information or bits of curiosity found in whatever

source available the editors of nonmormonnon newspapersmormon were quick

to take advantage of gossip and tales related to the curious mormon

sect generally for muckraking purposes but occasionally to symp-

athize with them in such a manner the name of joseph smith eventually

attracted considerable interest and recognition both as a religious

leader and an editor throughout large areas of the country

smith in the meantime paid close attention to the press

and what the editors were saying of the mormonscormonsMor Asmons editor of the

times and seasons he communicatedconununicated frankly with journalists and

frequently made mention of the ill or good they were doing for the

mormon cause two of the editors who earned the prophetsprophet praise

were james gordon bennett editor of the new york herald and

colonel john wentworth of the chicago democrat in editorial

comments supplied in his newspaper of april 15 1842 smith wrote

of the former

now james gordon bennett is one of the most able editors
and his herald one of the best conducted papers this world
ever saw he is a more moral man a greater benefactor of
the human race and a better christian than any sectarian
editor on this continent and the new york herald diffuses
more useful knowledge and correct information than all their

S ivaiv2
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for colonel wentworth smith stated that the west can boast of

no more able editor nor can any of her growing cities produce a

better conducted paper

I11 n

112

illiberal bigoted prejudiced narrow contracted papers
combined TS

smith also added he entworthwentworth

certainly is one of the most brilliant stars in the constellation

of illinois and as a political leader he has no superior

smiths regard for bennett and wentworth it seems had

grown more out of the impartial and fair representation which the

herald and democrat had given the mormons than from smiths new-

spaper sense so grateful was smith to bennett for his very

liberal and unprejudiced course toward him that he persuaded the

nauvoo council on december 18 1841 to pass a resolution expressing

gratitude to bennett and recommending all citizens to subscribe to

the new york herald history IV 47778477

more

78

important however is the fact that here we find two

of the leading newspapers in the country widely disseminating smithsSmit

writings

hirshils

and thereby increasing his stature as a writer even making

comparisons between smith and the more prominent american authors

A reprint from bennetts herald in the times and seasons of may 2

1842 illustrates this point III111tii111tiliiilil 773 the article entitled

the mormons A leaf from joe smith it accompanies a chapter from

smiths book of abraham and comments

this joe smith is undoubtedly one of the greatest characters
of the age he indicates as much talent originality and
moral courage as mahomet odin or any of the great spirits
that have hitherto produced the revolutions of past ages

boa q t

lwentworth

31 ivo
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compari sons
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bennetts article continues with praise for smiths spiritual

influence which as he sees it is much needed in a materialistic

world he further comments

we certainly want some such prophet to start up take
a big hold of the public mind and stop the torrent of
materialism that is hurrying the world into infidelity
immorality licentiousness and crime professor lyel
richard adams locke dr brisbane master emmerson si
prophet brownson horace greely and all the materialistsmateritlimaterioli
of the age ought to take a leaf of common sense out of
joes book

smiths editorial comments following this article refer to

bennett as one who acts with more candor and honesty and is more

of a gentleman and philanthropist than most of the editors of the

present day TSLS III111liilil 775 he adds sardonically

the very pious and holy editors of the baptist advocate
the new york evangelist and the christian advocate and

journal if and many other of the holy order that we might
mention would do well to pattern after the moral honesty
and righteousness of mr bennett

further comments on the editorial policies of various new-

spapers appear in the may 16 issue of the times and seasons IIIeil111ell

790 in this issue smith expresses pleasure that the press is

changing its tone a little in regard to the subject of mormonism

he again mentions bennett and wentworth but also includes as

honest and candid journalistsjournalisjournals mr william bartlett of the

dollar weekly bostonian and mr joel munson editor of the new

york state mechanic thereafter follows a reprint of an article
from the dollar weekly bostonian entitled the mormonscormons joe smith

the prophet in part it reads

joe is decidedly the greatest original of the present
day we should not be surprised if joe should be-
come as omnipotent as ever the pope was in his palmiestpal daysmiest

sic

ibevew
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he is a genius and a rare one we have so high an
opinion of joe smith that we intend to open a correspondence
with him in order to acquaint ourself si with all his
secret springs of action and thus get allali the secretssecrete of
his success public and private worldly and ecclesiastical

there is an ambiguous tone present in this article with the possibili-

ty that the writer was mocking smith but smith took the comments

literally and hence his praise for the editor

the last editorial in which smith comments regarding news-

paper reactions to mormonism appeared in the times and seasonsseason of

august 1 1842 III111oli111olllillii 87478874 preceding78 this date on june 25

1842 smith had published in the wasp a lengthy expose of the

apostate activities of dr john C bennett an article which was

soon reprinted in smithssmithis own newspaper TSLS III111ill I1 july 1842 839-

42 then on august 1 owing to a large number of articles appearing

in various newspapers regarding the bennett affair smith published

additional comments aimed at revealing the facts in the matter As

bennett had published falsified stories against the mormons in the

springfield sangamonsangamo journal smith especially desired to demonstrate

the truth to that newspaper smith writes

As john C bennett and the sangamosangamon journal have called upon
several persons in this city to come out and make dis-
closures relative to the things about which they bennett
and the journal have been writing they persons in nauvonauvookauvo
have responded to the call and publish the following

the wasp I1 25
june 1842 414241 hereafter42 wasp

isic
Tal 0

2

16

5 1842j7

lbennett
lpersons

0 0

thereafter follow affidavits from nauvoo citizens disclaiming the

bennett charges smith then includes extracts from several other

joseph smith editorial commentary
16
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I1iflf when they get away
they should try to persuade the public that they are some
bodys else sins and not their own that they are packing
we may give the public information relative to the matter

smith has learned well by now the effective use of the news-

paper as the best means of giving the public correct information

A considerable amount of publicity surrounded various occurrences in

nauvoo and communications in numerous newspapers from illinoisillinoicIllino to

the eastern seaboard conveyed the name of joseph smith into thousands

of american homes just how much attention was given smithssmithis writings

115

newspapers to prove to bennett that not everyone is believing his

fictitious charges as they have appeared in the sangamonsangamo journal

of a column in the st louis gazette favorable to the mormonscormonsMor

smith

mons

remarks

the gazette is entitled to our thanks for his liberality
and patriotic course towards dr bennett and the mormonscormonsMor

if
mons

editors generally would act thus legally and wise such
catch pennies as bennett harris and about niney nine
others would find their common level in their own infamy

smith likewise prints extracts from the missouri reporter

and the bostonian both of which cast doubts on bennetts stories

smiths editorial closes with a petition to the editor of the quincy

whirwhig to print a short piece which in effect states that not all
mormons are perfect in a rather caustic tone and with reference

to the old testament scapegoat practice smith cleverly writes of

bennett as a scapegoat

in regards to his being a scape goat to carry the sins of
others we think that he will do pretty well if he is able
to carry his own sins without fainting we neither want
bennett to sacrifice a lamb nor do we want a goat to
carry our sins into the wilderness we are ready to atone
for our own sins and to answer for our own transgression
we further hope that all other goats that are in our midst
will pack up their sins and walk but

san amo

wh

ic
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by the individual subscribers cannot be ascertained of course but

it would be safe to say judging by the frequency with which his

name appeared in papers that smiths reputation as a religious

phenomenon and as a newspaper editor was at least as great as and

perhaps greater than the reputation gained by a multitude of minor

romantic writers of the day and by a good number of editors whose

names also became quite familiar in the columns of many newspapers

in a number of the newspaper articles which smith wrote

while editor in nauvoo he assumes the role of defender of the

faith defending the political and religious views of himself and

his people among political issues abolitionism caused smith the

greatest concern but the necessity of defending his position on

that issue arose as a result of a letter he published in the march

15 1842 times and seasons TS III111lillii 724 this brief letter was

in response to correspondence between dr charles V dyer of

chicago and general john C bennett of nauvoo which had previously

been printed in a paper called the genius of liberty and was after-

ward reprinted in the same march 15 issue of the times and seasons

two months later the wasp also published this series of corre-

spondence I11 28 may 1842 262726

dyer

27

and bennett discuss in their letters the subject of

american slavery and the sentencing of three men of the quincy mission

institute to twelve years confinement in the missouri penitentiary

for no criminal cause both dyer and bennett express antislaveryanti

sentiments

slavery

as well as desires for penal reform smith replies to

spondence
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bennetts letter
I1 have just been perusing your correspondence with doctor
dyer on the subject of american slavery and the students
of the quincy mission institute and it makes my blood boil
within me to reflect on the injustice cruelty and
oppression of the rulers of the people when will these
things cease to be and the constitution and laws again
bear rule I1 fear for my beloved countrymob violence
injustice and cruelty appear to be the darling attri-
butes of missouri and no man taketh it to heart 0
tempora 0

country mob

mores

ft

moresi what think you should be done

the manner in which smith expressed himself it makes by blood

boil within me to reflect upon the injustice cruelty and op

pressionpressionspressionftpres whilesions referring to slavery and penal form led his

readers to believe he was an abolitionist this misunderstanding

later became a cause of concern to smith

also peculiar in this brief letter is smiths insertion of

hitherto unused latin phrases at the end apparently such

latinismsLatini althoughsms commonly used in the florid style of many

journalists rise from the influence of john C bennett upon smith

bennetts letters all portray him as highly educated and well

read and are heavily laden with classical images latin phrases

and elaborate literary allusions smith apparently impressed by

bennetts education and background was quick either to imitate or

borrow these literary devices

the topic of abolitionism returned to haunt smith a few

months later by way of a political address delivered by governor

joseph duncan on april 4 1842 the june 1 issue of the times and

seasons carried a reprinted report of that speech in which duncan

made reference to the dyerbennettsmithdyer correspondencebennett whichsmith he
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smiths affirmation of equal rights and privileges to all men
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had read in the mormonmomon newspaper III111cli111eliiliill 806 this report quoted

the governor as saying

it struck us with a good deal of astonishment that joe smith
and gen bennett should thus publicly avow their abolition
principles in the very face of the proclamation of the
prophet as the military leader of the mormonscormonsMor tomons all his
followers to vote for mr snyder for governor WHO IS HIM-
SELF ONE OF THE LARGEST SLAVE HOLDERS IN THE STATE to us
it displayed an inconsistency irreconcileableirreconcileirreconciliable with common
honesty

in the same issue of the paper smith faced with the

accusation of being an abolitionist disclaims the accusation he

states

in regard to the correspondence between dr V dyer and
gen bennett referred to by mr duncan his statements are
foul perversions of truth the correspondence does not shew
either myself or gen bennett to be abolitionists but the
friends of equal rights and privileges to all men TS III111lilliiiliill
A june 1842 808

one month later smith further explained his stand on this

issue by publishing this response

we have received a letter from the south asking us if we
believe in the principle of stealing slaves from their
masters we unequivocablyunequivocally state that we do not nor do we
believe at all in the principles of modern abolitionists
we are opposed to the principles of oppression only and
would say as paul said to servants servants obey your
masters 11 and we hold the rights of all men sacred and
would be the lastlasjlaoj to infringe upon any mans property TS

coupled with his stand against abolitionists seems contradictory

and inconsiderate of the slaves as men however smiths philosophy

is based on a statement he made years earlier in a letter to oliver

cowdery and the latter day saints messangmessengermesseng and advocate wherein

he explains the apparent contradiction in that letter which was

T
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not desirous of interfering with the eternal purposes smith refuses

to turn abolitionist

the significance of the preceding articles on abolition in

regard to this study is that they lend further credence to the

thesis that smith was a jacksonian in his newspaper writings that

is to say that smith was not merely a journalist of the jacksonian

era but more importantly that the topics and discussions contained

in his various writings were indeed the same vital issues about

which most americans were thinking and about which other men of

letters were writing here then is evidence that smith was

certainly involved in the abolition debate which was central to

american thought

in defending the saints against the false charges made in

governor duncans speech wherein smith had been labeled an abolition-

ist joseph also expresses his views on yet other important topics of

the period religious equality and the separation of church and

state duncan had referred to the mormons as a peculiar people

119

discussed in a previous chapter of this study smith gave scriptural

basis to his stand on slavery explaining that slavery was included

in the lords purposes and that only he could abolish it smith

wrote

what could have been the design of the almighty in this
wonderful occurrence is not for me to say but I1 can say
that the curse is not yet taken off the sons of canaan
neither will be until it is affected by as great power as
caused it to come and the people who interfere the least
with the decrees and purposes of god in this matter will
comecanecame under thetuieuuie least condemnation before him MA

off
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governed by their own special laws but smith refutes that saying

gov duncan knows that the law knows no difference between
mormon citizens and other citizens and that there is no
law in the united states or in this state to prevent people
from shippingworshipping the almighty god according to the dictates
of their conscience that under the broad flag of american
liberty the methodists presbyteriansPresbyte catholicsrians universal
sts friends or latter day saints are all one TSLS 111IIIillT june 1842 807

having expressed his views on religious equality smith next makes

commentscoucon inmients reference to duncans charges that the nauvoo charter

gave mormons special privileges in response smith further asserts

views regarding the separation of church and state

this blending of religious with civil affairs is
merely to deceive mankind as citizens of this republic we
have the privilege of using such privileges as other men
and of voting for whom we please but we think that
our city charter political intrigue and city ordinances
make a curious compound when mixed up with religion

As in many other cases smith maintains adherence to principles

which are basically jacksonian but which are fundamental to mormon

belief as well in the final analysis smiths defense of the saints

as illustrated in all these writings centers on the same theme the

jacksonian concepts of liberty and egalitarianism

the third grouping of writings produced by smith during his

occupancy of the editors chair in nauvoo consists of four rather

comprehensive doctrinal treatises all of which are remarkable

primarily for their close adherence to scriptural bases and secondly

for their orderly structure and logical arguments these four

treatises can also be regarded for their literary merit whereas

smiths nauvoo editorials studied thus far do not demonstrate any

wor
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particularly noticeable literary technique which was not common

among journalists of that day

most basic to these four articles is the pervasive use of

the biblical standard both as example and evidence for the writers
arguments in most of smiths letters and articles in fact the

scriptures play a principal role in establishing and sustaining

major points of doctrine and in defending the mormon position

john henry evans noted the importance of the scriptures to smiths

writings when he said in the main the appeal of joseph smiths

ideas lay strangely enough not in their newness but rather in

their oldness instead of being either strange or novel they

were scriptural merely 7 smith and his followers as marvin S

hill has noted had adopted the tenets of primitivistic christianity

which included strict adherence to the teachings of the ancient
1 ft

prophets and early christianity

smiths methodology in using the scriptures however was

unique among religious thinking men of his day in the literal
interpretation which he gave the scriptures gordon irvings study

in this area confirms the mormon literalism he states

for the mormons of the 1830s the literal view of the
scriptures involved several accepted assumptions the
meaning of the various books was both clear and consistent
historical accounts were accurate and factual biblical
prophecies were to be fulfilled exactly as written and

evans p 213

marvin S hill the role of christian primitivism in the
origin and development of the mormon kingdom 183018441830 1844 diss
univ of chicago 1968
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many parts of the bible were of direct application to
modern times there was thus no need to seek some hidden
or allegorical meanings which might be behind the words of
the book rather the message of the bible lay on the
surface to be discovered and readily understood by any man
possessed of an average amount of common sense 19

judging by the content of smiths articles wherein the scriptures

are abundantly used it appears that smith was totally ignorant

of the whole body of scriptural exegesis which had accumulated for

hundreds of years in christian literature he never vacillates nor

theorizes on the interpretation of any scripture irving notes

in fact that joseph smith went so far as to say that the mormons

believed what the bible foretold while the sects of the day only
20held to interpretations of the book 11

thus smithssmithis literary use of the scriptures rings with an

authoritative air in the words of john henry evans

joseph smiths grasp of the doctrines of the bible is one of
the amazing things about him it is as if a native of pre
christian palestine had come to life and explained certain
biblical passages in their setting his style whether or
not one agrees with his interpretation is clarity itself

which is more than can be said in truth of the average
c ommentaormenta tor

these characteristics of smiths scriptural interpretation appear

in the religious treatises which he published editorially in nauvoo

smiths feature article for the april 1 times and seasons

was entitled try the spirits III111lii111lileilelliiiili 74348743 and48 although it is

basically a doctrinal treatise this article illustrates effective

gordon irving the mormons and the bible in the 1830s
BYU studies XIII summer 1973 47677476

irving

77

p 477 evans p 11

an
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commentator 21

19gordon

201rving
V

19
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compositional organization and logic as well as the characteristics

of primitivism the article commences with a statement of purpose

recent occurrences that have transpired amongst us render it an

imperative duty devolving upon me to say something in relation to

the spirits by which men are actuated the article develops

scriptural examples of confrontation with spirits and then continues

with contemporary examples mentioning particular religious groups

and their practices namely the shakers the jumpers the

primitive methodists if the quakers the french prophets and

the irvingitesirvingifcesIrving ites smith also mentions the alleged spiritual

experiences of the proclaimed prophetesses joannah southcotsouthcottSouth andcot

jemimah wilkinson next he logically discusses why the spirits by

which these groups and individuals were moved could not have been

of god finally he examines occurrences of spirit manifestations

among the latter day saints and explains their source

the literary style of the article is like the content

unusual for smith in the first place the style of this and the

other three doctrinal pieces is considerably more elevated than

the editorial pieces the doctrinal pieces share a sermonizing

quality and even an analytical tone the voice of authority

prevails also and the reader gets the impression that he is

listening to one who knows the following extract from which

the title of the article is derived exemplifies the use of the

scriptures while posing a rhetorical question

try the spirits says john but who is to do it
the learned the eloquent the philosopher the sage the
divine all are ignorant the heathens will boast of their

charac teris tics

p
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and likewise relying heavily on scriptural documentation this work

focuses on the question of the destiny of men after death here is an

example in the form of a story illustration of smiths literary

technique in this composition

I1 will suppose a case which is not extraordinary two men
who have been equally wicked who have neglected religion

facellfacesl
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gods and of the great things that have been unfolded by
their oracles the mussulman will boast of his koran and
of the divine communications that his progenitors have
received and are receiving the jews have had numerous
instances both ancient and modern among them of men who
have professed to be inspired and sent to bring about great
events and the christian world has not been slow in waking
up the member

try the spirits but what by are we to try them
by the creeds of men what preposterous folly what sheer
ignorance what madness try the motions and actions of
an eternal being for I1 contend that all spirits are suchuch
by a thing that was conceived in ignorance and brought
forth in folly a cobweb of yesterday angels would hide
their faces and devils would be ashamed and insulted and
would say aulpaul we know and jesus we know but who are
ye let each man or society make a creed and try evil
spirits by it and the devil would shake his sides it is
all that he would ask all that he would desire yet
many of them do this and hence many spirits are abroad
in the world af1f

this passage though containing a few grammatical flaws demonstrates

in content and style a writer of intelligence perception and

conviction the passage shows exhuberance and an expressive cadence

blended well with some fine balanced sentences furthermore the

writer seems knowledgeable concerning the doctrines and activities

of other religious movements for he makes direct reference to

several

joseph smiths second doctrinal composition in the nauvoo

period was entitled baptism for the dead and appeared april 15

1842 TS

c

abro d
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and conveys a degree of exhuberance originating in the authorsthortsau

joyful anticipation of the templestem completionpierspletspleis smiths zionistic

philosophy is expressed in these words

the building up of zion is a cause that has interested the
people of god in every age it is a theme upon which prophets

lsicalsic

125

are both of them taken sick at the same time one of them
has the good fortune to be visited by a praying man and
he gets converted a few minutes before he dies the other
sends for three different praying men a tailor a shoe-
maker and a tinman the tinman has a handle to solder on
to a can the tailor has a buttonhole to work on some coat
that is needed in a hurry and the shoemaker has a patch to
put onto somebodys boot they none of them can go in time
the man dies and goes to hell one of these is exalted to
abrahams bosom he sits down in the presence of god and
enjoys eternal uninterrupted happiness while the other who
was equally as good as him sinks to eternal damnation
irretrievable misery and hopeless despair because a man
had a boot to mend the button hole of a coat to work or a
handle to solder on a saucepan the plans of jehovah are
not so unjust the statements of holy writ so visionary nor
the plan of salvation for the human family so incompatible
with common sense at such proceedings would frown with
indignance sic angels would hide their heads in shame
and every virtuous intelligent man would recoil

by means of a clever literary device in the form of a story smith

vividly expresses in this piece a pertinent point of logic the

article as a whole again shows smith doing some of his best writing

the compositional sequence is logical and orderly and the language

simple but interesting still smithssmithis conclusions are derived

entirely from holy writ

the temple joseph smiths third religious article begins

as a commentary on the progress of the construction of the nauvoo

temple but becomes a powerful statement on mormonisticmonisticMor zionism TS

III111ill 2 may 1842 775776775 in776 form it is not like the two formal

polished essays which preceded

12
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two of the article entitled try the spirits

siyslysia

iiaila

heavenlheavens
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priests and kings have dwelt with peculiar delight they
have looked forward with joyful anticipation to the day
in which we lived and fired with heaenjy and joyful anti-
cipations they have sung and wrote si7 and prophesied
of this our day but they died without the sight we are
the favored people that god has made choice of to bring
about the latter day glory it is left for us to see
participate in and help to roll forward the latter day glory

smiths reflections on the subject of zion indicate that he fully

anticipates the fulfillment of the prophecies and the establish-

ment of zion is his own day the building of the temple in

nauvoo and the general progress of the mormon church he sees as

a work that is destined to bring about the destruction of the

powers of darkness the renovation of the earth the glory of god

and the salvation of the human family 11

article number four gift of the holy ghost was published

june 15 1842 TSIS

but while the

former article dealt with spirits in general this article centers

on the holy ghost and more specifically on the gifts of the spirit

of which the apostle paul speaks on several occasions christian

primitivism is again a dominant thread of the essay with consider-

able reference to new testament sources and the essay is artisti-
cally sound and of commendable quality both smithssmithis primitivism

and his rhetoric are illustrated in the following quotation from

the essay e believe in the gift of the holy ghost being enjoyed

now as much as it was in the apostles days J we believe

that holy men in these days speak by the same principle smith

and his followers were peculiar in that they insisted that all
orders of the gospel as practiced anciently were to be identically

ILY
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established in their time this philosophy is central to smiths

essay

following the printing of the foregoing four doctrinally

related newspaper articles by joseph smith there appeared in the

editorial columns of that periodical in the succeeding three months

other articles of similar orientation and type however because of

events which occurredinoccurred in nauvoo beginning about mid july 1842 it
appears that none of these pieces was the work of joseph smith

smith again fleeing from persecution and arrest had gone into

hiding and his editorial assistant john taylor had assumed the

full responsibility of the times and seasons nevertheless even

while in hiding smith submitted some additional newspaper writings

the last articles which smith wrote for the newspaper while

he was still the editor were a direct result of his forced leave of

absence these writings include two letters written to all the

saints in nauvoonauvooff andff a valedictory letter which officially

terminated smiths editorial career the two letters which smith

wrote during his seclusion compare in some degree to the letters

which he wrote as a prisoner from liberty jail these letters

however are considerably shorter and are not written in the

epistolary style of the apostle paul do not sustain the same degree

of emotional intensity nor do they maintain the same level of sub

9 9lime eloquence as the missouri letters
the first letter dated september 1 1842 was read to the

saints on sunday september 4 and was published a week and a half

99 latterdaylatter saintsday also include these letters as revelations
in their doctrine and covenants sections 127 128

22
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first half of the letter carries this doctrinal discussion

128

later TS 111IIIlillii 15 sept 1842 919920919 at920 the outset of the

letter smith reveals his intentions to remain hidden saying I1

have thought it expedient and wisdom in me to leave the place for

a short season for my own safety and the safety of my people 11

he adds when I1 learn that the storm is fully blown over then I1

will return to you again smith speaks of his situation in the

tones of mellow resignation and powerful assurance reflected in

the following paragraph

and as for the perils which I1 am called to pass through
they seem but a small thing to me as the envy and wrath
of man have been my common lot all the days of my life and
for what cause it seems mysterious unless I1 was ordained
from before the foundation of the world for some good end
or bad as you may choose to call it judge ye for your-
selves god knoweth all those things whether it is good or
bad but nevertheless deep water is what I1 am want to swim
in it all has become second nature to me and I1 feel like
paul to glory in tribulation for to this day has the god
of my fathers delivered me out of them all and will deliver
me from henceforth for behold and lo10 I1 shall triumph
over all my enemies for the lord has spoken it
the balance of the letter then consists of instructions

regarding work on the nauvoo temple and baptisms for the dead both

of which were concerns which smith discussed in the previous articles

baptism for the dead and the temple maintaining the subject of

baptism as a concern smith closes the letter promising I1 will

write the word of the lord from time to time on that subject and

send it to you by mail as well as many other things

smiths second communication to the saints was dated only

five days later september 6 and resumed as he had promised the

subject of the baptism for the dead TS

1

f15 18427
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presented through smithssmithy usual masterful handling of scriptural

topics the second portion of the letter however demonstrates a

dramatic change in literary style As in the liberty jail letters

there suddenly appears as this excerpt shows a gradually swelling

influx of feeling an increasing intensity of the language and

syntax and a mounting lyrical quality

how what do we hearbear in the gospel which we have received
A voice of gladnessgladgiad Anessl voice of mercy from heaven and a
voice of truth out of the earth glad tidings for the dead
a voice of gladness for the living and the dead glad
tidings of great joy how beautiful upon the mountains are
the feet of those that bring glad tidings of good things
and that say unto zion behold thy god reignethreig Asneth the
dews of carmel so shall the knowledge of god descend upon
them

this crescendo of emotion continues to increase until it culminates

in the following lines

let the mountains shout for joy and all ye valleys cry
aloud and all ye seas and dry lands tell the wonders of
your eternal king and ye rivers and brooks and rills
flow down with gladness let the woods and all the trees
of the field praise the lord and ye solid rocks weep for
joy and let the sun moon and the morning stars sing
together and let all the sons of god shout for joy and
let the eternal creations declare his name for ever and
ever I1

certainly the spirit and power of the psalmist are reflected in thesethes
passages as well as the lyrical qualities of pastoral poetry

smiths literary style here reaches a level of excellence comparable

to that eloquence attained in the letters written in liberty jail

G conclusion THE END OF SMITHS
EDITORIAL CAREER

joseph smiths career as a newspaper editor ends here

regretfully smith chose at this time to relinquish his editorial

e
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duties to john taylor in a closing valedictory published

november 15 1842 smith wrote

I1 beg leave to inform the subscribers of the times and
seasons that it is impossible for me to fulfill the arduous
duties of the editorial department any longer the mult-
iplicity of other business that daily devolves upon me
renders it impossible for me to do justice to a paper so
widely circulated as the times and seasons I1 have appointed
elder john taylor who is less encumbered and fully comp-
etent to assume the responsibilities of that office and I1
doubt not but that he will give satisfaction to the patrons
of the paper As this number commences a new volume it
also commences his editorial career TS IV 8

john taylors first comments as an editor are these

the patrons of the times and seasons will unquestionably be
painfully disappointed on reading the above announcement
we know of no one so competent as president joseph smith to
fill the editorial chair of which the papers that have been
issued since he has been editor are sufficient evidence

TSIS IV 8

knowing how much the times and seasons had relied on smiths

writings taylor also indicates that he has extracted a promise

from the prophet that he will continue to contribute to its
columns with his pen when at leisure

since smith did not return from exile until january 10 1843

history V 24748247 his48 newspaper valedictory ended his newspaper

publications for the period 1839421839 having42 begun the period in a

missouri jail smith returned to editorship in nauvoo but terminated

the period in exile but throughout the period smith penned numer-

ous newspaper publications even from jail and exile rising in

national prominence as a newspaper editor achieving some literary

success in many writings and defending and teaching the principles

which he had adopted sprinkled throughout these writings are philo-

sophies congruent with those of the jacks onlan age

1
pa trons
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smith wanted relief from his troublesome concerns however the

first letter which smith published following his return was a

paradoxical harbinger of events to come to the editor of the

wasp smith wrote this curt statement

dear sir I1 have of late had repeated solicitations
to have something to do in relation to the political
farce about dividing the country but as my feelings
revolt at the idea of having any thing to do with
politics I1 have declined in every instance in having
anything to do on the subject I1 think it would be
well for politicians to regulate their own affairs

131

I1

chapter 5

THE CLOSING YEARS 184318441843 THE1844
presidential CANDIDATE

joseph smiths growth and achievement as a writer did not

end with his departure from editorial responsibilities but contin-

ued until his death in 1844 A study of this final period will

show smithssmithessmithas continued development as an american journalist

further expansion of his former ideas as well as the development

of new ideas new means of expressing these ideas in refined and

varied literary techniques and in the end a complete turn to

political writings as smith became a candidate for president of

the united states completely immersing himself in jacksonian

politics

the year 1843 began with smiths return from exile to

nauvoo having relinquished the editorship of the

ithssmi
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I1 wish to be let alone that I1 may attend strictly to
the spiritual welfare of the church wasp 1I 28
jan 1843 159

apparently tired of the exasperating events and the men of poli-

tical office who had combined to drive him from his family smith

vows prematurely as we shall discover to have nothing more to

do with politics

A SMITHSSIVaT LITERARYHS innovations

for joseph smith the year 1843 was a year for experimenting

with innovative forms of literary expression the man who probably

influenced his literary work most during this period was william

W phelps one of smithssmithis scribes and close associates on

february 1 john taylor printed an interesting article entitled

ancient poetry TSIS IV 81 the article was a poetic analysis

and critique not just of poetry in general but of two particular

poetic pieces which had recently come into taylorsTay handslorts these

two pieces a sixteen line poem by phelps addressed o0 joseph

smith and smiths seventyeightseventy stanzaeight replywere printed in full

in that issue of the paper TS IV 818581

we

85

have noted only one previous publication by smith in

verse that being a twelvelinetwelve epitaphline to the deceased son of thomas

B marsh EJ I1 july 1838 48 therefore it seems remarkable

future literary analyses of joseph smiths writings
should they be forthcoming may well verify that much of smiths
literary success in this period was due to phelps influence

Wask

1

reply were

1future

ouly 18387
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that smith would suddenly churn out these three hundred and four

lines of rhyme the inspiration to experiment must have come from

W W phelps 2

phelpsphelps1 poem which he dedicated to the prophet is called

vade mecum ff or go with me it and consists of the following four

fourlinefour stanzasline also in a regular iambic tetrameter with the

rhyme scheme in couplets aabbaaby ccbbcabb ddbbdabb eebbbebb the theme centers

on a quest for religious utopia a spiritual paradise

go with me will go you to the saints that have died
to the next better world where the righteous reside
where the angels and spirits in harmony be
in the joys of a vast paradise go with me

go with me where the truth and the virtues prevail
where the union is one and the years never fail
not a heart can conceive nor a natralfatral eye see
what the lord has prepardepardpreparepr for the just go with me

go with me where there is no destruction or war
neither tyrants or slandrers or nations ajar
where the system is perfect and happiness free
and the life is eternal with god go with me

go with me will you go to the mansions above
where the bliss and the knowledge the light and the love
and the glory of god do eternally be
death the wages of sin is not there go with me

nauvoo january 1843

2
whether it can be deemed significant however it should be

noted that joseph smith enjoyed making rhyme an acquaintance of
smith wrote when withauswithjuswith thereuscusjus was no lack of amusement for with
jokes games etc he joseph smith was ready to provoke merriment
one phase of which was matching couplets in rhyme benjamin F
johnson mynl lifes review independence mo 1947 ppap 929392
quoted

93
in hyrum L andrus joseph smithsmithysmiths the man and the seer

salt lake city deseret book co 1960 p 36

2whether

jose
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motivated smith sufficiently that he penned a lengthy answer to
3the phelps piece smiths reply was called A vision
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since phelpsphelps1 poem reached smith immediately after smiths

distressing exile it is probable that the message of phelps

poetry deeply touched the prophet at least

the

theme and subject matter of A vision were not original with

smith at the time that he wrote this poem however rather

the contents were from a vision of the glories if or revelation

which he had written eleven years earlier in hiram ohio history
4

1I 24552245 and52 which he only now had transformed into verse As

a result smiths work greatly expands the theme introduced by

phelps is entirely apocalyptic in nature unfolds a full descriptive

account of the glories of heaven and answers phelps request in the

affirmative

I1 will go I1 will go to the home of the saints
where the virtues the value and life the reward
but before I1 return to my former estate
I1 must fulfil si the mission I1 had from the lord

the poem continues in a high tone of exuberance and religious

fervor comparable to any religious literature of the romantic age

however in literary quality in poetic wormanshipworkmanshipwor thismanship work falls

short of being great poetry

3richard H cracroft and neal E lambert in their anthology
of mormon literature propose that phelps himself was the author of
this answer A believing people provo brigham young univ press
1974 p 258 fnan

4doctrine and covenants section 76 recorded february
16 1832

a f firma tive

i1 n

L beliebeilebelle lprovo
19747
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john taylors critique of the poem is given at the time

smiths work appeared taylors initial comments are

the following very curious poetic composition is at
once both novel and interesting for while the common
landmarks of modern poetry are entirely disregarded
there is something so dignified and exalted conveyed
in the ideas of this production that it cannot fail
to strike the attention ffof every superficial observer

T IV I1 february 1843 81

taylor too is impressed more by the ideas than by the

poetic form but concerning the form he has this to say

concerning the style of the poetry there seems to
be a native simplicity a brilliance of thought and an
originality in the composition that can only be equalledequal
in

led
the oracles of truth and by those who profess the

same spirit and when the muse of those ancient poets
was fired by the spirit of god and they spake as they
were moved by the holy ghost there was a richness a
dignity and a brilliance of ideas and an exuberance of
thought that ran through all their productions as in
the fascinating beauties of poesy they rolled forth the
words of eternal life with all their richness and
dignity and glory while at the same time they paid
little or no attention to the rules of poetic composition

taylor therefore excuses the unusual poetic style saying that

when prophets receive revelation they do not worry about such things

in this romantic vein taylor continues to compare smith to the

ancient prophets whose songs and poetry reveal no common poetic

meter

taylors opinion and defense of smiths poetry however

are too subjective and inconsistent with actual facts in the

first place when the muse of joseph smith was fired by the

spirit of god he wrote the revelation from which the poem was

made not the poem itself it is the revelation then which should

be compared to the works of the ancients

in

ts3 ff 18437tsa
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smiths poetic composition like phelps poem is written

in iambic tetrameter but it differs from phelps work in the rhyme

scheme each of smiths stanzas rhymes in the second and fourth

lines only a rhyme which is not repeated in the succeeding stanzas

and the first and third lines remain unrhymed many of the stanzas

are good quality poetry in comparison to much of the romantic verse

which was appearing in the newspapers of the 1840s but many

stanzas are strained and weak as a result of smiths effort to

maintain as near as possible the thought and sequence contained

in the revelation none of the verse attains the poetic quality

for which the great poets are known but smiths effort is comparable

at least to the lesser works of such a poet as longfellow the

monotonous singsongsing effectsong of song of hiawatha is not unlike

the rhythm found in smiths poem

here are some of the better lines from the heavensentheaven

invocation

sent

of A vision

2 wherefore hear 0 ye heavens and give ear 0 ye earth
and rejoice ye inhabitants truly again
for the lord he is god and his life never ends
and besides him there neer was a saviour of men

3 his ways are a wonder his wisdom is great
the extent of his doings theres none can unveil
his purposes fail not from age unto age
he still is the same and his years never fail

and these lines exemplify the apocalyptic qualities of the work

16 hosanna forever they opendolend anon
and the glory of god shone around where I1 was
and there was the son at the fathers right hand
in the fulnessfalness of glory and holy applause

i1 s
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17 1I beheld round the throne holy angels and hosts
and sanctified beings from worlds that have been
in holiness worshipping god and the lamb
forever and ever amen and amen

the millennialisticmillennia spiritlistic is caught in the following lines

48 yea the righteous shall dwell in the presence of god
and of jesus forever from earths second birth
for when he comes down in the splendor of heavnhearn
all these hell bring with him to reign on the earth

and finally smiths poem closes with a repeated affirmation to

phelps request

78 1I will go I1 will go while the secret of life
Is blooming in heaven and blasting in hell
Is leaving on earth and a budding in space
I1 will go I1 will go with you brother farewell

considered in light of smiths progress as a writer the

poem just examined is a step forward not that smith was highly

successful in his experimentation with the poetry medium for he

was not but the mere attempt indicates growth it reveals an

increasing interest in literary form and expression A vision

also reveals the depth and stretch of his poetic imaginations and one

is inclined to agree with john taylor when he says of smith

uncontrolledcontrolled by the narrow limits of this earth and raised
above all sublimarysub objectslimary his mind soars aloft into other
kingdoms unravels the secrets of eternity and contemplates
the organization of worlds in other spheres our
poet seems to be perfectly at home among heavenly worlds
and converses about their proceedings with as much familiar-
ity as one could do about his domestic economy

A vision was therefore smiths first major innovation in his

literary techniques in 1843 the second innovation appeared in the

next issue of the times and seasons

un
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I1 have thought of writing a piece for
publication by way of valedictory as is usual when
editors resign the chair editorial my principal remarks
I1 intended to apply to the gentlemen of the quill or if
you please that numerous body of respectable gentlemen
who profess to regulate the tone of the public mind in
regards to politics morality religion literature the
arts and sciences &cac &cac viz the editors of the public
journals or if you please I1 will designate them the
lions of the forest

A tone of sarcasm is present from the beginning and the

stage is set for the allegory in the designation of the editors as

lions of the forest

I1 asked is it
possible that so many lords of the forest such noble beasts
should condescend to notice one solitary fawn that is
feeding alone upon his pasture without attempting to excite
either their jealousy or anger

vaovag
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TQVhaving tried his hand at poetic composition smiths next

newspaper publication was a powerfully composed allegorical satire

designed to incriminate every newspaper editor in america who had

ever written anything against him this satire was contained in a

letter to the editor and received front page coverage TSIS IV

15 february 18437 97 it begins

sir ever since I1 gave up the editorial department of the
times and seasons

thereafter proceeds the allegory wherein

smith represents himself as a fawn while an ass represents the

apostate john C bennett in part we quote

it came to pass that as I1 went forth like a young fawn one
day to feed upon the green grass in my pasture an ass saw
me and brayed and made a great noise which a neighboring
lion hearing roared even as a lion roareth when he beholds
his prey at the sound of his voice the beasts of the field
were alarmed and the lions in the adjoining jungles pricked
their ears and roared in their turn and behold all the lions
of the forest alarmed by the noise opened their mouths and
uttered forth their voice which was as the roaring of a
cataract or as the voice of thunder

and

T Q V
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the allegory continues showing that the lions acquire the

voice11voice of men and begin to utter such things as murder desola-

tion bloodshed arson treason joe smith and the

mormonsMormoncormonsMor oursMmons nation will be overturned the fawn denies all
these charges replying

it is true that I1 once suffered an ass to feed in my

pasture he ate at my crib and drank at my waters but
possessing the true nature of an ass he began to foul
the water with his feet and to trample under foot the
green grass and destroy it I1 therefore put him out of
my pasture and he began to bray

the allegory mentions further

a few lions possessing a more noble nature than many of
their fellows wh drew near and viewing the animal
found that he was nothing more than a decriped si
broken down wornoutworn assout that had scarcely anything left
but his ears and his voice

james arlington bennett a new york politician of great

influence enters the story by way of this description

among these was a great lion whose den was on the borders
of the eastern sea he had waxed great in strength he had
terrible teeth and his eyes were like balls of fire his
head was large and terrific and his shaggy mane rolled
with majestic grandeur over his terrible neck his claws
were like the claws of the dragon and his ribs were like
those of the leviathan

the allegory tells how even this great lion has degraded

himself and joined in with the braying of an ass the allegory

concludes with a strong prophetic judgment pronounced upon james A

bennett by way of a first person authorial intrusion into the

allegory as well as a final judgment pronounced upon all the other

lions smith maintains the allegory to the end of the letter

overturnedw1

volce
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smiths originality and creativity are displayed well in

this literary satire the allegorical figures are well chosen and

strongly impress upon the reader the scorn which the author feels

for antagonistic newspaper editors each of the principles in the

allegory becomes a vivid portrayal of a reallifereal situationlife all
in all smithssmithis second attempt at a new literary expression is

highly successful

the final creative literary piece for the year 1843 is

an unusual letter which smith wrote in reply to a letter from james

arlington bennett the very lion of whom the above satire speaks

TS IV A november 1843 37275372 the75 letter is unusual because

it is deliberately euphuistic in style designed to counterattack

the apparently affected intellectuality of bennetts letter and

contains a good deal of bantering with foreign phrases and word

definitions smith makes it obvious that he considers bennetts

philosophizing exemplary of mans reasoning when void of godliness

one of bennetts first statements is I1 am capable of

being a most undeviating friend without being governed by the

smallest letter from religious influence TS IV I11 november 1843

371 smith replies that sincere friendship must arise from love

and that love grow out of virtue which is as much a part of religion

as light is a part of jehovah it

bennett remarks as you have proved yourself to be a

philosophical divine you will excuse me when I1 say that we must

leave their influence to the mass smith playing upon an exercise

in scriptural logic answers

1
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the meaning of philosophical divine may be taken in
various ways if as the learned world apply the term
you infer that I1 have achieved a victory and been
strengthened by a scientific religion as practiced by
the popular sects of the age through the aids of colleges
seminaries bible societies missionary boards financial
organizations and gospel money schemes then you are
wrong such a combination of men and means shows a form
of godliness without the power for is it not written I1

will destroy the wisdom of the wise beware lest any man
spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit after the
rudiments of the world and not after the doctrines of
christ but if the inference is that by more love
more light more virtue and more truth from the lord I1
have succeeded as a man of god then you reason truly
though the weight of the sentiment is lost when the
influence is left to the mass do men gather grapes of
thorns or figs of thistlesthistlwhistles

bennett also states the boldness of your plans and

measures together with their unparallelledunparallel sic7 success so far

are calculated to throw a charm over your whole being and to point

you out as the most extraordinary man of the present age smith

warily sidesteps the flattery by asserting that the boldness of the

plans originated with god and that he stood alone an unlearned

youth to combat the worldly wisdom and multiplied ignorance of

eighteen centuries 11 and that if any of his work has thrown any

charm around his being it demonstrates the fact that truth is

mighty and must prevail and that one man empowered from jehovah

has more influence with the children of the kingdom than eight

hundred millions led by the precepts of men

bennett next vainly asserts but my mind is so mathematical

and philosophical a cast that the divinity of msesbsesbaes makes no im-

pression on me and you will not be offended when I1 say that I1

rate you higher as a legislator than I1 do moses in response to

sic

es
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this smith launches into an intellectual exercise of word defini-

tions quoting a number of foreign phrases from egyptian hebrew

greek german portuguese and other languages which do not

really lend to the subject discussed but which according to

B H roberts editor of smiths history

are a mere pedantic display doubtless admitted in this
instance in a spirit of humor by president smith as an
offset to bennetts assumption of so lofty an intellect
a mind of so mathematical and philosophical a cast that
the divinity of moses etc made no impression on
him history VI 75 fnan

roberts feels also that the strong influence of W W phelps is

upon smith in this unusual digression with words phelps was

known for this kind of turgid style and although smith had once

said brother phelps makes such a severe use of language as to make

enemies all the time historyHi VstoEystoly 391 for his intended purposes

in this letter he imitates phelps in derision of bennett

bennett next offers himself as smiths right hand man but

smith refuses the offer in this powerful paragraph a literary gem

I1 combat the errors of ages I1 meet the violence of
mobs I1 cope with illegal proceedings from executive
authority I1 cut the gordian knot of powers and I1 solve
mathematical problems of universities WITH TRUTH

diamond truth and god is my right hand man

finally bennett after all the flattery gets to the point

he asks smith to support him in a bid for the governorship of

illinois but smiths answer is another striking piece in literature

0 0 shall I1 stoop from the sublime authority of almighty
god to be handled as a monkeys cats paw and pettifypestify

loiclsijc7lsicl myself into a clown to act the farce of political
demogoguerydemagoguery no verily notnol the whole earth shall bear
witness that I1 like the towering rock in the midst of
the ocean which has withstood the mighty surges of the
warring waves for centuries am impregnable and am a
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faithfulfaithfujlfaithfull friend to virtue and a fearless foe to vice no
odds can dissuade me whether the former was sold as a
pearl in asia or bid as a gem in america and the latter
dazzles in palaces or glimmers among the tombs

thus closes the third literary piece of 1843 in which smith

employed a creative literary technique unlike any of his other

writings the first was a poetic composition the second a satirical

allegory and this the third an exercise in euphuistic logic and

satire this last item the smithbennettsmith correspondencebennett gained a

considerable circulation and apparently received much public

attention A brief note in the new nauvoo neighbor which had

replaced the publication of the wasp reported

we find that gen joseph smiths correspondence with
arlington Bennetbennettbennettt

virtually all of the literature which he published in

the newspapers in 1844 was of a political nature in all there

are six major writings which we will examine that were written by

he nauvoo neighbor 1I 21 february 1844 170 hereafter
neighbor

ii n

115

revolt d7atdeat

fc is attracting the attention of many of
our leading papers it has been published by several of
the most prominent in the union among which is the new
york herald it and ilesniles national register 5

it is evident that by this period in his life smith had not only

achieved national recognition and prominence as a leader of his

people but also as a writer and he was now to become even more

famous

B JOSEPH SMITH POLITICAL WRITER

despite the statement printed early in 1843 that smiths

feelings revolted at the idea of having any thing to do with

politics

mey
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the prophet before his assassination on june 27 1844 these six

include correspondence between joseph smith and john C calhoun

two articles A friendly hint to missouri the globe smiths

views of the powers and policy of the government of the united

states and correspondence between smith and henry clay

in the fall of 1843 the honorable john C calhoun

senator from south carolina announced his bid for president of the

united states on november 4 1843 joseph smith wrote senator

calhoun a letter asking the question nhatwhat will be your rule of

action relative to us as a people should fortune favor your

ascension to the chief magistracy TS V I11 january 1844 393-

94 calhouns reply to smith of december 2 reads I1 would strive

to administer the government according to the constitution

he responded

that11that according to my views the case does not come within the juris-

diction of the federal government which is one of limited and

specific powers TS V 1 january 1844 394 this answer greatly

vexed smith who then executed a masterful response which he pu-

blished along with the previous correspondence between the two

gentlemen in the first issue of the times and seasons in 1844

V 1 january 1844 39496394 the96 nauvoo neighbor reprinted the

correspondence of gen joseph smith and hon J C calhoun on

january 10 neighbor 1I TO january 1844 14647146 smiths47

second letter to the senator is a positive assertion of belief in

constitutional government an affirmation of jacksonian democracy

1

VI
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a strong verbal assault against weak government leaders all in

all an exceptionally wellwrittenwell literarywritten production

smith writes his letter to calhoun as a law abiding man

as a well wisher to the perpetuity of constitutional rights and

liberty and as a friend to the free worship of almighty god

saying I1 am surprised that a man or men in the highest stations

of public life should have made up such a fragile view of a case

as calhoun has made of the missouri outrages calling calhounsCalh

answer

ounts

very complacent and like the forced steam from the engine

of a steam boat which makes the show of a bright cloud at first
but when it comes in contact with a purer atmosphere dissolves to

common air again smith begins his verbal onslaught smith states

our second paragraph leaves you naked before yourself like a like-

ness in a mirror when you say that cordingaccordingfaccording to your view the

federal government is one of limited and specific powers here the

intensity of the language begins to increase as so often occurs

when smith writes on emotional subjects and in the crescendo the

quality of the writing improves also authoritatively prophetically

emotionally smith in a manner similar to hellfirehell andfire damnation

sermons writes

if a general government has no power to reinstate expelled
citizens to their rights there is a monstrous hypocrite fed
and fostered from the hard earnings of the people A real
bull beggar upheld by sycophants and although you may

wink to the priests to stigmatize wheedle the drunkards to
swear and raise the hue and cry of imposter false prophet
god damn old joe smithsmithysmiths yet remember if the latter day
saints are not restored to all their rights and paid for
all their losses according to the known rules of justice
and judgment reciprocation and common honesty among men

1
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that god will come out of his hiding place and vex this
nation with a sore vexation yea the consuming wrath
of an offended god shall smoke through the nation with
as much distress and woe as independence has blazed
through with pleasure and delight where is the strength
of government where is the patriotism of a washington
a warren and adams and where is a spark from the watch
fire of 76 by which one candle might be lit that would
glimmer upon the confines of democracy

As joseph smith defends the powers of constitutional govern-

ment he declares congress to be THE SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND if to

which the states are subject and he continues should11should a state

refuse submission that state is guilty of insurrection or

rebellion he therefore challenges calhoun to rereadre theread

constitutional amendments to discover for himself what powers

congress really has and smith tells him god will raise

your mind above the narrow notion that the general government has

no power to the sublime idea that congress with the president as

executor is as almighty in its sphere as jehovah is in his 11

with this concise statement of political doctrine smith concludes

his letter
his ideas as revealed in this excellent letter show

tenacious adherence to democratic ideals based strictly on the

constitutional framework also his tenor is one of an extra-

ordinary boldness and confidence before men of high rank this

confidence shows not only in the tone of the letter but also in

the quality of the writing here is a writer with a firm grasp of

language thought and expression

friendly hint to missouri was first printed in the nauvoo

neighbor I11 13 march 1844 182 and soon thereafter reprinted in

11
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the times and seasons V 15 march 1844 47374473 in74 this article
smith emphasizes peace as his theme unlike so many other writings

in which smith forcefully challenges his enemies and persecutors to

retreat this article displays an exceptionally benevolent mellow

tone of gentle persuasion the theme of peace is carefully enveloped

in a peaceful style for example we note the subdued tone of the

opening paragraph of this article
one of the most pleasing scenes that can transpire on

earth is when a sin has been committed by one person
against another to forgive that sin and then according
to the sublime and perfect pattern of the savior pray to
our father in heaven to forgive also verily verily
such a friendly rebuke is like the mellow zephyr of
summers eve it soothes it cheers and gladdens the
heart of the humane and the savage

smithssmithis public meditations on the subject of peace evoke from

him the mood and expression of a poet he muses peace lovely

child of heaven peace like light from the same great parent gratl

fies animates and happifieshappi thefies just and the unjust and is the very

essence of happiness below and bliss above we note in the follow-

ing excerpt the effective descriptive similes which add a lyrical

quality to the writing

but the peace maker 0 give ear to him for the words of
his mouth and his doctrine drop like the rain and distil
as the dew they are like the gentle mist upon the herbs
and as the moderate shower upon the grass animation
virtue love contentment philanthropy benevolence
compassion humanity and friendship push life into bliss
and men a little below the angels and the sweet
odouradour that is wafted by the breath of joy and satisfaction
from their righteous communion is like the rich perfume
from the consecrated oil that was poured upon the head of
aaron or like the luscious fragrance that rises from the
fields of arabian spices

i s
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having prefaced the principal focus of the article with

these rather lofty poetic expressions smith addresses the people

of missouri in the hope of gently persuading them to make restitu-

tion for the losses sustained there by the saints here enter the

political overtones of the article appealing to the humanitarian

spirit of the missouriansMissour smithians says that he is confident in the

virtue and patriotism of the noblemindednoble westernminded men he adds

his belief that the best blood of the west united with the honor

of the illustrious fathers of freedom will move as the forest is

moved by a mighty wind to promote peace and friendship in every

part of our wide spread lovely country it in the voice of reason

the voice of humanity the voice of the nation and the voice of

heaven if and gently quoting the law smith petitions missouri to

cleanse herself of her guilt and be forgiven the article thus

ends after having maintained a consistency of mood and style

throughout smiths poetic expressions highlight the mood and

lend to the effective outcome of the work

C SMITHS presidential PLATFORM

smiths next newspaper article entitled the globe

dealt directly with significant political decisions which smith

made during the winter of 1843441843 despairing44 over the consistent

failure of prominent political figures to render justice in behalf

of the mormonscormonsMor smithmons himself decided to campaign for the presidency

of the united states then on january 29 1844 the council of the

richard D poll joseph smith and the presidency 1844 11

6
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historyHisto VIEX 18889188 immediately89 after having received smiths

pamphlet which appears in this study shortly numerous editors

began printing their various commentaries regarding smiths

political platform blairs comments angered smith and motivated

this emotional newspaper response

in this article smith once again becomes defender of

truth and outspokenly turns on his assailant smith denies

alliance with the whig party of which the democrat blair accuses

dialogue A journal of mormon thought III111liilil autumn 1968 18
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church officially nominated smith to be a candidate for president

history VI 188 to run against martin van buren and henry clay

both of whom had disappointed the mormonscormonsMor frommons the response

which smith made at the time of his nomination history VI 188

and the intensity with which he became involved in the ensuing

campaign it is apparent that smiths campaign was in earnest

the globe it first appeared in the april 15 times and

seasons V 50810508 and10 again in the april 17 nauvoo neighbor

I1 202 it was written to francis preston blair editor of

the washington globe who had printed a critical and derogatory

essay on smiths views of the powers and policy on the govern-

ment of the united states ty a political treatise in pamphlet form

which the prophet had printed on february 24 1844 history VI

224 and soon thereafter mailed to the president and cabinet

supreme judges senators representatives principal newspapers

in the united states and many postmasters and individualsindividualslyindividual

his I1 vi31

12
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virtuously and humanely for a theodemocracy where god
and the people hold the power to conduct the affairs of men
in righteousness and where liberty free trade and
sailors rights and the protection of life and property
shall be maintained inviolate for the benefit of ALL to
exalt mankind is nobly acting the part of a god to degrade
them is meanly doing the drudgery of the devil unitas
libertas caritas esto perpetuaerpetua
themathem1
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him defends his position on the establishment of a national bank

prison reform and slavery and derides the dishonest editors and

politicians who have troubled him so often in a satirical
comparison of virtuous nauvoo with the deplorable conditions

of the country in general smith inserts his ironic revision of

a popular hymn

hail columbia free and equal
lo10 the saints the mormonscormonsMor blessmons ye
felt thy glory most severely
when missouri gave them jesse

hail columbia free and equal
negro slaves like common cattle
bought and sold for cash at auction
prayers and chains together rattle
hail columbia free and equal
liberty as patriots won it

crowndbrownd the head of freemens money
now the goddess sits upon it
hail columbia free and equal

gold and silver is thy tender
treasury notes aside from biddle
foreign loans and fallen splendor

smith also cleverly turns the motto of blairs jacksonian

news pa per the world is governed too much to his own use and

concludes his article affirming a need for god in government and

the principles of unity liberty and charity

As the orldworld is governed too much and as there is not
a nation or dynasty now occupying the earth which acknowl-
edges almighty god as their law giver and as crowns won
by blood by blood must be maintained

e

e

e

e
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all of smiths political writings of 1844 received

considerable attention and rapid circulation through the countrys

newspapers and each editor was quick to praise or ridicule their

contents when he globe began to circulate the editor of the

warsaw signal printed an excerpt which he called a choice

poetical morceau and commented sarcastically

now jo we were aware that you were a great statesman
jurist and general but we never before knew that you were
a poet this however is now settled and hereafter you
will not only rank with cicero burke coke alexander
caesar hanibal si and napoleon but your name shall be
registered on the tablets of fame by the side of homer
shakespeare milton and byron 7

here then is further evidence of the attention raised by smiths

writings throughout the cities of the nation As an american writer

of the jacksonian period he received much attention as a presidential

candidate and writer in 1844 his reputation was greatly increased

the political pamphlet of which we have spoken did not become

a newspaper publication until may 8 1844 on which date it appeared

in the neighbor II1111 214 one week later the times and seasonsseason

printed the same IV 15 may 1844 52833528 however33 long before

this from the time that the editors received the actual pamphlet

in the mail excerpts and extensive editorials focusing on smiths

political philosophy had begun circulating widely throughout the

nation

joseph smiths views on the powers and policy of the

government of the united states is by far the broadest most

editorial commentary the warsaw signal new series no
11 whole no 128 25 april 1844 2

the

sic
7
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comprehensive treatise on political thought which the prophet ever

composed and contains more to link smith directly to the political
Q

machinery of jacksonian democracy than any other publication

having once vigorously declared that he wanted nothing to do with

politics smith in this one brilliant undertaking placed his name

before america as a candidate for president of the united states

smithssmithis views on government is a carefully outlined

skillfully worked essay which conforms to high standards in both

compositional form and literary quality from the introductory

paragraphs through the body of the essay and to the summation

the essay is carefully organized paragraph by paragraph with clear

concise transitions from one subject to the next in style the

essay exhibits an intelligent vocabulary and provocative ideas

framed in coherence and simplicity the only thing that mars the

quality of the work is the unnecessary insertion of a foreign phrase

at the end of each of several paragraphs again these probably

arise from the influence of W W phelps smiths scribe when the

pamphlet was dictated

the basis for smiths views of government is the constitu-

tion itself and all the rights provided by that document his

essay begins with smiths concern for the happiness of all men

both in time and eternity 11 smith is troubled he states by

the conditions of a free country where some two or three million

8seeasee poll ppap 172117 and21 martin B hickman the political
legacy of joseph smith dialogue A journal of mormon thought 111IIIili
autumn 1968 222722 27
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of people are held as slaves for life because the spirit in them

is covered with a darker skin than ours and by the needless

incarceration of thousands in penitentiariespenitenti hearies wonders why

when equal rights are guaranteed by constitutional provision

these things should occur then citing and quoting from the

patriots of american liberty franklin washington adams jefferson

madison monroe the younger adams and finally jackson smith

traces the development of americasAmeriamerl greatnesscaiscals moreover with

reference to jackson smith proves himself a pure jacksonian

disciple smith declares

general jacksons administration may be denominated
the acme of american glory liberty and prosperity for
the national debt which in 1815 on account of the late
war was 125000000 and lessened gradually was paid
up in his golden day and preparations were made to
distribute the surplus revenue among the several states
and that august patriot to use his own words in his
farewell address retired leaving a great people prosper-
ous and happy in the full enjoyment of liberty and peace
honored and respected by every nation of the world

following jacksonsJack administrationsonis however smith claims

our blooming republic began to decline under the withering touch

of martin van buren the decline continued smith says till
general harrison appeared as a star among the storm clouds for

better weather but this good man died before he had the opportu-

nity of applying one balm to ease the pain of our groaning country

and as a result he concludes

the glory of american liberty is on the wane

having described the state of the nation smith next outlines

his proposals and political platform for the amelioration of these

lce

tylers tenure in office smith calls three years of perplexity

and pseudo whig democrat reignwhi1 g

lithe

ace
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conditions each proposal is precise and bold he suggests that

the size of congress be reduced to one half that congressmens pay

be reduced to two dollars per day and that the offices in govern-

ment be reduced in number he proposes broad prison reforms

including pardoning most convicts and setting up a rehabilitative

system wherein prisoners work and are educated rather than kept

confined all the time he proposes the abolishment of slavery

under a system whereby congress will pay the slave owners for

the slaves out of revenues taken from the sale of public lands

in light of previous statements wherein smith declared himself not

to be an abolitionist because the time for the release of slaves

was up to god we presume then that smith feels that the time is

now come for their release smith also asks for the abolishment

of military court martialsmartialemarti

smith

als

continues his proposed changes in government by

insisting that economy equality and honesty govern in all things

he next proposes the establishment of a national bank with branches

in each state and a standard currency throughout the country he

states further give every man his constitutional freedom and

the president full power to send an army to suppress mobs

critically he adds

like the good samaritan send every lawyer as soon as
he repents and obeys the ordinances of heaven to preach
the gospel to the destitute without purse or scrip pouring
in the oil and the wine a learned priesthood is certainly
more honorable than a hireling clergy

smith also supports the expansion of the united states to the

west coast which means annexing the oregon territory and he

3 S
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explains smiths position on uniform land laws and was given at the
request of the central committee
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suggests at their request the annexation of texas mexico and

even canada

before summarizing his essay smith makes one final declara-

tion he states
we have had democratic presidents whig presidents a

pseudo democratic whig president and now it is time to
have a president of the united states and let the people
of the whole union like the inflexible romans whenever
they find a promise made by a candidate that is not
practiced as an officer hurl the miserable sycophant
from his exaltation as god did nebuchadnezzernebuchadnezzar to crop
the grass of the field with a beasts heart among the
cattle

smith claims to stand for the basic jacksonian precepts of

liberty equal rights and unadulterated freedom and seeks for

honesty and integrity among government officials he also expresses

political views on every major issue of the day following in the
9

main the democratic ideals of jacksonian democracy

D SMITHS FINAL NEWSPAPER publication

the final major newspaper publication by smith was his

correspondence with henry clay who had risen as the whig candidate

for the presidency after the bid of john C calhoun had failed to

materialize As he had done with calhoun smith had written to

henry clay in november 1843 asking what will be your rule of

action relative to us as a people should fortune favor your ascen-

scion to the chief magistracy neighbor II11 29 may 18447 226

see also correspondence of central committee for govern-
ment reform of new york with joseph smith the nauvoo neighbor

whigpresident

9
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clays answer was as noncommittalnon ascommittal calhouns and was

just as displeasing to smith clay in part wrote

should I1 be a candidate I1 can enter into no engage-
ments make no promises give no pledges to any particular
portion of the people of the united states if I1 ever
enter into that high office I1 must go into it free and
unfettered with no guarantees but such as are to be drawn
from my wholewholgwhoie life character and conduct neighbor II11
29 may 1844 226

smiths rejoinder to the clay response was not forthcoming

until six months later at which time he wrote that he had waited

since november in the fond expectation that clay would explain

the

best method and means which would secure to the people
the whole people the most freedom the most happiness
the most union the most wealth the most fame the most
glory at home and the most honor abroad at the least
expense

smith states however I1 have waited in vain the letter which

follows was published with the previous correspondence first in the

nauvoo neighbor in may 1844and1844 thenand in the times and seasons in

june V 1 june 1844 54448544 of48 all smiths letters ever printed in

the newspaper this one is the most caustic even vehement exercise

aimed at anyone his attack is so pronounced that it seems as if
smiths vexation has filled to overflowing if a literary term were

to be applied juvenalian satiresatireffsatiroff might be too mild this critical

letter borders on invective

telling clay that his public declarations have been made

a 0 soft to flatter rather than solid to feed smith declares

you seem to abandon all former policy which may have actuated you

in the discharge of a statesmans duty smith compares clays

0

l29
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evasive answer to a lottery venders sign with the goddess of

good luck sitting on the car of fortune straddleastraddlea of the horn

of plenty and driving the merry steeds of beautitudebeauti withouttude

reigns or bridle and accusingly asks can anything be drawn

from your life character or conduct that is worthy of being

held up to the gaze of this nation as a model of virtue

charity and wisdom are you not a lottery picture with more

than two blanks to a prize

smiths condemnation of clay proceeds with a long list
of accusations he condemns clay for his policies regarding affairs

with the british the oregon territory the missouri compromise

and for his duel with john randolph with which act says smith

the notorious henery si clay dropped from the summit of a

senator to the sink of a scoundrel smith laments the fact that

clay is so pliable and easily dissuaded from political issues and

accuses him of shrinking back from his previous stand on tariffs
a national bank and the annexation of texas and smith derides

clay for suggesting as his solution to the mormon problem that

the mormons emigrate to oregon such cruel inhumanity such

noble injustice such honorable cowardice such foolish wisdom

and such vicious virtue could only emanate from clay smith

writes his closing remarks are the woeful tones of a man

disappointed with rampant corruption and the failure of imperfect

government to provide liberty and equality for its people

I1 mourn for the depravity of the world I1 despise
the hypocrisy of christendom I1 hate the imbecility of
american statesmen I1 detest the shrinkage of candidates
for office from pledges and responsibility I1 long for

cha

sic
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a day of righteousness when lieheile hosewhose right it is to
reign shall judge the poor and reprove with equity
for the meek of the earth it and I1 pray god who hath
given our fathers a promise of a perfect government
in the last days to purify the hearts of the people
and hasten the welcome day

on this note of mixed indignation and lamentation joseph

smiths last newspaper letter ends the literary quality of this

piece suffers under the strained emotional tenor of the writing

and some sections that are actually bombastic detract considerably

nevertheless this letter makes a positive contribution in that it
further emphasizes smiths allegiance to jacksonian democracy and

also illustrates the extent to which smith by june 1844 had

become involved in and knowledgeable about government affairs

E conclusion

only two small items from the pen of joseph smith appeared

in the nauvoo newspapers following the correspondence with henry

clay one was a warning against using bogus paper money which had

appeared in nauvoo neighbor 11II 12 june 1844 234 and the

second was a proclamation from smith as mayor of nauvoo defending

the councils closure of the expositor newspaper neighbor II11

19 june 1844 239 within a week of the last of these joseph

smith was dead a victim of assassination and there ended the

remarkable unusual career of a religious leader writer politician

and staunch advocate of jacksonian democracy
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conclusion

the interesting remarkable but unusual literary

development of joseph smith as evidenced in his newspaper

writings vividly demonstrates the ability of a man to overcome

seemingly insurmountable odds in order to achieve a measure of

success emerging from years of educational deprivation as a

youth with only a scant understanding of rudimentary reading

and grammar smith was certainly not a likely candidate to become

a noted american newspaper writer in smiths life however

dramatic occurrences altered his course and caused him to channel

his efforts in such a manner that he became a jacksonian man of

letters
joseph smith deservedly earns the title jacksonian

diffusing throughout nearly all of smiths newspaper writings are

the major precepts and ideologies of jacksonian democracy smiths

letters articles and treatises repeatedly emphasize the democratic

ideals of liberty union individuality within equality and the

constitutional rights of the common man these writings contain

views on abolitionism and expansionism or project the concepts

of utopianism zionism millennialism and christian primitivism

even smiths rare poetic compositions manifest the qualities of

romanticism these concepts are clearly jacksonian smith

himself was jacksonian don C setiz author of uncommon americans

159
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writes of joseph smith now although he had set up a people

apart from others in spite of all temptations joseph remained an

american an autocrat at home a democrat in his beliefs

on the other hand the age did not necessarily produce

joseph smith in the words of hyrum L andrus

weme cannot conclude that joseph smith borrowed his major
ideas from his historical setting but the claims he made and
the principles he set forth were compatible with the spirit
and aspirations of the age

uncommon
americans indianapolis the bobbsmerrittbobbsmerribobbs comerritt 1925 p 10

andrus second revolution p 71

1

0
2

because smiths ideas coincided with the spirit of the age then

is sufficient evidence to label him a jacksonian man of letters

the evidence that joseph smith progressed and developed as

an american writer is also conclusive that development commenced

as a direct result of smiths strict attention to arduous time

consuming tasks which he felt compelled by his religious experiences

to perform his literary experience began with the tedious under-

taking of translating ancient scriptural records and continued with

additional literary endeavors in behalf of his faith including such

various endeavors as compiling and revising scriptures initiating

an historical account and attending grammargraigral classesmanarranar steadily

through all these exertions smith gradually became more adept

in literary expression

in the early 1830s then when religious issues of the

day attracted smiths attention to the frontier newspapers smith

because of his previous preparations felt sufficiently competent

don C seitz joseph smith seer and statesman

1830sthen
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to begin writing newspaper letters and articles for publication

from the beginning these articles demonstrated varying degrees of

success in literary quality but were written in simplicity and

plainness a style which smith deliberately determined to follow

scriptural language and documentation also permeated some of

this literature though none of these writings was highly

artistic or eloquent they compared favorably with other newspaper

writings being published

by 1837 smiths literary experience was sufficient to

warrant his stepping into the editors chair of a churchownedchurch

frontier

owned

newspaper the elderseiders journal while this paper terminated

after only four issues this journalistic responsibility provided

smith with additional incentives to continue his literary develop-

ment his writings during this period included some simple

descriptive narrative and a little romantic poetry but also some

censuring literature filled with imaginative but harsh similes and

metaphors

suffering imprisonment in the liberty jail in the winter

of 1838391838 smith39 had a rare opportunity to achieve new heights

of literary success portions of the literature which smith

produced during his confinement were highly expressive artistic
and eloquent other portions resembled the epistolary style of

the apostle paul smith could not consistently maintain this

high standard of excellence however once out of prison his

writings seldom reached this same height rather he turned often

to historical narratives vigorous and sometimes even harsh

i1 ssues

devetlop

tenof
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expressions of grievances and political writings writings which

were more didactic and less stylistic

smiths greatest growth as a newspaper writer occurred as

a result of his return to editorship in 1842 with the times and

seasons during this period smith reached his peak in literary

output and acquired national prominence as a newspaper editor

also the quality of many of these writings was particularly

notable from the remarkable simplicity of the entworthventworthwentworth letter
to the orderly logic of his scripturally based doctrinal treatises

to the lyrical quality of letters which smith wrote when forced

into hiding letters which approached the excellence of the liberty

jail literature in all of these smith reached a high degree of

success as a man of letters
following smiths resignation of the editorial post hebe

continued his newspaper writing with creative innovations in

literary style including a lengthy poetic work a strong allegorical

satire and a piece of lesser quality containing a euphuistic style

these works rather than being improvements upon his style however

were more an expansion of his creative powers

the final phase of smiths newspaper literature was the

year 1844 in which smith campaigned for the united states presidency

the bold political writings which he penned at this time attracted

national attention and stirred widespread interest in smith and

his presidential platform although dominant among these political

pieces were smiths caustic attacks against editors and politicians

rising far above these in literary power and profundity of ideas

was one skillfully worked composition containing smiths explicit

on
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views on government this comprehensive and remarkable treatise

was written to no avail however for his untimely death in june

1844 ended smiths political and writing career

in the final analysis joseph smith was a jacksonian mannanuan

who developed into a newspaper writer but not a great newspaper

writer he achieved considerable prominence as a newspaper writer

in his day but that reputation obviously dwindled rapidly upon

his death for he is not now remembered as a journalist in this

regard he was like many minor authors whose popularity runs high

during their lifetime but whose works go unread afterward

the literary quality of smiths newspaper literature though

highly successful in several instances is for the most part of

minor quality when compared with the literature of great journalists

however this is not to say that his work is unimportant it is

important in the ways discussed in chapter one it is also highly

interesting and deserving of further study

this study was not meant to be an indepthin analyticaldepth

examination of each of smiths newspaper writings but hopefully

such studies will be forthcoming there is a need and an interesti-

ng opportunity for literary research into all smiths writings

including his revelations scriptural translations and history

such research ought to include stylistic analyses with close

comparisons made between time periods and types of literary

production when smith once stated 0 man knows my history

history VI 317 he could well have added no man knows my

writing for that is the way it appears to date in the field of

american literature

ithssmi
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HIS LITERARY development AS EVIDENCED

IN HIS NEWSPAPER WRITINGS
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ABSTRACT

this study examines the newspaper writings of joseph smith
jr the mormon prophet traces his development as an american writer
as evidenced in his newspaper publications and notes the major
concepts contained therein which demonstrate that smith may
deservedly be called a jacksonian man of letters

emerging from his youth lacking even rudimentary writing
ability smith began his development with the translation of ancient
scriptural records literary experiences with other scriptures
historical records and even grammar classes augmented his develop-
ment smith later turned his attention to frontier newspapers and
served briefly as an editor jail confinement provided further stimu-
lus to his literary development returning to editorship in 1842 he
increased his literary productivity and rose to national prominence
as a journalist after resigning this post smith penned several
creative literary innovations and in 1844 campaigned for the
united states presidency with some ceccecicce sful political writings
smiths untimely death in junel44Junel endd44 hisend writeewritegd career
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